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ABSTRACT
Variational Principles in Fluid Mechanics
and Electromagnetism:
Imposition and Neglect of the Lin Constraint
by
Ross R. Allen Jr., Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1987
Major Professor: Dr. W. Farrell Edwards
Department:

Physics

Variational

principles

sprinkled the literature

in classical fluid mechanics and electromagnetism
since the eighteenth century.

have

Even so, no adequate vari-

ational principle in the Eulerian description of matter was had until 1968 when an
Eulerian variational principle was introduced which reproduces Euler's equation of
fluid dynamics.

Although it successfully produces the appropriate

equation of mo-

tion for a perfect fluid, the variational principle requires imposition of a constraint
which was not fully understood at the time the variational principle was introduced.
That constraint

is the Lin constraint.

The Lin constraint

has subsequently

been

utilized by a number of authors who have sought to develop Eulerian variational
principles in both fluid mechanics and electromagnetics
ever, few have sought to fully understand
This dissertation
ment of variational

(or plasmadynamics).

How-

the constraint.

first reviews the work of earlier authors concerning the developprinciples in both the Eulerian and Lagrangian nomenclatures.

In the process, it is shown rigorously whether or not the Euler-Lagrange

equations

which result from the variational principles are equivalent to the generally accepted
equations of motion. In particular,

it is shown in the case of several Eulerian vari-

ational principles that imposition of the Lin constraint

results in Euler-Lagrange

equations which are equivalent to the generally accepted equations of motion.

On

Vlll

the other hand, it is shown that neglect of the Lin constraint

results in Euler-

Lagrange equations restrictive of the generally accepted equations of motion.
In an effort to improve the physical motivation behind introduction

of the Lin

constraint a new variational constraint is developed based on the concept of surface
forces within a fluid. The new constraint has the advantage of producing EulerLagrange equations which are globally correct whereas the Lin constraint

itself

allows only local equivalence to the standard classical equations of fluid motion.
Several additional items of interest regarding variational principles are presented.

It is shown that a quantity often referred to as "the canonical momentum"

of a

charged fluid is not always a constant of the motion of the fluid. This corrects an
error which has previously appeared in the literature . In addition, it is demonstrated
that there does not exist an unconstrained Eulerian variational principle giving rise
to the generally accepted equations of motion for both a perfect fluid and a cold,
electromagnetic

fluid.
(172 pages)

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

AND MATHEMATICAL

PRELIMINARIES

and plan

1. Motivation
The development of variational principles
tromagnetism

1

in classical fluid mechanics and elec-

has spanned nearly two centuries.

first such variational

Since Lagrange introduced

the

principle for fluid mechanics in the eighteenth century, there

has been a rather slow but steady parallel progression of variational principles in
both the Lagrangian

and Eulerian descriptions of matter.

In the Lagrangian de-

scription of matter a fluid is referenced to a coordinate system comoving with the
fluid. Variational principles in this description specify "fluid element labels" as the
independent variables and all field quantities such as mass density, velocity, pressure
and temperature

are written as functions of those fluid element labels. Variational

principles in this description usually require the development of special variational
techniques.

In the Eulerian description of matter, a fluid is described in reference to a coordinate system fixed in space. Variational principles founded in this description
express the field quantities as functions of space and time. The variations of the
field quantities

in Eulerian variational

well-known general techniques.

principles may be performed according to

Even so, Eulerian variational principles have pro-

gressed somewhat more slowly than their Lagrangian counterparts
understanding
particular,

due to a lack of

concerning the need for certain types of variational constraints,

m

the Lin 2 constraint.

As indicated above, Lagrange introduced a fluid mechanical variational principle
in the Lagrangian description in the eighteenth century. Taub 3 introduced a general
relativistic version of a Lagrangian description variational principle in 1954. Hawking and Ellis 4 and Schutz and Sorkin 5 subsequently have generalized the variational
approach and cast it into a more elegant form (in 1973 and 1977, respectively).

2

On the other hand, Clebsch 6 proposed the first fluid mechanical variational principle in the Eulerian description in 1859. His approach was limited to isentropic,
incompressible fluids. Bateman

7

(1929) and Lamb 8 (1932) independently

general-

ized the Clebsch variational principle to account for the motion of compressible,
isentropic fluids. However, it was not until 1968 that Seliger and Whitham

9

suc-

cessfully produced an Eulerian variational principle which gives rise to completely
general equations of motion for a perfect fluid. 10 Even so, their variational principle was based on the "mysterious"

9

Lin constraint,

and hence they were unable

to adequately explain the reason behind its success. In 1970, Schutz 11 was able to
generalize the variational principle of Seliger and Whitham to general relativistic
notation.
Since the introduction of the Eulerian variational principle of Seliger and Whitham, a number of authors have contributed

most notably Schutz and Sorkin, 5 Edwards,

straint,
Taylor,

to the understanding

16

Allen, Edwards, and Clifton,

unaware of their contribution

17

12 13
•

of the Lin con-

Henyey, 14 Putterman,

15

and Ito, 18 some of whom were perhaps

at the time.

Even so, there has not been a fully

exhaustive study of this apparently important variational constraint.
2. Intent

The purpose of this dissertation is to
(a) Provide an overview of variational principles in fluid mechanics and electromagnetism;

(b) Demonstrate rigorously the equivalence (or lack of equivalence) of the equations obtained from the variational principles with the equations of motion
generally ascribed to the appropriate fluid system;
(c) Clarify a number of misunderstandings

in the literature

concerning the

equations that result from a particular variational principle and correct an
erroneous conclusion concerning the constancy of the "canonical momentum";

3

(d) Contribute to the understanding

of the Lin constraint through demonstra-

tion of its necessity and through development of an alternative variational
constraint

which has two important

new features; (i) the new version is

globally correct whereas the former one is only locally valid; (ii) there is
a clear physical basis for the new form whereas the previous one is not
physically well motivated.
3. Plan

The remainder

of this chapter consists of a review of mathematical

and machinery which will be utilized extensively throughout

concepts

the remainder of the

work. These include the general notion of a variational principle, a derivation of the
Euler-Lagrange

equations and a proof and application of Noether's theorem. Also,

two theorems of importance,

one due to Schutz and Sorkin 5 the other a standard

theorem of differential geometry known as Darboux's theorem, are presented .
Chapter II, "Variational Principles in Fluid Mechanics", includes a presentation
of several perfect fluid variational principles. By perfect fluid is meant a neutral, inviscid classical fluid which satisfies Euler's equations of fluid dynamics. Variational
principles in both the Lagrangian and Eulerian nomenclatures are presented in both
non-relativistic

and relativistic formats. In each case the resultant Euler-Lagrange

equations are shown to be equivalent to Euler's equations.
Chapter III, "Variational Principles in Electromagnetism",
ray of variational
temperature,

presents a similar ar-

principles as Chapter II, but is concerned with charged, zero-

inviscid fluids. In addition, Chapter III includes discussions of com-

plete versus incomplete variational principles in electromagnetics

and of field quan-

tity variable transformations.
In Chapter

IV, "Neglect of the Lin Constraint",

the variational

principles in

Chapters II and III are modified slightly through the neglect of the Lin constraint.
this chapter it is directly demonstrated
both mathematically

In

that the Lin constraint is a valid constraint,

and physically, by showing how the resultant Euler-Lagrange

4

equations are restrictive of the generally accepted equations of fluid motion.
Chapter V, "Physical Interpretations
ditional interpretation

of the Lin constraint

Subsequently, a new variational
in appearance

of the Lin Constraint",

constraint

reiterates

along with its inherent weaknesses.

is developed which is somewhat similar

and function to the Lin constraint . The constraint

the interpretation

traditionally

the tra-

attached to the Lin constraint

helps elucidate

and has the advan-

tage of giving rise to Euler-Lagrange

equations which are globally equivalent to the

generally accepted Maxwell-Lorentz

force set of equations.

constraint

Imposition of the Lin

itself achieves only local equivalence to this set of equations.

appeal is made to the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin as it is demonstrated
does not exist an unconstrained

that there

variational principle in the usual field quantities of

fluid mechanics or electromagnetics

B. Notation

Next, an

which yields unrestrictive

equations of motion.

and conventions

A relativistic

viewpoint will be used throughout

much of what follows. Often,

however, a more general mathematical

framework will be developed and then spe-

cialized to cases of physical interest.

Also, frequent use will be made of non-

relativistic Newtonian mechanics. The metric tensor will be taken to have signature
-2 and Greek indices will run from O to 3 while Latin indices will run from 1 to 3,

except as specifically stated.
throughout

The Einstein summation

convention will be observed

unless otherwise specifically stated; i.e., identical upper (contravariant)

and lower (covariant)

indices in a single term indicate an implied sum over all

possible values of that index.
Partial derivatives will occasionally be signified by a comma followed by an index designating

the variable of differentiation,

while covariant derivatives will be

signified by a semi-colon followed by the index of differentiation.

Unless other-

wise specified, all functions are assumed smooth enough that the derivatives which
appear exist and are continuous.

SI units will be used.

5

C. Review

of the calculus

All subsequent

of variations

sections are concerned with the physics of continuous fluid sys-

tems, both neutral and charged or electromagnetic

fluids. Many of the results, then,

should be applicable to neutral fluids and to plasmas in the continuum limit. Since
a large number of the results are derived through the methods and nomenclature

of

the calculus of variations, we digress at this point to a brief review of those items
in the calculus of variations
herein.

most relevant to the future developments

contained

19

The calculus of variations has long been a useful tool for the study of physical
problems because it leads readily to the discovery of conserved quantities

and in

addition serves as an elegant packaging for most theories . However, it should be
pointed out that the calculus of variations is not the usual starting
development

of a physical theory.

A theory is usually couched in the framework

of the calculus of variations following its initial conception.
theory has been formulated
deal of additional

point for the

Nevertheless, after the

in the language of the calculus of variations,

a great

physical insight is often obtained.

1. General variational principle
on a fixed region - The
Euler-Lagrange equations.

In the calculus of variations one begins with the fundamental

integral or action I

where

(1.1)
I may be thought of as a real-valued function on a normed set of functions Qj, and

as such is often referred to as a functional, i.e., a real valued function of functions.
L is a scalar or scalar density known as the Lagrangian or Lagrangian density and

is in general a function of the independent

variables or coordinates x 1 , ... , xn, i.e.,

6

those variables over which the integration
ables or field quantities Q;,J

= 1, ... , m,

is performed,

and the dependent vari-

which are supposed to be functions of the

independent variables. L also depends on the first derivatives of the field quantities
with respect to the independent variables. More generally L may be considered as
a function of still higher order derivatives of field quantities, but we will not need
this more general framework in what follows, hence we do not consider it here.
L is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable

as a function of each of its

arguments.
The field quantities

are considered to be C 2 in all their variables; that is, we

shall take the space of admissible functions to be the set of all twice continuously
differentiable functions which map Rn into R. The variational principle consists
in "varying" the field quantities throughout

the space of admissible functions and

determining those values of the field quantities for which the fundamental
I, ( 1. 1), is stationary.

This is made more precise in the following paragraph.

Consider the arbitrary

which is parameterized

transformatio n , or variation, of the field quantities

by the scalar c. Assuming that

tiable inc, the transformation

where ~j(x 1 , ... , xn)

= d~i

The requirement that
~j

integral

differen-

(1.2) may be rewritten as

[e=O and O(c) -, 0 as c-,

Q; be

Q; is continuously

0 according to Taylor's theorem.

in C 2 (Rn) for for all c 2: 0 imposes the condition that

be in C(Rn) for each J·. The variation bl of the fundamental

integral is defined

to be the principle linear part in c of I( Qj) - I( Q;). I is said to be stationary
at those values of the field quantities

Qj for which bl vanishes with respect to

arbitrary variations of the field quantities

Qj

in the space of admissible functions.

7

The transformation

(1.2) does not involve a transformation

of the coordinates and

hence is a variation in a fixed region of coordinate space.
To compute 81 we first compute the principle linear part of L(x 1, ..., xn, Qj, Qj,k)-

=L -

L(x1, ..., xn, Qj, Qj,k)

Linc

using Taylor's theorem:

(1.4)

Using (1.3) we find that

dQ · ,e=O
=j;-

the principle linear part in c of

= JR(L-

I(Qj) - I(Qj)

dQ · k
= Cj and ~le=O
= Cj,k so that from
L - L is c Ef= 1 ( /J,.Cj+ EZ=I aS~kCj,k).

(1.4)
Since

L)d!"x we then see that

(1.5)

The last term under the integral may be expressed as

(1.6)

Substituting

(1.6) into (1.5) and using the generalized

divergence theorem

20

we

obtain

where

r is the

bounding surface of the region of integration R,

nk

are the components

of the outward normal to the surface and da is the incremental surface area.
The functions

Cj in

the transformation

ment that they be twice continuously
( 1. 1) to be stationary

(1.3) are only restricted

by the require-

differentiable since in order for I, Equation

with respect to arbitrary variations in the field quantities from

the space of admissible functions it must in particular be stationary

with respect to

8

Ei an

variations of the form (1.3) with
ing stationarity
arbitrary

C 2 function.

arbitrary

of l with respect to transformations

C 2 function is sufficient for the stationarity

Conversely, requir-

of the form (1.3) with

of l with respect to arbitrary

variations of the field quantities in the space of admissible functions.
first the restrictions

imposed by the particular

Ei = 0 for j

Eian

=I=i and

We consider

class of transformations

defined by

C 2 function of its variables which vanishes on

arbitrary

the boundary of R. Requiring 81

Ej an

= 0 under

this particular

r,

class of transformations

(1. 7) gives

l (:i,= t. (a~~.))
e,d"x
= o, =
i

d~•

Since

Eiis

arbitrary

and C 1 inside of R (1.8) implies by the fundamental

of the calculus of variations

21

d

n

= aQ · + L
k-1

dxk

aL
BQ·
i,k

i

= 0, i = 1, ... , m.

(1.9), are referred to as the Euler-Lagrange

frequently utilized throughout

(1.8)
theorem

that

aL

Ei(L)

These equations,

1, ... ,m

equations and will be

the following sections and chapters.

ties which make the action l stationary

(1.9)

Any field quanti-

must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange

equations,

(1.9).
We now consider a wider class of variations but still require l to be stationary,
that is 51

= 0. Since (1.9) constitute necessary conditions for the stationarity of l

(1. 7) reduces to, with 81

= 0,
(1.10)

Let

Ei= 0 for

j =I=i and

Eibe

arbitrary

on

~ BL n k Ir=
L-aQk=l

i,k

r,

then (1.10) requires

o, i. =

1, ... ,m.

(1.11)

9

Equations (1.11) constitute boundary conditions which necessarily must be satisfied
by the field quantities

Qj in order that J be stationary.

Conversely, if Equations

(1.9) and (1.11) are satisfied, then by (1.7) 81 vanishes whence I is stationary.
In the majority of what follows we will assume that no spatial boundary exists
and that the field quantities and their derivatives vanish sufficiently fast at spatial

In addition, the time interval of integration

infinity.

Under such circumstances

will be taken as arbitrary.

the boundary conditions (1.11) are essentially irrelevant

in the sense that they are satisfied identically. Hence, in this special case of interest
the satisfaction of the Euler-Lagrange equations (1.9) for all times is sufficient for the
stationarity

of I. We will therefore be concerned mainly with the Euler-Lagrange

equations and will assume the boundary conditions (1.11) to be satisfied a priori.

2. General variational principle on
a variable region-Noether 's theorem
Consider now the transformation

Ai

X

Ai( X k ,

X

Q j, Q j,ki c h) ,

(1.12a)

i,k = 1, ... ,n, ;" = 1, ... ,m, h = 1, ... ,r,

Qj = Qj(xk,Qj,Qj,kiE:h),

Ai

=

k

x (x , Qj, Qj,ki 0)

= xi

A

k

and Qj(X , Qj, Qj,ki 0)

= Qj,

which is assumed invertible in the sense that by substituting
Qj,i

=

Q3·,i(xk) into Equations

Qi

(1.12b)

(1.12c)
Qj(xk)

and

(1.12c) one may solve for xi in terms of xk for all

parameter values ch. This assumption allows for the expression of Equations (1.12b)
as Qj

=

Q 3-(.xk) and hence the transformation

Qy(xk) into the surfaces Qj

(1.12) carries the surfaces Qi

=

= Qj(xk). In addition, we assume that (l.12a,b) are

10

twice continuously differentiable with respect to each of the variables xk, Qj, Qj,k, ch.
Obviously, Equations (1.12) constitute a much more general class of transformations
than does Equation (1.2) in that not only are the field quantities varied but so are
the coordinates.
parameters

Also, in (1.12) the transformations

rather than just one as in (1.2).

The fundamental
transformation

R is the

integral J, Equation

(1.12) if J ( Qj(xk))

l
where

are allowed to depend on r

=I

L (xk,Qj,Qj,k) dnx

{1.1), is said to be invariant under the

(Qj(xk)), that is,

=

l

L (xk,Qj,Qj,k)

dnx,

(1.13)

image of R under Equation {1.12a). As will be shown, the invariance

of I under the transformation

{1.12) implies an invariance or symmetry

in the

Lagrangian {density) L which in turn implies the existence of a conserved quantity.
This is the essence of Noether's theorem.
The invariance of L is seen easily by using (1.12a) to write

{1.14)
where J

= det(Bxi/axk)

is the Jacobian determinant

the invariance of I, Equation

of the transformation.

Using

(1.13), we conclude that the right hand member of

(1.13) equals the right side of {1.14). If this is assumed true on an arbitrary

region

R of Rn it follows that

{1.15)
Equation

(1.15) will be taken as the definition of the invariance of L.

That J is invariant implies the existence of a conserved density will now be shown.
Note firstly that since I(Qj) - I(Qj) vanishes due to the invariance of I under the

11

transformation

(1.12) the principle linear part

each h because of the independence

ch,[JJh,must

in particular vanish for

of the ch's. The vanishing of

[JJh,
h =

l, ... r,

gives rise to r conserved densities in the following way .
First, expand

xi and Qj in

a Taylor series about

ch= 0 to

get

r

xi = xi + L ch<l>i+ 11( c.l, ... , er)

II0 ( c1, ..., er)

(1.16a)

h=l

r

Qj = Qj + L ch1Pjh
+ II (c1, ... , er)

II0 (c1, ... , er)

(1.16b)

h=l

where

and
k
) _ aQj
1Pjh
( X , Qj,Qj,k = achle1 = ...=er=o

and 0 (c 1 ,

...

,er) --+ 0 as II (c 1 ,

...

,er) II--+ 0. Next, compute

axi/axk using

(1.16a)

to find

r

axi/axk =st+ Lch</>i,k
+ II (c 1 , •.. ,cr)

II0(c 1 , ... ,cr).

(1.17)

h=l

whence
n

J

=

det ( axi;axk)

r

= 1 +LL

ch<Ptk
+ II (c 1 ' ... , er) 110(c1, ... ,er).

(1.18)

k=lh=l

we may also compute

Qj,k = aQi/axk with

the aid of (1.16) and (1.17) by first

recognizing the fact that

n

L (ax1/ai) (ai;axk) = sL
i=l

(1.19)

12
then utilizing this fact in (1.17) to obtain

r

n

oi = ax /axk+LL
1

1
ch<Ptkax
/axi + II(c.·1,...,er) 110(c1,...,er) .

(1.20)

h=li=l

It is apparent from expression (1.20) that to zeroth order in c\
that (1.20) may be rewritten

ax1/ axi = c5Jso

as

r

ax I ax"= c5L1

L ch<l>i,k
+ 11( c1,..., er) 110( c1' ..., er) .

(1.21)

h=l

Now,

BQj/Bxi= I::~1 (aQi/ax1) (ax1/Bxi)whence
n

aQi/ax"= L (aQ3-jaxi) (axi/axk)

(1.22)

i=l

by (1.19). The first factor in the right member of (1.22) is easily computed

from

(1.16b) to be

r

BQj/Bxi= Qj,i+ Lcht/13·h,i+ II(c1,...,cr) II0(c1,...,cr).

(1.23)

h=l

Sub stitution of (1.21) and (1.23) into (1.22) then gives

QJ,k = QJ,k+

t

ch (VJjh
,k -

h=l

Having obtained

t

Qj,i<Ptk)
+ II(c1,..., er) II0(c1 , ... ,er).

i=l

Equations

(1.16), (1.18) and (1.24) we are in a position to

calculate

c5Jh, but for convenience we first define

Equation

(1.15). The argument
h

A

puting a(LJ) / ac le1= ...=er=o·
E"l

= ... =

er =

Q.

(1.24)

LJ

to be the left member of

of the integral c5Jh is most easily found by com-

We will use the shorthand

notation

c

=0

to mean

13

whence
n

aL

.

m

aL

+ ~ aQ.
( ~ axi 4>ii
t=l

J=l

"Pjh+

J

m

n

J=l

k=l

~L

aL (
aQ . k "Pjh,k-

n

.

) )

~ Q j,i'Ph,k
t=l

J,

(1.25)

where (1.12c), (1.16), (1.18), and (1.24) have been utilized.
We define

n

T/jh = "Pjh-

I: Qj,i<P1

(1.26)

i=l

and compute

d ( 8L
)
dx k aQ . T/jh
J,k

= dxd k

( 8L )
8L
8Q .
'f/jh + aQ .
J,k

(

"Pjh,k-

J,k

n
i
n
i)
L
Qj,i'Ph,k - L Qj,ik<Ph
i=l
i=l

so that

aaQ~ ("Pjh,k-tQj,i<Ptk)
J,k
i =l

= d:k
n

+L
i=l

Also,

so that

8

(aQ~J,kT/jh)BL
8Q . Qj,ik'Ph
J,k

d:k

(a8Q~J,k)T/jh
(1.27)
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m

m

n

i=l

k=l

BL ·
d ( ·)
~ aL
· ~ ~ BL
Bxi<Ph= dxi L</>h- ~ BQ · Q;,i<Ph
- ~ ~ BQ · k Qj,ik<Ph
- L</>h,i• (1.28)
j=l

J

J,

= 0,

of (1.27) and (1.28) into (1.25) yields, after noting that BL/Bch

Substitution

t.d!,(L4>it,i)~~-'q;h)

L);a,•1,=o=

a (l,J -

+

+

f,
m

BL

(

d ( BL ))

~ dxk
m

BQ; -

BQ;,k

Tljh

(1.29)

after using the definition for TJjh,Equation (1.26), and combining terms. 8Jh may
be obtained directly from (1.29) by integrating over R and multiplying by ch.

If I is invariant under the transformation
R is assumed

to be completely

arbitrary

(1.12) and if the region of integration
then by Equation

(1.15) we conclude

that (1.29) must vanish identically for each h since the right member of (1.15) is
independent
requiring o]h

of ch for each h. The vanishing of (1.29) may also be deduced by

=

R for each h. Along extremals,

0 on an arbitrary

to the Euler-Lagrange

equations,

(1.9), the last term of (1.29) vanishes identically

whence (1.29) combined with (1.15) gives in this important

n

d ( L</>h
.+~
m
BL
--TJ;h
~BQ ··

~- .
~dxi
i=l

i.e ., solutions

j=l

)

= 0,

h

case

= 1, ... , r .

(1.30)

J,i

This proves Noether's Theorem: If J is invariant under the transformation

(1.12)

for an arbitrary region of integration, then along extremal surfaces (1.30) is satisfied.
Special Cases: Equations
of the r equations,

(1.30) give rise to r conserved quantities,

one for each

and hence may themselves be viewed as conservation laws. To

illustrate the manner in which an equation of type (1.30) may give rise to a conserved
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quantity consider the well-known equation of charge continuity, 8p/8t

+ '1 • (pv) =

0, where p is the fluid charge density and v the velocity field of the fluid.

This

expression may be cast into relativistic four-vector notation by first defining the
current density four-vector, ju by ju=
velocity four-vector,

c

p 0 uu, u

is the speed of light, 1

= 0, 1, 2, 3, where uu = ,(c, v) is the
= 1/(1- v2 /c2 ) 112 , and p = p/ 1 is
0

the rest charge density, i.e., the charge density as measured in a coordinate system
which is instantaneously
vector xu

=

at rest at each point in the fluid. Next, define the position

(ct, x, y, z) where t is time and x, y and z are the usual coordinates

in Euclidean three-space,
coordinate

system.

may be written

as

i.e., x,

y

Finally, let Bu

=0

Buju

and z are spacial coordinates

= 8~,.,

in a cartesian

then the equation of charge continuity

(implied summation on u) which is obviously of the

form (1.30).
Returning

to the original form of the equation we integrate both sides of the

equation over all space to obtain

(1.31)
the second term of this equation may be converted to an integral over the surf ace of
the volume of integration,

which is at spatial infinity, according to the divergence

theorem.

p

Assuming that

recognizing that
dQ / dt

and v vanish at spatial infinity for all times t and

f pd 3 x = Q, the

total charge of the system, Equation (1.31) gives

= 0 which expresses the fact that the total charge of the system does not

change with time, i.e., the total charge of the system is a conserved quantity. In an
exactly analogous way, if the fundamental

integral I, Equation

(1.1), is expressed

as an integral over space-time and if all field and transformation

quantities

are

assumed to vanish at spatial infinity, then Equations (1.30) imply that

d
dt

I(

0

L</>h

BL
+~
L.,,, ~T'/jh
j=l

QJ,O

) d 3 x = 0, h = 1, ... , r.

(1.32)
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Hence, the quantities

J (L¢°h + Lj=I

d3x, h

a~~./1jh)

=

1, ... , r, are conserved.

We now consider the invariance of I under some important
transformations

(1.12) and the consequent conservation

special classes of

laws (1.30). Firstly, note

that in the case in which the field quantities are varied but the coordinates
that is xi

= xi

and hence

implies Equation

¢i = 0, and

in which r

=

1, the conservation

(1.10) by taking the integral of Equation

are not,

law (1.30)

{1.30) over a volume R

of Rn and converting it to a surface integral. Recall that the boundary conditions
(1.11) of the previous subsection were deduced directly from Equation {1.10). Note,
however, that the condition
to the assumption

(1.30) is stronger than {1.10), a fact that arises due

leading to Equation

(1.30) that the region of integration

R is

completely arbitrary whereas in the previous subsection R is assumed to be fixed.
Consider now the case in which the Lagrangian density L does not depend explicitly on a coordinate, say xk,L

= L(x 1 , •• •,xk-l,xk+I,

... ,xn,Qi,Qi,k)·

In this case L

is said to be cyclic in the variable xk. Then I is invariant under a transformation
of the form

xk(xk, c)

= xk + c;

Q1 = Qj,
Hence, we may take r

= 1, ¢,{= «51and

j

"Pjl

= 1, ... ,m.
= 0 where <Piand

"Pjh are defined in

(1.16). Using the definition of TJjh in Equation (1.26) we then conclude from (1.30)
that

L dxid
n

i=l

(

.
L«5ic-

L aQBL. _Qj,k)
m

j=l

= 0.

(1.33)

J,t

The quantity
(1.34)

17
is often referred to as the canonical stress-energy

tensor ( density)

form in the theories of elasticity and electromagnetism.
Equation

(1.33) reads simply

22

because of its

In terms of definition (1.34),

Ef=l-/;.Tfk
= 0.

The result (1.33) may be obtained from a much more direct, but less general
technique by noting that

(1.35)

= 0. If, in addition,
aL/aQj = Ef=ld:.
(aL/aQj,i)-

If L is cyclic in xk, then aL/axk

the Euler-Lagrange

tions are satisfied, then

Substitution

equa-

of these two

expressions into (1.35) yields

(1.36)

dL/dxk

By substituting

= E~ 1 d!•(Lt5fl into

(1.36) and collecting terms we then

recover (1.33).
If L describes a mechanical system and if L is cyclic in the time coordinate,

(1.33) expresses the conservation
a cartesian

coordinate,

total momentum.
conservation

then (1.33) implies the conservation

of the corresponding

is not necessarily assumed completely

general result of interest.

of the corresponding

then (1.33) expresses the

total angular momentum.

Finally, when I is invariant under the transformation
of integration

energy. If L is cyclic in

of the total mechanical

If L is cyclic in an angular coordinate,

then

(1.12), but the region R

arbitrary

we obtain a more

By combining (1.13) and (1.14) and using (1.29), which

is a general result independent

of any assumption

R , we find that in this more general case

about the region of integration

18

J1 L
{

n

R

i=l

d (
.
dxi L</>ii
+

BL
)
{
BQ .. T/jh dnx + J

L
m

i=l

1
R

J,t

L
E;(L)r,;1,,dnx= 0, h = 1, ... , r
i=l
m

(1.37)
(recall that E;(L)

=

0 is the j th Euler-Lagrange

be converted to an integral over the boundary

equation).

of R,

r,

The first term may

by utilizing the generalized

divergence theorem whence (1.37) becomes

(1.38)

where dai is a surface element

= L<f>i-

and Tt

..

I:,'?1-=l8~~, . T/jh·

Hence, we have

the generalized Noether's theorem: If I is invariant under the transformation
then (1.38) must be satisfied.

Along extremals

(1.12),

the left member of (1.38) vanishes

and (1.38) becomes simply

i

= 0,

tTtdai

r i=l

Equations

complete

= 1, ... ,r.

(1.39) may also be called conservation
(1.33). In fact, Equations

sense than Equations
quantities

h

indicated

of R.

laws, but in a more general

(1.39) lead to the same conserved

(1.32) under less stringent

in Equations

arbitrariness

(1.39)

assumptions

To see this, let R be a space-time

cylindrical edges at spatial infinity where field quantities

"cylinder"

and transformations

are assumed to vanish. Let the ends of the cylinder be at hypersurfaces
time.

Then, Equations

and t 1 are the constant
represents

the evaluation

(1.39) reduce to

T!:.at

then in particular,

Jri(t+ti)d
ti--+O

t, and the integral extends over all space.

3

x-

ti

alike

of constant

values of time t at the two ends of the cylinder,
of

with

J TJ:.(t2)d3 x - J Tf (t 1)d3 x = 0 where

now assume that this expression holds for any two hypersurfaces
lim

than the

JTf (t)d x
3

=

.

.

.

of constant

0, which 1mphes (1.32).

t2

TJ:.(t)
We
time,
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3. Variational constraints
The notion of constraining

the variations of a variational principle will be relied

on heavily in the following sections and chapters
here. 23 The necessity of applying a constraint
varied are not completely independent,
field quantities

arises when the field quantities to be

i.e., there exists a relationship

between the

which must be satisfied by all variations of those quantities.

This

may be expressible as a set of equations of constraint

relationship

jP (x\Qi)
in which case the constraints
quantities

and hence is briefly reviewed

= 0,

p

= 1, ... ,d,

(1.40)

which must be applied to the variations of the field

Qi are called integrable or holonomic. If the relationship

is not express-

are nonholonomic. For example, if the relationship

ible in this form the constraints

is expressible as a set of inequalities rather than equalities or as a set of equalities
involving the derivatives of the field quantities

Qj,k then the constraints

are non-

holonomic. Holonomic constraints may be discussed in complete generality whereas
nonholonomic constraints have yet to be formulated m a general context, and hence
each nonholonomic constraint

must be considered individually.

A set of holonomic constraints may be incorporated

into a variational principle by

= 1, ... , m -

d, such that the q8 are entirely

first finding generalized coordinates q8 , s
independent,

Qj = Qj (xk,qs)

,J =

1, ... ,m,

(1.41)

and (1.40) together with (1.41) may be inverted to find q8 in terms of xk and Qi· One
then expresses L as a function of xk, q8 , and Qs,k and varies the q8 's independently
recover the Euler-Lagrange
Alternatively,

equations (1.9) in terms of the qs's rather than the Q/s.

one may add the quantity

obtain the fundamental

to

integral

Li=l>-.pJP
(xk,

Qi) to L (xk, Qj, Qj,k) and

20

(1.42)

in which the Q j's and Ap's are to be varied independently.
by varying Ap,p
(1.40).

=

1, ... , d, independently

one obtains the equations of constraint

The first method yields just m - d equations

coordinates

q8

It is easily shown that

in the m - d generalized

while the latter method, Equation (1.42), yields m

+ d equations in

the m field quantities Qj and the d Lagrange multipliers Ap. Although in practice
the first method may be more easily solved due to the fewer number of equations
involved, the latter method gives more information,

information which may have

physical interest.
Because nonholonomic constraints
as holonomic constraints

cannot be discussed in as general a context

we will defer a more in-depth examination

of them until

particular cases of interest arise in what follows. In particular, we will examine the
nonholonomic Lin constrain.

4. Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin
We now state and prove in a slightly generalized form a theorem originally due
to Schutz and Sorkin 5 (their Theorem 2.2) which is important

for determining the

necessity of constraining the variations in certain physically important

variational

principles . We begin by assuming that J is invariant under the transformation
(1.12) and in accordance with the generalized Noether's

theorem conclude that

(1.38) must be satisfied.

We next vary only the field quantities in (1.38) with an

arbitrary transformation

of the type (1.3), then equate the principle linear parts in

c of each member of Equation (1.38). Denoting with a 8 the principle linear part
in c of each quantity we obtain

21

Finally, denote by Ph(~, H) the quantity

Ph(~, H)
where's

represents the transformation

=ft.

(1.44)

Tf.da;

(1.12) and H is an n - I-dimensional hyper-

surface in Rn. We are now in a position to state the theorem.
9.1: Suppose I, Equation (1.1), is invariant under the transformation

THEOREM

's, (1.12), on an arbitrary

region of integration

and that Ph(~,H) is defined by

(1.44). Then any two of the following imply the third (there are actually fairly
weak additional assumptions required for (b)+(c) implies (a) and (a)+(c) implies

(b)):
(a) The field quantities
'r/jh

= 0 for

Qj are invariant under the transformation

(1.12); 1.e.,

= 1, ... , m and h = I, ... , r.

j

(b) The field quantities Qj are solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations: Ej(L)

O,j

=

=

1, ... ,m.

(c) For any asymptotically regular hypersurface

24

Hof dimension n-1, Ph(~, H)

is an extremum against all variations of the field quantities
support.

Qj of compact

25

Proof. (i) Assume (a) and (b) are satisfied, then the left member of Equation

(1.43) vanishes and we obtain 8

fr I:f=1 Tidai = 0.

Let H be an asymptotically

regular hypersurface and vary the field quantities arbitrarily
of Rn, i.e., let

7Pjin

over a compact region

Equation (1.3) be an arbitrary C 2 real-valued function, defined

on the interior of a compact region K ~ Rn, which vanishes on the boundary of
and exterior to K. Choose a region R ~ Rn which is bounded by H on the one

22
hand and by a hypersurface H' on the other where H
let

r

be the boundary of R. Then, 8

n K = 0 (see

Figure 1), and

fr I:f=lTtdai = 8 fKnH I:f=iTtdai

and by

letting K vary arbitrarily we conclude that

(1.45)
where H is asymptotically

regular and 8 here means arbitrary

compact-support

variations of the field quantities Q 1 . Hence, (c) is satisfied according to {1.45).

(ii) Assume that (a) and (c) are satisfied. Let R

~

Rn be arbitrary and choose

H and H' as in Figure 1. Then,

which vanishes by (c). Hence, Equation (1.43) reduces in this case to

Since the region of integration

is arbitrary

we conclude that the integrand must

vanish identically. Under the additional assumption that the variation of transformation (1.12) preserves the arbitrariness
then conclude that the Euler-Lagrange

of the variation of the field quantities we
equations,

(1.9), must be satisfied by the

field quantities; i.e., (b) must be satisfied.

(iii) Assume (b) and (c) true, then according to the argument in part (ii) the
right member of (1.43) vanishes as does the second term on the left, whence

Since the region of integration R is arbitrary the integrand must vanish identically.
Under the additional assumption that the variation of the Euler-Lagrange

equations

23

MATTER

Figure 1: Spacetime diagram of region including the spacelike hypersurfaces H and

H' .
The matter between the hypersurfaces is confined to a region of compact support,
its boundary
N.

indicated by the timelike lines. The perturbation

vanishes outside of

24
preserves the generality
T/jh

= 0 for

all

J and

The additional

of the variation of the field quantities

we conclude that

h so that (a) must be satisfied.

made in parts (ii) and (iii) are satisfied in almost

assumptions

all cases of physical interest.

=> (c) will be used in what follows

Also, (a)+(b)

almost to the exclusion of the other two cases (recall that (a)+(b)
no additional assumption),

hence the additional

assumptions

=> (c) requires

are not examined in

any greater detail here.
To illustrate the utility of Theorem 3.1 we first assume that I is an integral over
space-time

and that L does not depend explicitly on time t. Then I is invariant

under the transformation

t = t + c,
Hence,

4>{= 8f and

= 0, implies

T/jl

t/Jji

x = x,

fl=

y, z = z,

Qi= Qj,J = 1, ... ,m.

= 0. In this case the stationarity

BQj/ at= 0,j

= 1, ... , m,

of the field quantities,

that is, none of the field quantities depend

explicitly on the time. From the definition of T~ we find that Tf

L8f

On a spacelike hypersurface

P(~, H)

=

a system.

aS~P
Q

j,o -

H , the quantity P(~, H) assumes the form

1(ta:

Qi,o -

V

Equation

= Lj=l

j=l

J,O

L)d x.
3

{1.46)

(1.46) is usually associated with the total mechanical plus field energy of
In this special case Theorem 3.1 states that if the field quantities

time-independent

are

and satisfy the equations of motion, then the total system energy

is an extremum against all variations of the field quantities of compact support.
One particular

application of this theorem was given by Schutz and Sorkin (their

Corollary 2.3) which we now state as:

COROLLARY

3.2: There is no unconstrained

variational principle for Maxwell's

equations in which the field quantities

are the electric and magnetic fields , E and

B (or equivalently, the electromagnetic

field tensor Fa./3).
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Proof. The energy of stationary

tally to be

J (c

0

E2

+ B 2/ µ

0)

electromagnetic

fields is determined experimen-

/2 d3 x which is only an extremum against all varia-

tions of compact support in E and B when E
true even for non-zero, time-independent

= B = 0.

Since the expression holds

E and B we conclude from Theorem 3.1

variational principle in E and B leading to

that there cannot be an unconstrained
Maxwell's equations.

As is well known, there are two ways to obtain Maxwell's equation from a variational principle, both of which avoid the free variation of the fields E and B. In
the first method one constrains the variations directly by varying E and B (alternatively Fo:/3)with the side conditions "v' x E

=

~ and "v' · B

=0

(alternatively,

Fo:f3,v+F110:,f3+Ff3v,o:
= 0). In the second method, one introduces the electromagnetic
potential Ao- and obtains an unconstrained variational principle in Ao-.
Theorem 3.1 will be of further use in later sections as we discuss variational
principles in fluid mechanics and electromagnetics.

In particular,

it will motivate a

discussion of the Lin constraint.

D. Darboux's

and Pfaff's

theorems

To conclude the introduction
application

we state without proof a theorem which has wide

in problems of theoretical

fluid mechanics and thermodynamics,

which will be used frequently in the following chapters.
Darboux's theorem
An important

26

and

The theorem is known as

and is usually stated in the nomenclature of differential forms.

corollary of Darboux's theorem is known as Pfaff's theorem

27

and

will also be stated.

DARBOUX'S
0, where (dat

THEOREM: Let a be a one-form. Then al\ (da)n
represents then-fold

= 0 and

(dat

#

Grassman (or wedge) product of the exterior

derivative of a, da, is a necessary and sufficient condition for the local existence of
zero-forms gi and hi, i

= 1, ... , n,

a does not vanish. Also, (dat+l

such that a

=0

= I:7=
1 gidhi

about points at which

#- 0

and is a necessary and

and a I\ (da)n

26

sufficient condition for the local existence of zero forms f, 9i, hi, i

+ L~i

that a= df

1, ... , n, such

gidhi.

Taking n

Remark.

=

= 0 in the latter case, i.e.,

reduces to the Poincare Lemma
points at which a. =f.0, da.

26

da.

= 0, we see that the theorem

and its converse for one-forms, that is, about

= 0 if and

only if there is a locally defined 0-form such

that a= df.
Darboux's theorem has as an immediate consequence the following corollary, often
referred to as Pfaff 's Theorem.

COROLLARY

{PFAFF'S

Let a

THEOREM}:

defined on an open set of an N-dimensional

= I:f=1fi(xi)dxi

manifold.

Then about each point p
p and C 00 functions

in the domain of a there exists an open set U containing

f , 9i, hi

:U

--1-

be a one-form

R such that

if N is even
i=l

(N-1)/2

+

I:

and (da)Nf

2 (p)

=
so long as a(p)

=f.0

df

if N is odd,

gidhi

i=l
=f.0 (N

even) or a

I\

2 (p)

(da)(N-l)f

=f.0 (N

odd) .
Proof . Assume N is even . Then al\ (da)N/

2

is an N +1-form on an N-dimensional

manifold and hence must vanish since, if it is expressed in terms of the basis oneforms dx i, i

= 1, ... ,N, we find

a I\ (da)N/

2

=

rea rr anging and collecting terms. However, dxi
whence a

I\

I:f=lFidxi
I\

I\

dx

dxi I\ ... I\ dxN

1

I\ .. . I\

=

dxN after

0 for for each i

(da)N/ 2 = 0. Applying Darboux's theorem we conclude the local exis-

tence of C 00 functions (zero-forms) 9j, hj,J

= 1, ... , N / 2, such

Assume N is odd . Then (da)(N+l)/ 2 is an N

+1

that a=

I:f~~
gjdhj .

form on an N-dimensional

manifold and hence must vanish by the same argument given above. Application
of Darboux's theorem then gives the desired result.
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The corollary assumes its most useful form when the N-dimensional
taken to be RN. In this case, if W (xi) is a C 00 vector-valued
RN we may define a one-form a by a=

'I:~1 Wi(xi)dxi

manifold is

function defined on

. According to the corollary

we then conclude the local existence of C 00 real-valued f, gk, hk functions defined
on RN such that

Remark. Pfaff's theorem gives a means of representing

a one-form or vector field

as efficiently as possible in terms of the number of differentials
expression.

required for its
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II. VARIATIONAL

PRINCIPLES

There exist two fundamental

IN FLUID MECHANICS

means whereby one may specify the fields of fluid

mechanics. The most common, the Eulerian description, consists in specifying the
fields as functions of both space and time.

The Lagrangian

description,

on the

other hand, views a fluid as being composed of small fluid elements each of which
has particle-like

properties.

Hence, in the Lagrangian

description the fields are

specified as functions of time and a fluid element index to which they pertain.

Stated

in another way, the Eulerian description may be considered as the description of a
fluid according to an observer who is fixed relative to some arbitrary reference frame
through which the fluid flows whereas the Lagrangian description is the description
of the fluid according to an observer comoving with the fluid. Variational principles
in continuum mechanics may be formulated in terms of either description as we
show below.

A. Variational
principles
a perfect fluid-the
Lagrangian
description
A variational
Lagrangian

for

principle leading to Euler's equation

28

for a perfect fluid 10 in the

description was presented first by Lagrange himself.

This is not too

surprising due to the close parallel between Lagrangian and particle formulations.
Indeed, the variational
that the Lagrangian

29

principle may be given in terms of Hamilton's

principle,

(density) be the difference in the kinetic energy (density)

and potential energy (density). Much of what follows pertaining to non-relativistic
fluids is due to Seliger and Whitham

9

or Saarloos,

30

while Taub

3

and Schutz and

Sorkin 5 are responsible for much of the general relativistic formulation.

1. Non-relativistic formulation

In non-relativistic
initial position a=

ideal fluid mechanics a fluid element may be indexed by its

(a1,a2,a3), i.e., a is the position of the fluid element at some

29
initial time t 0 • Hence the position of that fluid element q as a function of time may
be expressed in terms of the Lagrangian
Euler's equation,

description

as q

= q(a,

t).

which models the dynamical behavior of a perfect fluid in the

absence of external forces, may be expressed in terms of q as

(2.1)
where Pm is the mass per unit volume at time t, p is the pressure,

a function of q
31 q. Pm

and t, and v"q is the gradient with respect to the generalized coordinates

is

related to the initial mass density Pomaccording to

Pm(a, t)J(a, t)

= Pom(a)

(2.2)

where

= det(aqifaaj)

J(a,t)

(2.3)

of q with respect to a. (2.2) is a result of requiring the

is t he Jacobian determinant

cons ervation of mass for each fluid element, as

must be satisfied for arbitrary
for fixed t the expression q
we may utilize Cramer's

(

V0 from which (2.2) readily follows. By requiring that

= q ( a, t)

L~=l

= Q (q, t),

rule to write

Iq=q(a,t)= Jji (a, t )/ J (a , t )

aQi(q,t))
aqj

where Jij(a , t) is the cofactor of
(2.4) and a/ OQj=

be invertible for a in terms of q, a

( aQd

~

in the Jacobian

matrix

(2.4)

( ~).

From (2.2),

aqj) a/ aai we may express (2.1) as
3

2

Pomo qif ot

2

+ L Jijap/aaj = 0.
j=l

(2.5)
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For adiabatic flow the specific entropy S is constant along a fluid element trajectory,

S

= So(a).

In order to complete the system of equations (2.5) we assume p is a given function
of Pm and S (and hence of a and t).
A variational principle which results in Equation (2.5) is

8

J a1t = J a1t
2

d3

dtL

8

2

d3

ti

dt [!Pom(a) (8q(a, t)/8t)

ti

2

2

- Pom(a)u(Pm(a,t), S 0 (a))]
For adiabatic flow the specific entropy S is constant

=0

(2.6)

along a fluid element where

the fluid element positions q are varied in such a way that the variations vanish at
t1

and t2 and on the boundary

of the spatial volume of integration.

The internal

ene rgy per unit mass of the fluid, u(pm, S), is given by the fundamental

equation

of thermodynamics,

du= TdS - pd (P~)
where T

= T(Pm, S)

is the temperature.

(2.7)

Maxwell's relations are in this case

(8u/8pm)s

= P(Pm,S)/ p~;

(8u/8S)Pm

= T(Pm, S).

(2.8)

Recalling from (2.2) that Pm depends on the derivatives 8qi/ Baj and noting that
the Lagrangian density represented

by (2.6) (the quantity in brackets) is cyclic in

all the variables qi, i.e., it only depends on the derivatives of the q/s, we find that
the Euler-Lagrange

equations reduce in this case to

31
Hence,

From (2.2) it follows that

Bpm(a, t)
B(Bqif Bai)

Pom(a) BJ(a, t)
J 2 (a,t) B(Bqif Baj)

p~(a, t)Jij(a, t)
Pom(a)

(2.10)

while the definition of the cofactor Jij implies
3

L aJij / Baj = 0.

(2.11)

j=l

Substituting

the first equation of (2.8) as well as (2.10) and (2.11) into (2.9) we re-

cover the equation of motion ( 2.5), thus substantiating

the claim that the variational

principle (2.6) results in (2.5).

2. Relativistic formulation
A general relativistic
in the Lagrangian

generalization

description

with the Eulerian fundamental

of the variational

was first given by Taub.

principle for a perfect fluid
3

Following Taub, we begin

integral
(2.12)

where R is the scalar curvature formed from the metric tensor 9µ 11, K is the Einstein
gravitational

constant,

the four-velocity,

Po is the fluid rest number density or concentration,

uµ is

>.is a Lagrange multiplier chosen in such a way that
(2.13)

g is the determinant

of 9µ 11 , and H 0 is the Helmholtz free energy
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:

(2.14)
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where S 0 is the entropy, T0 the temperature

and U0 the specific internal energy all

as measured by an observer momentarily at rest with respect to the fluid. By using
the fundamental

equation of thermodynamics

(2.7) as well as the relation (2.14) we

then conclude that (taking p0 and T0 as the independent

variables)

(2.15)

We next invoke a Lagrangian description by writing for the position four-vector
of a fluid element's world line

(2.16)

where u, v and w label a particular

world line and s represents

= axµ/ as. By transforming to
x1 = u, x2 = v, x3 = 2 and x =

along that world line, whence uµ
coordinate

system given by

invariance of the fundamental

0

integral

Irel

the proper time
a new comoving

s and using the

under such a transformation

we may

write (2.12) as
(2.17)

where the hatted quantities obey the appropriate
and vf-g

= .j=gdet

coordinate

transformation

laws,

(axµ/ax?).

As with the non-relativistic

case, we reqmre mass conservation

which m the

relativistic case assumes the form
(2.18)

Here, this requires that the quantity

.j=gpodet (axµ I axv) be independent

of the

proper time of each fluid element described, i.e.,
(2.19)
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where M is a function only of u, v and w and not of s (compare this expression with
its non-relativistic
mass, i.e., 8M

analogue (2.2)). For variations 8 which conserve fluid element

= O,we may

use (2.19) to write, with, J

which, upon dividing by ~p

0

= det (axµ/ axv),

J, implies

DPo 8~
.~
y-g

-+
Po

oJ
+-J =0.

(2.20a)

But

8~/~

=-

1 ( a.J=g
a.J=g
)
~
a
Ogµv+ a V oxv
y-g
gµv
X

1
1 a.J=g
= -2gµv8gµv
+ y-g
~ a
8xv
X
V

(2.21)
and

CJ/ _ 1
aJ
C(a µ./ Al/)_ 85.;V a (C Jl.)_ a ( Jl.)
u J - J a (axµ.I axv) u X ax - axµ axv ux - axµ ox .
Substitu tion of Equations

(2.21) into (2.20a) gives

8po/ Po+ !gµv
ogµ.v+ (oxv).v,
2
where we have used the fact that ((5xv);v

=

A

=0

8 ~., ( .J=g8xv).

(2.20b)
Since Equation

(2.20b) is manifestly covariant it is also satisfied in the hatted system.
In order to compute the variation of
two important identities.

Irel,Equation

(2.17), we need the following

The first identity is obtained by recognizing that (/µ.vvaries

~%:
g~:but also with the variation

not only with bga.(3according to bgµv = 8g<H

8xJJ..
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Define a~PJ =

],p

and 8xv

= {/µv8xµ where J is

any tensor or scalar quantity in

the hatted system and use these definitions in (2.22):

(2.23)

whence

(2.23)

But, the coefficient of 8xp in the last member of (2.23) is just -2 times the Christoffel symbol of the second kind, so that by recalling the definition of the covariant
derivative of a covariant vector we see that (2.23) reduces to

(2.24)

The second important

identity involves the calculation of Oz(?lµvuµuv):

= gµv,u 8xuuµuv + 2gµvUµ (B8xv /Bs)
= gµv,u OX/7'
UµUv+ 2gµvUµUu8( Oxv)/ 8xl7'
(2.25)
We are now in a position to perform the variation of vv Irel,Equation (2.17). Using
(2.19) (with 8M

= 0), (2.15), (2.24), (2.25) and the fact that
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where Gµ-vis the Einstein field tensor and o/ f>Qindicates the functional derivative
we obtain

5Irel =

I

[-aµ-v (ogµI/+ (oxµ);-v+ (ox-v);µ) - 2Kpo( (: 20po- Sof>'I'o)

l

+ ½,\uPul/OgµI/+ ,\gµ-vUµuu(oxl/);u)~dudvdwds.
Substitution

of (2.20b} (letting all appropriate

(2.26} then gives after rearranging

81=rel/[- ({;µ-v+ KTµI/)

quantities

(2.26}

therein be hatted} into

terms

(ogµI/+ 2(f>xµ)i-v)+ 2KpoSof>'I'o]F'idudvdwds
(2.27}

where
(2.28)
Integrating

by parts and assuming that the variations vanish on the boundary

of

integration we may rewrite (2.27) in the form

where we have utilized the identity

Gµv ; 11

= 0.

Assuming that olrel vanishes for arbitrary variations in the independently
quantities

5flµ-vand oxµ we conclude from (2.29) and the fundamental

varied

theorem of

the calculus of variations that
(2.30)

and

T ,'I/µ11 -- 0 •

(2.31)

A

By choosing the value of the Lagrange multiplier ,\ to be ,\
Equation

(2.28), Equations

=

c

2

+ U + p/Po in
0

(2.31) become the equations of motion for a general
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relativistic

perfect fluid.

3

Taub

such a choice is consistent

shows from thermodynamic

with the velocity-normalization

considerations
constraint,

that

Equation

(2.13).
To see how the four equations

(2.31) reduce to the non-relativistic

in Equation

equations of perfect fluid motion we consider the components
dicular to uv

T;~v. With the aid of the definition of

: uµTFvv and (b;-uuuµ)

yµv, Equation (2.28), velocity normalization,
relation Equation

parallel and perpen-

(2.7), and continuity,

Equation

Equation

(2.13), the thermodynamic

(2.18), it may easily be shown

that uµTFvv = p 0 TuvS,v and (6; - uuuµ) T;~v = p 0 Aufvuv - (b!-

uuuµ) gµvP,v.

Setting the first of these to zero obviously gives rise to entropy conservation

while

the second when equated to zero gives the relativistic

(2.1),

including gravitational
It is interesting
tion requiring

81'0

=

effects.

to note that the variation

of Irel can lead directly to an equa-

entropy conservation . If we introduce

ner a scalar-valued

analogue of Equation

function
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&. and its variation

in a somewhat

ad hoc man-

6&. related to 61'0 according to

(b&.),uuu, we may rewrite the last term in brackets in Equation

2K('p0 S0 ua°);u8&.after an integration
on the boundary
for arbitrary

by parts in which we assume that 6&.vanishes

If we then assume that birel = 0

of the volume of integration.

variations

(2.29) as

in the independently

varied quantities

bgµ,11, bxµ and 8&.we

recover (2.30), (2.31) and in addition obtain

which, after using mass conservation,

Equation

(2.17), reduces to

"
" --us
o-~ = 0 •

PoU

Equation

(2.32) states that entropy

8

0

(2.32)

is conserved along fluid element trajectories.
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3. Alternate

relativistic formulation

A somewhat more elegant means than that due to Taub of formulating a variational principle for the general relativistic equations of perfect fluid motion in the
Lagrangian

description

has been developed by Hawking and Ellis 4 and improved

upon by Schutz and Sorkin 5 in what they term "the minimally constrained
ational principle" for reasons to be discussed later.
a particular

Rather than transforming

to

comoving coordinate system as in Taub's method, Schutz and Sorkin

define a Lagragian variation
fundamental

vari-

Cl of the field quantities

which acts on an Eulerian

integral.

The Lagrangian variation Cl is defined as the variation / ollowing a fluid element
path in terms of a vector field

eais the

eaknown

as the Lagrangian

displacement

vector.

source of the variations of the fluid element paths or particle world lines

in that it moves a world line from its unvaried path to its varied path.
Euler-Lagrange

Since the

equations or equations of motion arise when variations vanish at

the initial and final times we require that e:1:
vanish at the initial and final times. If

8 represents the Eulerian variation, that is, the variation of field quantities at fixed
coord inate values, Cl and 8 are related according to
(2.33)
where Le is the Lie derivative with respect to

ea,the coordinate-independent

gen-

eralization of the directional derivative.3' 4

In the minimally constrained
mass) conservation

principle strict entropy and particle number (or

need not be constrained

per se . Rather,

it is sufficient to con-

stra in

6.80 = 0 and
where
current

6.Ji = 0

S0 is agam the specific (rest) entropy and Ji
density.

What Equations

(2.34)

= F"gp

0

ua is the (mass)

(2.34) do require is that if there are entropy

and / or particle sources and sinks in the fluid they must be carried along by

ca.
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These constraints will be referred to as preservation of entropy and particles. Also,
Equation (2.13), as part of

we choose not to constrain four-velocity normalization,
the variational principle.

The Lagrangian density in this case may be obtained directly from Hamilton's
principle, i.e., it may be taken as the difference in the kinetic energy density and the
potential energy density. A relativistic quantity which has the property of reducing
to this difference in the non-relativistic

limit is -J=g Po( c2 + U0 ) by arguments out-

1ined in Schutz and Sorkin 5 (page 23), so we adopt this quantity as the Lagrangian
density . The fundamental

integral IR then becomes

(2.35)

The reason that we have not included the scalar curvature in the fundamental

inte-

gra l IR is that at present we are only interested in obtaining the matter equations,
Equation (2.31), and not the Einstein equations, Equation (2.30). Hence, in varying
I R we hold the metric tensor fixed, that is we require 8gµ 11= 0. From the relation

between 8 and ~, Equation (2.33), we then conclude

(2.36)

In order to find the Lagrangian variation of IR the following identities are needed
and are readily calculated :

(2.37a)

J\
1..J,.Po
=

J\
1..J,.

(

·µJo
·1119 ) 1/2 = 1 Po (U µ U II
-gµ11Jo

2

-

J\
9 µ11)1..J,.9µ11,

(2.37b)

and
(2.37 c)
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Substituting

Equations (2.37) into the expression b..IR

=

f b..[-r9p

0

(c2 + U0 )]d4 x

we obtain
D..lR =

-

J

[½Po(c2 + Uo)gµv + (c2

+ Po ((p/2po)(uµuv

-½J

+U

0)

1 2
4
/ D..gµvd x

- gµv))] (-g)
4

(½p 0 (uµuv - gµv))

J

4

x

(2.38)

where the last equality follows from (2.36) and an integration

by parts assuming

=

that

~µ

~Tµv

b..gµvd x =

vanishes on the boundary

~T;~veµd

of the region of integration.

Allowing eµ to

assume arbitrary values within the region of interest, which is the same as requiring
fluid element paths to be varied arbitrarily, we then conclude from Equation (2.38)
that if IR is stationary

with respect to Lagrangian variations (b..IR

= 0)

under the

constraints of Equation (2.34), then the matter equations T;~v = 0 are satisfied.
We conclude with one last comment concerning the constraint equations (2.34).
The matter equations (2.31) imply the following:
µv -- Uµ ('AUµ( p 0 UV) ;v + Po"',v
' Uµ UV
UµT;v

+ P0 AU;vU
' µ V - P,v gµv)

(2.39)

where the second equality follows from the definition of ,\ and four-velocity normalization, Equation (2.13), and the third from the thermodynamic

relation (2.7).

Thus , although Equations (2.34) do not require strict conservation of particle number or entropy per se the matter equations require a particular
particle production

and entropy production

given by Equation

relation between
(2.39). In fact, if

eit her particle number or entropy is conserved, then the matter equations imply
that the other must also be conserved as can easily be seen from Equation (2.39).
The exact form of particle number or entropy production

(but not both) must be

imposed as an ad hoc additional assumption in order to obtain a closed set of equa-
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tions from this minimally constrained variational principle; e.g., one might impose
no entropy production

(entropy conservation) or no particle production.

B . Variational
principles
for a perfect fluid
-the Eulerian description
As the previous section (Section A) demonstrates,

developing variational

prin-

ciples in the Lagrangian description often involves the development of specialized
and occasionally ad hoc techniques. Although it may be argued that the Lagrangian
description is based on the actual physics of the problem in that a real fluid is actually composed of particles or fluid elements, in order to avoid some of its inherent
complications, such as the need for specialized techniques, it would be well to seek
for a more elegant variational principle leading to the equations of motion for a perfect fluid . The development of variational principles in the Eulerian description is
motivated by its increased convenience and elegance over the development of those
in the Lagrangi an description . For example, in Eulerian variational principles one
is able to incor p orate any necessary holonomic constraint on the variations through
the Lagrange multiplier method described in Section C.3 of Chapter I, something
no t generally pcssible in Lagrangian variational principles.
constraints can often be incorporated
constraint

In fact, nonholonomic

successfully with a Lagrange multiplier-type

in Eulerian variational principles, e.g., mass conservation,

servation and the soon-to-be-discussed

Lin constraint.

entropy con-

It might further be argued

that the Eulerian variational principles contain just as much physics as their Lagrangian counterparts

in that they both give rise to the same physical predictions;

however , the ph ysics is often masked in the Eulerian description and must be closely
scrutinized.
Notwithstanding

their advantages in fluid mechanics Eulerian variational prin-

ciples have prog ressed somewhat more slowly than their Lagrangian counterparts,
_probably due to what some have termed the "mysterious"
strain.

nature of the Lin con-

In fact, Clebsch 6 in 1859 was the first to develop a variational

principle

in the Eulerian description leading to the equations of motion for a perfect fluid,
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7

but his work was restricted to incompressible isentropic fluids. In 1929, Bateman

extended the work of Clebsch to include compressible isentropic fluids (this was also
done independently by Lamb 8 in 1932). However, it was not until 1968 that Seliger
and Whitham

9

presented a variational principle for a general non-relativistic

per-

fect fluid, i.e., a fluid which is generally compressible and nonisentropic . Two years
later, Schutz 11 extended the method of Seliger and Whitham to general relativistic
perfect fluids. In this section, we first present the non-relativistic

formulation of

Seliger and Whitham, then Schutz' relativistic extension.

1. Non-relativistic formulation
In the Eulerian description we are not required to treat the displacement vector
of a fluid element as a field quantity;

instead, we recognize that the dynamical

behavior of a perfect fluid can be modeled completely by specifying the values of
the fluid 's mass density Pm, pressure p, specific entropy S, and velocity field v all as
functions of the spatial and temporal coordinates x and t. Since in this description
we do not concern ourselves with the question of where a particular

fluid element

(or particle) is at a given time, we lose the close similarity with a system of particles
which is maintained by a Lagrangian description.
As is well known, the equations of motion for a non-relativistic

perfect fluid in

the Eulerian description are
(2.40)

(2.41)
and

DS/Dt = O,
where D/Dt

= a/at+v•

'1 is the convective derivative and p

(2.40) follows its Lagrangian counterpart,

(2.42)

= P(Pm,S).

Equation

Equation (2.1), by defining v (q (a, t) , t)

=
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aq (a, t) /at, Equation (2.41) is equivalent to conservation of mass along fluid element trajectories,

and Equation

(2.42) requires entropy to be convected with the

fluid.

If we rely on Hamilton's principle, that the Lagrangian density be the difference
in the kinetic energy density and the potential energy density, as we did in the
Lagrangian

description,

we encounter unforeseen difficulties.

difficulties consider the fundamental

To illustrate these

integral defined by Hamilton's principle
(2.43)

Free variation of each of the three components of the velocity field vi, i
gives vi

= 1, 2, 3,

= 0, a great restriction over the expected result. Hence the class of vari-

ations is much too large. We must somehow restrict the variations of those field
quantities in order to retrieve the more general equations of motion (2.40).
A reasonable first attempt

at restricting the variations of the field quantities is

to vary 11 subject to the side conditions that mass and entropy be conserved (Eqs.
(2.41) and (2.42)). We incorporate those equations as constraints on the variations
of the field quantities by using the Lagrange multiplier technique described in Section C.3 of Chapter I. Before doing so, for convenience (not of necessity) we choose
to rewrite (2.42), using (2.41), in the form
(2.44)
The action 11 is then transformed

12 =

J

to (with A and µ Lagrange multipliers)

[½PmV2 - PmU(Pm,S)

+ A (opm/Bt + 'v

+ µ (B(pmS)/at + 'v · (pmSv))] d3 xdt.
The attendant

Euler-Lagrange

equations include

· (pmv))
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which simplifies to
V

Unfortunately,

(S

= constant),

= V,\ + SVµ.

(2.45)

Equation (2.45) is still too restrictive, for in the isentropic case
(2.45) implies that the velocity field v be curl-free (V xv

= 0).

From experiment we know that isentropic perfect fluid flow with V x v =J.0 exists;
hence, Equation (2.45) is not completely general. It was not until 1958 that this
difficulty was resolved, at which time Lin 2 developed a constraint which he imposed
on the variations of the field quantities of Equation (2.43). His constraint proved
sufficient to recover the completely general equations of perfect fluid motion. Lin
argued that although the Lagrangian fluid labels are no longer explicitly needed in
the Eulerian description of a fluid, the motion of the fluid should be such that labels
a can always be found for any given fluid element. Since the components of a are
interpreted

as the initial coordinates of a fluid element, Lin's requirement may be

formulated in terms of Eulerian coordinates as

Da(x, t)/ Dt

= 0,

(2.46)

i.e., the initial conditions do not change along the path of a fluid element. This is
knO\vn as the Lin constraint.

By invoking the Lin constrain we are requiring, in

effect, that the motion of a given fluid element be traceable backwards in time to
its original position.
We incorporate the Lin constraint by constraining the variations of Ii using all
thre e of Equations (2.41), (2.44) and (2.46). This is the method originally employed
by Lin to obtain completely general equations of motion. It has the disadvantage of
having more field quantities than are actually necessary and hence is overly complex.
Instead of using Lin's method here we choose the alternate approach, due to Schutz
and Sorkin,

5

of first applying Pfaff's theorem

26

(see Section D of Chapter I) to

simplify the last term of the integrand in Equation (2.40). We first let B denote
the Lagrange multiplier which constrains Eq. (2.46). The Lin constraint term of
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the variational integral is then

PmB · Da/Dt.

(2.47)

since the term must be converted to a density through multiplication
fine also J·~,a

=

0,1,2,3,

by

by Pm• De-

J~ = Pm(ci,v1,v2,v3) and Bu= B/Bxu where xu =

(ct, x,y,z). Then equation (2.47) may be written as
PmB · Da/ Dt

= J·~B · Bua

(2.48)

(implied sum on a). Since a(x, t) represents the initial position of a fluid element
one must be able to invert the expression for a as a function of x to find x as
a function of a at each t . This means that all functions of x and t may also be
considered as functions of a and t. Suppressing the dependence on t and expressing

B · Bua in differential geometric notation we may write

where in the last step we have utilized Pfaff's theorem to introduce functions a, /3,1 .
Converting back to the notation of Equation (2.48) we then find that

PmB · Da/ Dt

= J~Bua + {h~Bu, = Pm(Da/ Dt + /3D,/ Dt).

In place of varying a and B independently

(2.49)

of other field quantities we now vary

a , f3 and I arbitrarily . By introducing a, /3 and I we have included the additional
condition that the Lagrange multiplier B depend only on a.

Imposition of the

Lin constraint

as an equation of

constraint,

allows us to ignore the equation of continuity

since the requirement that a fluid element's path be traceable back to

its initial position also requires that it maintain its integrity, i.e., that continuity be
satisfied.
We now add Equation

(2.49) to the fundamental

integral 12 and remove the
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equation of continuity constraint
]3

=

J

term to obtain the fundamental

2

[½PmV - PmU+ µ( 8(pmS)/8t

+ "v · (pmSv)) + Pm( Da/
The Euler-Lagrange
of

integral

Dt

+ /3D,.,/Dt)]

d3 xdt.

(2.50)

equations that result from the variation of the field quantities

h , Equation (2.50), are as follows:
8vi:

PmVi - PmSBµ/8xi + PmBa/ai

8pm :

1
-v
2

2

-

+ Pmf3a,.,/axi = 0,

i

= 1,2,3,

u - Pm8u/8Pm - SDµ/Dt + Da/Dt + /3D"Y/Dt

8S :

-pm8u/8S

8/3:

O"f:

- PmDµ/ Dt

= 0,

= 0,

PmD'Y/Dt = 0,

8(pmf3)/8t

+ "v · (Pmf3v)= O,

(2.51a)

(2.51b)

(2.51c)

(2.51d)

(2.51e)

(2.44)
and
(2.41)
Note that the second-to-the-last
conservation

equation is the equation of constraint

requiring

of entropy, while the last equation is the equation of continuity . we

may rewrite these equations as follows:

v = S'7µ - "va- /3"v'Y,

(2.52a)
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1 2
Dex./ Dt = g(Pm, S) - -v ,
2

Dµ/ Dt

D,/Dt

= -T(Pm,

(2.52b)

S),

(2.52c)

= D/3/Dt = DS/Dt = 0,

(2.52d)

(2.52e)
Equation (2.52a) follows directly from (2.51a). Equations
fundamental

equation of thermodynamics

Gibbs free energy g(pm, S)
35

µ is called the thermasy.

(2.52b,c) follow from the

and from the definition of the specific

= u(pm, S) + P(Pm,S)/ Pm - ST(Pm, S). The quantity
(2.52d) is a result of (2.41), (2.44), (2.51d) and (2.51e),

while (2.52e) is a direct consequence of the equation of continuity, Equation {2.41).
Equ ations (2.52a) through (2.52e), or the globally equivalent set {2.41), (2.44), and
(2.5 1a) - (2.51e) , constitute

a closed set of equations which is locally equivalent to

the standard set of equations of perfect fluid motion, Equations

{2.40), {2.41) and

(2.4 2) , as will be shown .
Before demonstrating

the equivalence of the two sets of equations of motion we

pause to make three remarks. Firstly, we point out that Equation (2.52a) does not
ph ysically restrict the fluid's velocity field as does Equation

(2.45). To see this we

ta ke the curl of v to find , from equation (2.52a), that
w

= 'v XV=

'vS

X

(2.53)

'vµ - 'v/3 X 'v,.

This expresses the fluid 's vorticity w as the sum of two contributions:

one caused

by entropy gradients, the other introduced initially. The quantity 'v/3 x 'v, represents the intersection of the family of surfaces /3 = constant and ,

= constant

and
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Equations (2.52d) states that these surfaces are convected with the fluid. Note that
the initial vorticity is probably itself due to the entropy gradients associated with
external or viscous forces.
Secondly, we note that the Lin constraint is somewhat mysterious from a mathematical point of view in that it is not clear that it is a constraint at all. Since in the
side condition, Equation (2.46), which is the essence of the Lin constraint, we introduce a new field quantity a which does not appear elsewhere in the Lagrangian
density it would seem that the constraint
Equation

should be vacuous, i.e., constraining

(2.46) should lead to equations of motion equivalent to those obtained

by ignoring the constraint.

The manipulations

of the constraint term resulting in

the revised constraint term, Equation (2.45), do not seem to alter the impression
that the constraint should be vacuous. Nevertheless, use of the constraint leads to a
more general set of equations of motion so that it is indeed a valid constraint on the
variations. This point will be discussed more thoroughly in the following sections.
Lastly, we consider a simplified form of h, Equation (2.50), due to Seliger and
Whitharn.

9

We begin by integrating the term involving S by parts, assuming that

the field quantities vanish on the boundary of the region of integration.
may then be replaced by -pmSDµ/

Now, substitute

Dt.

(2.526,c) into the resultant expression for

h

= [21 PmV2/

PmU - PmS(-T)

]3

Equations

The term
(2.51d) and

to get

+ Pm (g - 21 v 2)ld 3xdt =

j

3

pd xdt.

Hence, the Lagrangian density is simply the pressure p. One may begin with p

=

p(h, S) for the Lagrangian density, where h = u + p/ Pm is the specific enthalpy, and
recover the equations of motion (2.52a)-(2.52e) by first noting the thermodynamic
relation

dp

=

Pmdh - PmTds

(i.e.,ap/ah

= Pm

and

ap/aS

= -pmT).

(2.54)
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Also, one must express h in terms of potentials and entropy as
1

h = 8a/8t + (38,/Bt - Saµ/at - -(S"vµ - "va - (3"v,) 2
2

(note that this follows from (2.51b) after using h

= u + Pmau/aPm

for v), then vary each of the quantities a, (3,1 , S and µ independently,
define v according to the "Clebsch representation,"

(2.55)
and (2.52a)
and finally

Equation (2.52a), in order to

simplify the resultant equations of motion.
2. Equivalence of the non-relativistic
equations of motion

In order to demonstrate the equivalence of the standard set of equations of motion
for a perfect fluid, Equations (2.40)-(2.42), to the potential set, Equations (2.52a)(2.52e), we must show that one set implies the other when each set is appended
with the relations of thermodynamics.

We begin by showing that the potential

set implies the standard set. Hence, we assume the existence of v, S, µ, a, (3,1 and
Pm

such that the potential set is satisfied. Both continuity, Equation

(2.41), and

entropy conservation, Equation (2.42), are included in the potential set and hence
are an immediate consequence of the potential set; thus, we need only show that
Equation (2.40) follows from the potential set. To do so, we simply calculate Dv / Dt
using the potential representation,

"v(a• b)

= (a•

Equation (2.52a), for v and the vector identities

"v)h+ (b · "v)a+a

x ("v x b) +bx

("v x a)

(2.56)

and

ax (bx c) =(a• c)b - (a• b)c.

Dv/Dt =av/at+

(v · "v)v = av/8t

1

+ 2"vv2 -v

follows from (2.56). Now, from Equation (2.52a),

a
avI at = at (S"v µ

- "va - (3"v,)

(2.57)

X

("v Xv)

(2.58)
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_= V(Sµt

- at - /3,t)

+ StVµ

- f3tV, - µtVS

+ ,tV/3,

(2.59)

where, for brevity, we have used a subscript t to denote partial differentiation with
respect tot.

Also, from (2.52a), (2.53) and (2.57) we compute

v x (V x v)= (SVµ - Vo: - {JV,) x (VS x Vµ - V/3 x V,)

= S'vµ x ('vS x Vµ) - SVµ x (V/3 x V,) - Vo: x (VS x Vµ) + Vo: x (V/3 x 'v,)
- {3'v,

X

('vS

X

'vµ)

+ {3V,

X

(Vf) XV,)

= S('vµ) 2 VS - (SVµ · VS)'vµ
- (S'vµ · 'v,)Vf) + (SVµ · 'vf))V, - (Vo:· Vµ)VS +(Vo:· VS)Vµ +(Vo:· 'v,)Vf)
- ('vo: · V{3)V, - (f)V, · Vµ)VS + (f)V, · VS)Vµ + {3(V,) 2 V{3- (/3V, . Vf))'v,

= (v · Vµ)VS - (v · VS)Vµ - (v · V,)V/3 + (v -Vf))V,
Substitution

(2.60)

of Equations (2.59) and (2.60) into (2.58) yields
Dv / Dt

= V (S µt -

O:t- f3,t

- (Df)/Dt)V,

1

2
+ -v
) + (D S / Dt) V µ
2

- (Dµ/Dt)VS

+ (D,/Dt)Vf)

(~.61)

Comparing the first quantity in brackets with Equation (2.55), keeping in mind the
velocity representation,

Equation (2.52a), we see that it is just the negative of the

specific enthalpy h (recall that this expression for h follows from the potential set
of equations).

Using this fact and Equations (2.52c,d) we may simplify expression

(2.61) to the form

Dv/Dt

= -Vh

+TVS=

1

--Vp

Pm

where the last equality follows from the thermodynamic

relation (2.54).

Hence,

(2.40) follows from the potential set.
We now show that the potential set follows from the standard

set. Note firstly

that both continuity, Equation (2.52e), and entropy conservation, Equation (2.52d),
follow immediately from the standard set. Applying Pfaff's theorem (Section D of
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Chapter I) to the one-form c

=

Ef=l (S8µ/8xi

dxi where v,S and Pm are

-vi)

assumed to solve Equations (2.40)-(2.42) andµ is a yet unspecified C 00 function we
conclude the local existence of C 00 real-valued functions a, /3 and I such that

SVµ-v=Va+/3\1

1.

of terms then leads to Equation (2.52a). For v of this form

A simple rearrangement

Dv / Dt takes the form given by Equation (2.61). Using Equation

(2.40) we then

find that

(1/ Pm)Vp

= -Dv

/ Dt

1 2
µt - Ct.t- f31t + v )

= -V(S

2

- (D/3/ Dt)\1 1 - (Dµ/ Dt)V S

+ (D 1 / Dt)V/3.

(2.62)

If we now specify µ to be the thermasy, i.e., a solution to Equation (2.52c), and
utilize the thermodynamic

relationship (2.54), Equation (2.62) may be rewritten as
1

V(h + Sµt - et.t-/3 1 t + -v
2

2

)

+ (DJ3/Dt)V 1 - (D 1 /Dt)V/3 = 0,

(2.63)

where h is the specific enthalpy. Define H as

H
so

as

= h + Sµt

1

- et.t- /31 t + v
2

2

= g- 21 v 2 -

Da/Dt-/3D

1 /Dt,

(2.64)

to simplify the expression of (2.63) to the form
VH

= (Di I Dt) V /3 -

(D /3I Dt) V / •

(2.65)

This implies that the set of vectors V H, V {3, V "Yare linearly dependent and hence
that the matrix (V H, V /3, V "Y)has vanishing determinant.

This matrix is the trans-

pose of the Jacobian matrix of the vector-valued function (H, /3,1 ) and hence the
Jacobian determinant

aaX H,/3,-r
must vanish, since matrix transposition
,X ,X

affect the evaluation of the determinant.
ally dependent,

We conclude that H,

that is, there exists a functional F

/3,1

= F(fi,h,h,t)

does not

are functionsuch that
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F( H, {3,1 , t) = 0. We calculate the gradient of F to find

+ (BF/8{3)'1{3 + (BF/B,)V,

(BF/BH)VH

= 0.

Comparing (2.66) with (2.65) we see that we may take BF /BH

F(H,{3,,,t)

= H+G(/3,

1 ,t)

= OwemaywriteH

= H(/3, 1 ,t).

(2.66)

= 1,

and so from

Taking the gradient

of H and comparing the result with (2.65) we then conclude that

BH/B/3 = D,/Dt

BH/a,

and

(2.67)

= -D/3/Dt.

Notice the resemblance of Equations (2.67) to Hamilton's equations.
Now, the potentials
representation,

a, f3 and I are not completely determined by the velocity

Equation (2.52a), which we obtained by application of Pfaff's the-

orem; neither is µ completely determined
arbitrary

function v with Dv / Dt

=

by the relation Dµ/ Dt

= -T

since an

0 may be added to µ without affecting the

relation . Hence, there remains some gauge freedom between the potentials

which

may be exploited in order to obtain the remainder of the potential set of equations
(recall that so far we have shown that (2.52a), (2.52c), entropy conservation, continuity, and (2.63) follow from the standard set). By choosing the gauge ofµ in such
a way that VS x V µ vanishes at the initial time t, it can be seen that V f3 x V,
must be responsible for the initial vorticity. Since all subsequent vorticity is caused
by entropy gradients we may attribute

to V/3 x V, the interpretation

of vortex lines

whic h are convected with the fluid. Hence, we may choose the gauge of f3 and 1
such that D{3/ Dt

= D,/Dt = 0.

Now, from (2.65) or (2.67) we conclude that His

an arbitr ary function of time t. This arbitrary function oft may be absorbed into
the gauge of o: so as to make H

= O; hence,

there is enough gauge freedom in µ, a, f3

and I to allow for the satisfaction of D/3/ Dt
H

=

0. From Equation

implies Equation

(2.52b).

= D,

(2.64) it is seen that H

/ Dt

=

= 0,

Equation (2.52d), and

0 together with D, / Dt

Thus, the potential set follows from the standard

This concludes the proof of equivalence.

=

0

set.
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3. Relativistic formulation

A relativistic Eulerian variational principle may be obtained from its Lagrangian
description counterpart

in much the same way as the non-relativistic

sion was obtained from its Lagrangian counterpart.

Eulerian ver-

We begin with essentially the

same fundamental integral as was introduced by Taub, Equation (2.12), but we replace Ho(Po, To) with Uo(Po,S 0) (i.e., we choose Po and So as independent variables
rather than Po and T0 ). As done previously we let A be a Lagrange multiplier constraining velocity normalization, Equation (2.13), but we now vary A explicitly. We
then constrain the variations via entropy conservation (in the form (p0u 11S 0);11= 0),
and the Lin constraint,

which we include in the Lagrangian density in the form

p0uv(aw +/31 ,11) (compare this form with the very similar non-relativistic

version

in Equation (2.49)) . The fundamental integral, Equation (2.12) is then transformed
into

J

1:el
= [R- 2K(Po(c 2 + Uo + ½A(9u11Uo-Uv
- 1)
- µ(p0Sou 11
);11+p 0u 11(a,v +f3"!w))] (-g) 1 12 d 3 xdt,
where µ is a Lagrange multiplier which constrains entropy conservation. As with
the non-relativistic case we now vary p 0 and u 11directly rather than vary each fluid
element path . Before actually performing the variations it is advantageous, in fact,
necessary, to integrate the term involving µ by parts, requiring the field quantities
to vanish on the boundary of integration.

1:~1=

J[

2

R - 2K Po( c

The fundamental

integral then becomes

+ Uo + ½A(gu11UuU11- 1)

+ u 11(Soµ,11+a,v +/31 ,v))](-g) 112 d 3xdt.

(2.68)

The Euler-Lagrange equations that follow from 1;~z,Equation (2.68), are as follows:
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+u

(S0 µ,,,+a,,,

11

+fJ,,,,)))]
= 0,

(2.69a)

(2.69b)

Opo:

c

2

+Uo +Po(BUo/BPo)So+½,\(guvUuuv

- 1)

+uv(S

0

µ,v +a,v +fJ,,v)

= 0,
(2.69c)

(2.69d)

L"\

UA:

9uvUO'u V

= 1,

(2.13)

(2.69e)

(2.18)

(2.69/)

(2.69g)
Equation (2.69a) is obtained with the aid of the relations 8 (-yl=gR)/ 8guv
and 8-J=g / Bguv

=

= -y1=gcuv

½,J=gguv. This set of equations may be reduced to the set of

globally equivalent equations (obtained through strictly algebraic manipulations)
(2.70a)
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AUv = -(S

0

= -(c 2 + Uo + P/Po -

Da/Dr

(2.70b)

µ,v +a,v +{31 ,v ),

Dµ/Dr

= -T

(2.70c)

SoTo),

(2. 70d)

0 ,

(2.13)

DS 0 /Dr

= 0,

(2.70e)

(2.70/)

D,/Dr

= D{3/Dr = 0,

{2.70g)

= uv a/ axv is the relativistic version of the convective derivative, and
Tav = p >.uauv - pgav (see Equation (2.28)). Equation (2.70b) follows di-

where D / Dr
as before

0

rectly from (2.69b) as does (2. 70f) from (2.18)and D, / Dr
tion (2.70e) is a result of (2.69e) and (2.18) while Df3/Dr
and (2.18). The thermodynamic

= 0 from (2.69f). Equa= 0 results from (2.69g)

relation (2. 7) may be used along with (2.69d) to

obtain (2.70d) and Equation (2.70c) results from (2.69c) after using (2.7), (2.13),
(2.69f), and (2.70d). Lastly, (2.70a) follows from (2.69a) through the use of (2.13),
(2.69f), (2.70c) and (2.70d). Note that Taub's expression
he deduced indirectly through thermodynamic

3

>.= c2 +U 0 +p/p

0

which

arguments follows directly from this
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set by multiplying (2.7Gb) by u 11, summing over v and using (2.70c), (2.70d) and
(2.70g). This set of equations as expressed in terms of potentials

(appended with

the usual relations of thermodynamics)

is locally equivalent to the standard set com-

prised of four-velocity normalization,

Equation (2.13), continuity, Equation (2.18)

(or equivalently Equation (2. 70f)), entropy conservation, Equation (2.32) (or equivalently Equation (2.70e)), and Equations (2.30) (or (2.70a)) and (2.31) (the standard
set is also appended with the usual relations of thermodynamics).
Before proceeding with the proof of equivalence of the two sets of equations of
motion we remark that by substituting the Euler-Lagrange equations (2.13), (2.70c),
(2. 70d) and (2. 70g) into the fundamental integral

1:~z,
Equation

(2.68), the integral

is transformed into
(2.71)
so that the Lagrangian

density is essentially the sum of the scalar curvature R

and the pressure p. Schutz,

11

in his derivation of the equations of motion for a

relativistic perfect fluid from a variational principle, begins with the fundamental integral

I~':z,Equation

(2. 71), then imposes explicity four-velocity normaliza-

t ion, Equation (2.13), and the four-velocity representation,
with S 0 µ, 11 replaced by -µS

0

,v

and a and

Equation (2.7Gb), but

/3 by -a and -/3, respectively.

then varies only the potentials while using the usual thermodynamic

He

relations and

thereby obtains Equations (2.70d) through (2.70g). He replaces Equation (2.70c)
by D a / D r

= - >..= - (c2 + U + P /Po).
0

alte rn ate proced ure for non-relativistic

His method is exactly analogous to the

perfect fluids due to Seliger and Whitham

as discussed pre viously near the end of Subsection II.B.1. It has the disadvantage
t hat several of the equations of motion must be imposed explicitly, they do not arise
naturally from the variational principle. It has the advantage that the fundamental
integral is quite simple.
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4. Equivalence of the relativistic
equations of motion
As was the case with the two sets of non-relativistic

equations of motion, the

two sets of relativistic equations of motion have several equations in common. Not
only are the usual equations of thermodynamics

common to both sets, but so are

continuity, Equation (2.18) (or (2.70f)), entropy conservation, Equation (2.32) (or
(2.70e)), four-velocity normalization,
tions, Equation

(2.13), and Einstein's

field equa-

(2.30) (or (2.70a)). The proof of equivalence therefore reduces to

the demonstration

on the one hand that the potential set implies that the covariant

divergence of the energy-momentum
the standard

Equation

tensor Tuv vanishes and on the other hand that

set implies the (local) existence of potentials a, /3,1 and µ such that

(2.70b), (2.70c), (2.70d) and (2.70g) are satisfied. It is noteworthy that Einstein's
field equations, Equation (2.70a), actually imply the vanishing of the covariant divergence of the energy-momentum

tensor ruv since the covariant divergence of the

Einstein tensor cuv vanishes according to the Bianchi identities.
it is seen that t he standard
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Due to this fact

set follows immediately from the potential set with-

out even invokin g-any of the equations which involve the potentials a,

/3,1

andµ.

Nevertheless, one must yet show that the equations involving these potentials are
consistent with t :,e vanishing of the covariant divergence of the energy-momentum
ten sor ruv.
To prove the equivalence of the two sets of equations of motion we follow the
elegant and precise method of Schutz 11 (his Appendix B) by first introducing the
following theorem.

THEOREM 6.1: Let uv describe the four-velocity vector field of a one component
perfect fluid with scalar pressure p. In addition, let Po be its number density and
define

>.by A=

-c

2

-

U0

-

p/ p0 where c is the speed of light and U0 is the fluid's

(rest) internal energy satisfying the thermodynamic

relation

(2. 72)
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To being the (rest) temperature

field and S 0 the (rest) entropy field of the fluid.

define the fluid's energy-momentum

tensor according to

(2.28)

and define (up to the appropriate

gauge freedom) the scalarsµ

Dµ/Dr

= -T

and a by

0

(2.70d)

and

Da/ Dr= -A+ S 0 T0 •

(2.73)

Finally, assume continuity and conservation of entropy,

(2.18)

and

DS 0 /Dr

=O

(2.70e)

are satisfied. Assuming nothing else

(2.74)

is a mathematical
Po

identity so long as all derivatives exist and are continuous and

I=-0, where Lu denotes the Lie derivative with respect to uv. 34
Proof. Calculate Lu(Auv

+S

0

v,v +a,v) to find

(2.75)
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where the last equality follows from {2.18), (2. 70d) and (2. 73). Using the definition
of A and the thermodynamic

relation (2. 72) it is easily seen that

{2.76)
Now, since uv is the four-velocity field for a perfect fluid it must satisfy the fourvelocity normalization condition Equation {2.13). Hence,
(gufJUu U/3),v -- gu/3,v UuU/3 + 2U0 Uu ,v -- 0 ,

which implies
(J'
1
(J'
/3
UuU ,v - - _guf3,vU U .

1

(2.77)

Equation (2. 77) in turn implies that

(2.78)
where the last equality follows from the definition of the covariant derivative in
terms of the metric tensor gu/3· Substitution

of (2.76) and (2.78) into (2.75) yields
(2.79)

We now compute ru/3 ;p / p 0 from the definition of the energy-momentum
ru/3, Equation

tensor

(2.28), and continuity, Equation (2.18), to find

whence
(2.80)
Comparison of Equations (2. 79) and (2.80) leads immediately to the claimed result,
Equation (2.74). This concludes the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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We now show that the equations

involving the potentials

a,{3, 1 and µ in the

potential set of equations are consistent with, and in fact imply, the vanishing of the
covariant divergence of the energy-momentum
representation,

tensor T 17/3. From the four-velocity

Equation (2.70b), and Equations (2.70g) we conclude

Lu(>..uv+ S0 µ, 11+a,11)= -Lu(/3 1 ,,,,) = (D/3/Dr),,,,, +f3(D,/ Dr),,,,= 0.

(2.81)

From Theorem 6.1 the left-hand member of Equation (2.74) is equal to g,,,17T 17f3;p / Po•
Multiplying

this expression by p0 g,,,I-', summing over v and using Equation

(2.81)

leads to the conclusion that Tµ/3 ;13= O; i.e., the ~quations involving the potentials
a,

f3,1 and µ imply that the covariant divergence of the energy-momentum

tensor

yµ/3 vanishes.

The second half of the equivalence proof proceeds as follows. First, define

wµ,

=

>..u
11+ S0 µ, 11+aw whereµ and a are defined by (2.70d) and (2.73), and hence exist
locally by standard existence theorems for first-order partial differential equations
so long

as

T 0 , S 0 and >..satisfy sufficient smoothness conditions.

w11
u 11= >..+ S0 (Dµ/ Dr)+ Da/ Dr= 0 and
according to (2.70d), (2.73), Theorem 6.1 and Equation
the standard
u 11
wi,o

set.

Choose a comoving coordinate

Then,

Lu(w 11
)=0

(2.82)

(2.31) which is part of

system r, ui, i

= 8%.Then the two conditions on w, Equations
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=

1, 2, 3, so that

(2.82), imply that w 0

= 0, i = 1, 2, 3 so that in this particular coordinate system

= 0 and

w 11has but three

com ponents each of which exhibits no dependence on r. Utilizing Pfaff's theorem
(Section D of Chapter I) we may then conclude the local existence of scalar-valued
functions {3,1 and </>
such that

where {3,1 and </>
are functions only of yi, i

/3,o= s:fJ,11=u 11
f3,11=D/3/Dr

= 1, 2, 3.

As a consequence

= D,/Dr = D</>/Dr= 0,
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where the last few equalities are valid in any coordinate system. This allows us to
conclude the (local) existence of scalars /3,1 and cf,such that

.AtLv+ Soµ,v +(a - <P),v
= -/3,,v

(2.83)

where

D/3/Dr

= D,/Dr = Dcf,/Dr = 0.

Recalling that a has some "gauge" freedom in that an arbitrary

(2.84)

scalar with

vanishing convective derivative may be added to a without changing its defining
evolut ionary equation , Equation (2.73), we conclude that cf,in Equation (2.83) may
be absorbed into the gauge of a . Equations

(2.83), (2.84) and the defining rela-

t ions for µ and a , Equations (2.70d) and (2. 73) thus lead directly to the equations
involving the potentials a , /3,1 and µ in the potential set of equations.

Since the

only equat ions needed to imply the existence of potentials a, /3,, and µ satisfying
(2.70d), (2.73) , (2.83) and (2.84) are included in the standard set we conclude that
the standard set implies the potential set. This concludes the proof of equivalence
of the two sets of equat ions of motion .

C. Conclusion

Th e multiplicity of variational principles leading to the equations of motion for a
perfect fluid has been illustrated by the several principles developed within Sections
II.A and II .B . We emphasize here the fact that in all of these variational principles
several constraints have been imposed on the variations of the field quantities, e.g.,
entropy and particle (mass) conservation or preservation and Lagrangian variations
or the Lin constraint.

It has not as yet been shown that the imposition of such

constraints is necessary except that as some of the constraints are not imposed the
resultant equations of motion are physically restrictive.

The necessity of imposing

these constraints is shown more rigorously in Chapters IV and V.
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The Lin constraint

deserves slightly more attention

than entropy and particle

(mass) conservation or preservation as the latter seem somewhat more conceptual
from a physical standpoint.

On the other hand, since a fluid can be equivalently

described in terms of the Lagrangian or Eulerian prescriptions it is not immediately
clear why Lagrangian variations should be preferred over Eulerian variations and
hence why the Lin constraint necessarily must be imposed in Eulerian variational
principles. As the Lin constraint was introduced in this section the historical motivation for its original introduction

by Lin 2 was given. That is, in reality a fluid is

composed of particles and hence the Lagrangian description of a fluid is more accurate from a physical standpoint.

Hence, Lin introduces the physically motivated

constraint that each fluid element be labeled, as in the Lagrangian prescription, by
its initial position.

As originally formulated by Lin the constraint has remained

mysterious, in particular

in its mathematical

form, for many years. Nevertheless,

it has been used extensively because of the resultant

equations of motion which

follow after its imposition as opposed to those that result without imposing it. It is
the intent of the following sections to unmask some of the mystery that enshrouds
the Lin constraint.

Before doing so, however, we will examine variational principles

which lead to the equations of electromagnetism.
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III. VARIATIONAL
As with variational

PRINCIPLES

IN ELECTROMAGNETISM

principles in fluid mechanics,

electromagnetic

variational

principles may be cast in either the Lagrangian or Eulerian description.
most of the literature pertaining to electromagnetic
a more stringent picture of the particulate

However,

variational principles maintains

nature of a fluid than maintained in fluid

mechanics. Usually, an explicity sum over individual fluid particles is contained in
electromagnetic

Lagrangians and the macroscopic averaging process leading to the

Eulerian equations of motion is carried out after the variational principle has given
the equations of motion for each fluid particle. Perhaps this is due to the fact that
the advent of quantum
elementary

mechanics was originally more closely linked to charged

particles than to neutral fluids, or perhaps it is due to the increased

complexity of the equations of electrodynamics over those of fluid mechanics, which
makes the more general Lagrangian nomenclature

too cumbersome.

actual case may be, we choose here to use the nomenclature
the literature

for two reasons.

Whatever the

most often selected in

First, it is likely most familiar to the reader; and

second, we have not used the approach involving explicit particle notation to this

In this section

point and the approach gives further insight into the Lin constraint.
we will only consider zero-entropy (zero-temperature)

electromagnetic

fluids.

We begin this section by motivating the need for a "complete" variational principle by first reviewing several familiar "incomplete" principles.

We then consider

several principles in the Lagrangian and mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian
Finally, variational

principles in the strictly Eulerian description

Some of this chapter is based on an unpublished
"A Review of Electromagnetism

manuscript

descriptions.
are presented.

by Edwards entitled

and the Formulation of a New, Classical Action

Having Connections With Quantum .Mechanics."

A. Incomplete
electromagnetic
variational
principles
By "complete" is meant a variational principle which gives rise to a closed set
of equations describing the motion of an electromagnetic

fluid. Such a set should
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include Maxwell's equations and a force or momentum equation.
principle would yield a subset of, or restrictions to these equations.

An incomplete
For example,

Maxwell's equations in a vacuum may be derived from the familiar fundamental
integral

lEMI

=

1 2 2

/

c 0 [-c

2

B

-

1 2

-E
2

+A· (8E/8t - c2 v'

X

B) + <j,v'· E]d 3 xdt

(3.1)

by free variation of the electric E and magnetic B fields and the Lagrange multipliers

A and <P( c0 is the dielectric constant or permittivity of free space and c is the speed

of light in vacuum) . To see this we compute the Euler-Lagrange equations:
8A:

v'

8¢:

The last two equations,

Equations

B

18E
= -c2 at'

v' ·E

8B:
SE:

X

B

E

= v'

= O,
X

= -v'<j,-

A,

BA
at

-.

(3.2a)
(3.2b)

(3.2), are the well known expressions of the

magnetic and electric fields in terms of the vector A and scalar ¢ potentials, while
the first two equations are the equations of constraint, two of Maxwell's equations in
the absence of sources. Equations (3.2) lead immediately to the other two Maxwell's
equati ons
v'·B=O

(3.3a)

and

(3.3b)
This variational principle is incomplete in two respects. Firstly, it does not provide
for the possibility that the fields may be created by charges and currents and as
such constitutes a restrictive principle. Secondly, it does not give rise to a force or
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momentum equation and hence yields only a subset of the complete set of equations
of motion.
The first difficulty may be overcome by introduction

of the charge density Poe

and the (charge) current density j, which we express together in four-vector ner
tation (with j

=

"f PoeY) as i<J'

=

"f Poe(c, v)

= ../1-(v1

PoeV(J'where ,

2 /c 2 )

(Poe

here represents the "rest" charge density, i.e., the charge density measured by an
inertial observer locally at rest with respect to the charge distribution.

We shall

occasionally use the notation Pe = ,Poe)- The velocity field v should be smooth 38
(obtained, perhaps, through macroscopic averaging) and describes the motion of
the charge distribution.

c is the the vacuum speed of light.

also define the skew-symmetric electromagnetic
of the electromagnetic

four-potential

field-strength

For convenience, we
tensor F13<T
in terms

A<T= (</>
/ c, A) as

(3.4)
where</>and A are the familiar scalar and vector potentials, respectively, appearing
in Equations (3.2) above. For mathematical simplicity we use A(J' in the majority of
our calculations and let Equations (3.2) be defining equations for the fields E and
B. Recall that 813=a/ ax/3where

x/3= (ct, x, y, z).

Note that
(3.5)

follows from the definition of the electromagnetic field-strength tensor F13<J',
Equation
(3.4) . Using the definitions of E and B in Equations
Equation

(3.2) it is easily seen that

(3.5) is equivalent to the internal Maxwell equations,

Equations

(3.3).

This identity becomes more evident by writing F13(J'explicitly in terms of E

(Ex, Ey, Ez) and B

= (Bx,

=

By, Bz) as
0

F/3<1'
=

Ex/c

Ey/c

Ez/c

-Exfc

0

-Bz

By

-Ey/c

Bz

0

-Bx

-Ez/c

-By

Bx

0

(3.6)
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Consider the fundamental

39

integral

(3.7)
(µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space) where it is assumed that Au constitute
the field quantities to be varied. All inner products are to be interpreted

in terms

of the Minkowski metric

gpu

= gPu =

1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

-1

0

0

0

0

-1

/c2 ) and

AuJu

e.g ., FpuFfJu = Fpugf3"1F,.,sg6u
= 2(B 2 -E
where AP= (</>/c,A).By using e0 µ 0

2

= c- 2 and

= gupAfJJu = ,Pe(</>-A•v)

the evaluation of FpuFfJu it is easily

seen that the first term under the integral sign of 1EM2, -FpuFfJu /4µ 0 ,(see Equation

(3.7)) is equal to the negative of the first two terms of lEMl,

-½e 0 (c2 B 2 -E

2

),

(see

Equation (3.1)) . Hence, the fundamental integrals are essentially equivalent except
for the appearance
interaction

of AuF

in lEM2 , 40 The term AuJu describes a field-current

and allows for the creation of the field Au from the current density

j (J'. This conclusion follows from variation of Au from which is obtained the EulerLagrange equations

(3.8)
Using the explicit expression for Fpu in terms of E and B, Equation

(3.6), the

Minkowski metric and the definition of ;'(J',one may write Equation (3.8) as

'v' · E

= pefeo

and

'v' x B -

.!_
aE = µJ
2
c

at
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which are the familiar Maxwell equations in the presence of sources. Hence, IEM
is not restrictive of Maxwell's equations as is IEMI,

2

but it does not give rise to a

force or momentum equation and hence remains incomplete.
To motivate a complete variational principle we next consider a familiar principle
which leads only to a force (momentum) equation for each fluid particle. Then by
combining this with a variational principle that yields only Maxwell's equations we
may obtain a "complete" principle. To this end, consider the fundamental integral 41
N

IF= -

~

J(

1 2

QiViAiu+ mic(v[ Viu) !

)

(3.9)

dri

t=l

where Qi and mi are the charge and mass respectively of particle i, N is the total
number of particles, c is the speed of light and
four-potential

Ai,B

represents the electromagnetic

acting at the site of particle i. If xu(ri)

position of particle i, parametrized

by 'Ti,then v[

= xf

represents the four-

= ~7
Ir,and
•

Aip

= A,a(xf).

If 'Ti

is taken to be the proper time of particle i, then vf represents its four-velocity.
In IF, Equation (3.9), we vary the trajectory of each particle,

42

which is the same

as varying xf for each i, in order to find an equation of motion for each particle.
Before computing the Euler-Lagrange equations for IF we remark that IF is simply
the relativistic version of Hamilton's principle for a system of charged particles as
can easily be seen by finding its non-relativistic

approximation

The first term of IF is obviously the (non-relativistic)

IF,

kinetic energy of particle i,

while the terms in parenthesis represent the sum of the mass and electromagnetic
potential energies. Hence IF(IF) expresses the sum of integrals of the kinetic less
potential energies over all N system particles (Hamilton's principle).
The Euler-Lagrange

8xf:

equations which follow from IF, Equation (3.9), are

B(qivf Aip)/Bxf - d! - (qiAiu +miCViu/(vfvip)
i

1 2

!

)

= 0, i = 1, ... ,N.
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Taking

1'i

to be the proper time of particle i so that

vf is its four-velocity

one readily

obtains
(3.10)
Also,

so that the Euler-Lagrange

equations become
(3.11)

where
(3.12)
Equation

(3.11) gives N Lorentz force equations, one for each particle.

be thought of as the electromagnetic
of particle i, which interpretation,

Fiu/3 may

field-strength tensor evaluated at the position
after using (3.6) with appropriate

subscripts i

on the electric E and magnetic B fields, leads to the expression of (3.11) as
(3.13a)
and
(3.13b)
where the usual relationships

vf

= ,i(c,vi),,i

=

(1-

v;fc

2

)-

1 2

l and dti

= ,idri

have been utilized . Equation (3.13a) is obviously the relativistic version of the wellknown Lorentz force relation. It is interesting to note that Equation (3.13b) follows
directly from (3.13a) by taking the scalar product of
by expressing ti explicitly in terms of

v;;hence,

vi

with Equation (3.13a) and

(3.13b) is not an independent

equation .
Once the fields have been determined, the Lorentz force equation, (3.11), determines the motion of each fluid particle.

Of course, as the particles move the fields
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are altered and there is no way of determining the induced dynamical behavior of
the fields from just the Lorentz force equation; hence the equations of motion and
therefore the variational principle from which they follow are incomplete in the case
of IF. Of course, if the fields produced by the particles themselves are negligible
in comparison with the externally applied fields, then the Lorentz force equation,
(3.11), is adequate for the determination of particle trajectories.

Although this may

be true in a number of important cases (e.g., magnetically confined plasmas, etc.),
it is generally the exception rather than the rule.
Similarly, if Maxwell's equations, (3.5) and (3.8), are taken by themselves, then
no information may be obtained concerning the motion of the system particles which
might in turn alter the fields. For this reason, IEM
incomplete.

2,

Equation (3.7), is considered

Of course, if the motion of the fluid particles is negligible, i.e., if the

currents are negligible, or if they (the fluid particles or currents) are constrained
to flow in a predetermined

pattern, then Maxwell's equations are, by themselves,

sufficient. Again, this is the exception rather than the rule (the exceptions are again
important

and include the rich and well-studied fields for electro- and magneto-

statics).
Having motivated the need for a "complete"variational

principle we now intro-

duce several complete principles .

B. Complete particulate
variational
principle

(Lagrangian)

A complete variational principle may be obtained from Equation (3.9) by appropriately defining

Af so as to

encompass those fields produced by all particles in the

fluid except particle i (this avoids the problem of infinite energies associated with
self-interactions).

Such a definition is provided by Wheeler and Feynman,
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(3.14)

where 8() denotes the Dirac delta function (or "measure" m the mathematical
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nomenclature).

Substitution

direct action fundamental

of expression (3.14) into IF transforms

integral of Schwarzschild,

44

Tetrode,

45

IF into the

and Fokker 46 in

which each system particle is assumed to be influenced directly via retarded and
advanced "actions" of all other system particles. Since the particle interactions are
assumed direct, the Schwarzschild, Tetrode, Fokker action (or fundamental integral)

IsrF does not require the introduction of the unphysical concept of a field; instead,
fields may be defined directly in terms of physical quantities as in (3.14).
I.t is clear that variations of the particle trajectories in Isr F give the Lorentz force
equations, (3.11), after defining Af according to (3.14) (the derivation of (3.11) from

IsrF is precisely the same as its derivation from IF since IsrF is identical to IF after
defining Af according to (3.14)). Hence, in order to show that IsrF is complete we
need only show that Maxwell's equations follow from the defining relation (3.14)
and that the defining relation is sufficiently general to encompass all appropriate
solutions of Maxwell's equations.
Let us first calculate

aAf / Bxf

(implied summation over u, but no implied sum

over i) ,

Hence , Af as defined in (3.14) is in the Lorentz gauge. Next, we employ Dirac 's
identity

47

to obtain the equality

(3.15)
Using the identity (3.15) we may now compute b~(Af)
8x.
•P
•

= 8 2 Af;axfaxi{3,
(3.16)
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where

jf (xr)

=CLqk Jb(xf - xnvf

(3.17)

drk

k=/.i

defines the effective four-current density seen by particle i (note its apparent singular
nature).

Employing the fact that Af satisfies the Lorentz gauge condition we may

subtract a(aAf /Bxiu)/axf

= O from

the left hand member of Equation (3.16) to

obtain

From the previous definition of Fi/Ju, Equation

(3.12), and the definition of the

Minkowski metric the quantity in brackets in this last equation is recognized as
Fi/Ju, hence the equation reduces to

which has the same form as the external Maxwell equations, Equation (3.8) (note
that the internal Maxwell equations, Equation (3.5), are satisfied identically by the
definition of Fi/Ju, Equation

(3.12)).

Hence, definition (3.14) satisfies Maxwell's

equations.
Conversely, if there exist fields at the location of fluid particle i satisfying Maxwell's equations, those fields must be a result of a current density four-vector of
the form given in Equation

(3.17).

Let Equation

(3.14) define the quantity Af

and Equation (3.12) define Fi/Ju, then this tensor defines fields which are consistent
with Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force equation,

Equation

(3.11).

We

thereby conclude that there is always enough gauge freedom in Af so as to define
any physically realizable electromagnetic field tensor Fif3u by Equation (3.12) where

Af is as defined in (3.14). Therefore, IsTF is complete.
We next consider a traditional fundamental integral in mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian notation which yields a complete set of dynamical equations.
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C. Complete Lagrangian/Eulerian
variational
principles
Another method of expanding the incomplete variational principles of Section
III.A so as to obtain a complete principle is to combine directly a principle yielding
only Maxwell's equations with one yielding only the Lorentz force relations.

The

result may take one of two forms, both of which mix particulate/Lagrangian

no-

tation with Eulerian notation.

The two forms are actually one and the same, and

differ only in the form chosen to display the fundamental

integral.

At the outset we define the fluid's total current density four-vector as

(3.18)

This definition differs from the definition of the effective current density four-vector
seen by particle i, Equation (3.17), only in the respects that (i) it is evaluated at a
general space-time position x 11 rather than just the space-time position of particle

i , xf , and (ii) the sum over particles does not exclude any fluid particle, in particular
particle i is not excluded. From definition (3.18) follows

where, as is usual, we write d 4 x for dx 0 d 3 x. Hence, with this definition of the current
density four-vector, which is the obvious one for a system of N charged particles,
the second term of the fundamental

integral IEM 2 , Equation

(3.7), corresponds

precisely with the first term of IF, Equation (3.9). This information suggests that
a complete variational principle may be obtained by either adding the first term of
IEM 2 to IF or by adding the last term of IF to IEM2 and in both cases varying

Au
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and xf while taking (3.18) into account. Hence, we take

lei=

-

J

110
[F11uF
)4µo] d3 xdt -

N

~

J

[qivi Aiu+ mic(vf

Viu)

1 2

! ] dri.

(3.19a)

i=l

and

le2

=-

J

N

[F.ouF/Ju/4µ

0

+ Auiu]

3

d xdt -

~

J

mic(vf Viu)112 dri,

(3.19b)

i=i

and reiterate that with definition (3.18) lei and le
The Euler-Lagrange

l e2 Equation

2

are one and the same.

equations which follow from lei, Equation (3.19a), and/or,

(3.19b) are most easily obtained by varying xf in lei, then Au in

le2 whereupon one obtains the Lorentz force relations, Equation (3.11), in the first
case and Maxwell's equations, (3.5) and (3.8), in the latter.

We remark that such

an approach depends strongly on the definition of the current density four-vector,
Equation (3.18).
Although Ie

1

and Ie 2 are complete the equations which follow from them are

not entirely consistent.

This conclusion follows from the fact that Au, computed

from the external Maxwell equations, Equation (3.8), includes a contribution from
eac h of the fluid's N particles and hence Af(x{')

= Au(xl1) lx~=z~
must

include a

I

con tribution from particle i, i.e., a self-interaction

term which acts on particle i

through the Lorentz force equation, Equation (3.11). Such interactions,
are unphysical and are explicitly excluded from the direct-action

of course,

definition of Af

provided by Wheeler and Feynman, Equation (3.14). We note, however, that in
the continuum

approximation

of the current density four-vector ;·u, perhaps ob-

tained through a macroscopic averaging process, the self-interaction

problem is no

longer an issue as an infinitesimal fluid element may only interact infinitesimally and
hence negligibly with itself. Hence, one might be tempted to view the current density four-vector appearing in the external Maxwell equations, (3.8), as having been
macroscopically

averaged over the particle paths suggested by the Lorentz force
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relations, Equation (3.11). This viewpoint, however, introduces a logical inconsistency in that Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force relations are coupled not
only through their dependence on the particle trajectories,
dependence on the electromagnetic

but also through their

Au. The inconsistency, then, is

four-potential

that Maxwell's equations include no self-interactions while the Lorentz force relation
retains self-interactions.
The "strongly-coupled"

nature of the two sets of equations (Maxwell and Lorentz

force) leads us to conjecture that physical and logical self-consistency can only be
maintained through variational principles written entirely in terms of either particulate (Lagrangian) or Eulerian notation.
be completely self-consistent

IsrF, introduced in Section III.Bis seen to

(no self-interactions

and is written entirely in particulate

or mixed notations are involved)

(Lagrangian)

notation.

On the other hand

Ic 1 and Ic2, Equations (3.19), yield equations which either include self-interactions
or are written

in mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian

ically self-consistent.

notation

and as such are not log-

In the following sections we examine complete variational

principles in the Eulerian description which should also be physically and logically
self-consistent.

D. Complete Eulerian
variational
principles
One method of obtaining a complete variational principle in the Eulerian description consists in performing smoothing operations on the Euler-Lagrange
obtained from either a complete particulate

(or Lagrangian)

(such as IsrF) or a complete Lagrangian/Eulerian

fundamental

fundamental

integral.

another way, we may begin with a Lagrangian, or part Lagrangian,
integral, vary the field quantities to obtain the Euler-Lagrange

equations
integral
Stated

fundamental

equations, then sub-

sequently transform the Euler-Lagrange equations to their equivalent Eulerian form.
By so doing one obtains the Eulerian form of Maxwell's equations, Equations (3.5)
and (3.8), and

(3.20)
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which is the Lorentz force relation in Eulerian notation.

Equation

{3.20) is easily

seen to follow from the Lagrangian form of the Lorentz force relations, Equation
(3.11), by using the identity d/dri
current density, jl 3

U!), may

= vf a;ad;. In

the case that the charge {mass)

be written as the product of the four-velocity field vfi

48
and the rest charge {mass) density Poe (Pom),
the Eulerian Lorentz force relation,

Equation {3.20), may be simplified to

·PaVu = J·Pr;,
L'u{i·

(3.21)

Jm

A second method consists in performing the smoothing process first so as to obtain a fundamental

integral expressed entirely in terms of the Eulerian description,

then subsequently varying the appropriate
the Eulerian equations of motion.
performance of a mathematical

Eulerian field quantities so as to obtain

Such a method may be motivated through the

transformation

prompted

by the definition of the

total charge current density ;"u, Equation (3.18). We shall consider first the fundamental integral Ic 1 and/or Ic 2, Equations (3.19), then the fundamental
lsr F under this mathematical

transformation

integral

in the special case of a one-species

fluid, mi = m and qi = q for i = 1, ... , N. In each case we shall introduce the Lin
constraint

in order to obtain a fundamental

integral which leads to unrestricted

equations of motion .
1. Transformation

of Ic1 and Ic2

As noted previously, Ic 1 and Ic2 are equivalent.

Since we desire to transform

these integrals to Eulerian notation we choose to transform
but one Lagrangian term, namely its last term.
ve locities

vf

Ic 2 since it contains

Given the positions

al/and

the

of all N particles i in the fluid, one may define a smooth (in fact,

infinitely differentiable)

velocity field vfi (xv) such that vfi lzf(ri)=

particle i and any value of the parameter

Ti.

vf ( ri) for each

That is, this may be done as long as

no two particles ever occupy the same space-time position; and of course, no two
particles may occupy the same space-time position, assuming they are of the same
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charge and interact electromagnetically,

without imparting infinite energy to the

system. There is enough freedom in the definition of v/3 to allow vf3v13= c2 for all
xv. Such a definition of v/3 is not guaranteed to be unique, but is guaranteed to
exist. With such a four-velocity field v/3 in hand we may use the definition of j<,.,
Equation (3.18), to write
(3.22)
where we define the rest charge density Poe by

I

N

11
)

Poe(x

= cL

qi

i=l

6(x

11

(3.23)

xndri,

-

Consider now a single species fluid, mi= m and qi= q > 0 for all i

= 1, ... ,N.

For this case we evaluate the quantity

(mc/q)

J ic,.)
(ju

1 2 3

1 d xdt

= (mc/q)

f

Poe(vuvu)112 d3 xdt

N
2

= (mc /q) ~q

JJ

6(xv - x'[)dri(vuvu) 112 d3 xdt

i=l

N

J

1 2

(3.24)

(vf Viu) 1 dri.

=me~
t=l

The first equality follows from Equation (3.22), the second from Equation (3.23),
and the last from a change in the order of integration and the well-known properties
of the 6- function. Note that the last member of Equation (3.24) is equal to the last
term in Ic2 when all fluid particles have the same mass m and charge q. Hence, for
a single species fluid , Ic 2 ( and hence lei) is equal to
(3.25)

The quantities to be varied in Ic 3 include the electromagnetic
and the particle trajectories,

xi/,i = 1, ... , N,

four-potential

A/3

which no longer appear explicitly.

Note, however, that both Poe and vu depend implicitly on

xi/.
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2. Variational principle with Au
as an independent parameter
We now present entirely Eulerian variational principles which yield a complete
set of Euler-Lagrange equations (equivalent to Maxwell's equations plus the Lorentz
force relation).
Recall from the previous chapter on perfect fluids that when a fundamental integral is considered in the Eulerian rather than Lagrangian description, the variation
of Pornand v or uu must be constrained according to the Lin constraint

in order

to recover the equations of motion for a perfect fluid in their complete generality.
This is consistent with our findings of the previous subsection,
ematical transformation

in which a math-

related the charge current density to the quantity to be

varied, the particle trajectory

d/.This

suggests that ju should be varied, but that

the variation should be performed consistent with the transformation
to xf. We thereby surmise that the variation of ju

= PoeVushould

relating

F

be constrained.

Examining Equation (2.54) and assuming a complete parallelism between neutral
fluid mechanics and electromagnetic fluid mechanics suggests that the Lin constraint
should appear in the fundamental
consider the fundamental

integral in the form ju (aua

+ f3au,). Hence, we

integral

(3.26)

where Au ,ju, a, /3 and I are to be independently

varied and Ic 3 1s as given in

Eq uation (3.25).
The Euler-Lagrange equations that follow from the variation of the field quantities in I c 4 are
u~A u :

a/3Ff3u = µoJ·u ,

(3.8)

(3.27a)

(3.27b)
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l:/3•.

U

J•(J"a
17'"VI

--

o,

(3.27c)

and
(3.27 d)

It is necessary to show the equivalence of this set of "potential"

equations with

the Eulerian set of Maxwell-Lorentz force equations discussed previously. As will
be seen, the equivalence is local rather than global.
tial equations the expressions j 17 =

PoeV 17 ,

the former is used in the transformation

We append to these poten-

Equation (3.22), and v17 v 17 = c 2 , since

which results in Ic 3 and the latter is a

relativistic necessity. Of course, these two expressions may be constrained by the
Lagrange multiplier method to be a part of the variational principle. However, one
may easily demonstrate

that both Lagrangian multipliers used to constrain these

two expressions of necessity must vanish and hence use of the multipliers does not
mandate any essential change in the potential set of equations listed above other
than the addition of the two appended expressions.
Before proceeding with the demonstration
concerning the fundamental

of equivalence we make one remark

integral Ic 4 , Equation (3.26), and the Euler-Lagrange

equations which result therefrom.

The equation of charge continuity,

Equation

(3 .27b), does not need to follow directly from the variational principle since it is
guaranteed

from the skew-symmetry of F/317 (and hence of F/317 ) and the external

Maxwell equations,

Equation

(3.8).

In order to obtain a more "minimally con-

strained" variational principle which does not give rise redundantly to charge continuity we may delete the term involving o: from Ic 4 • In essence, what this amounts
to is the absorption of 8 17 a into the guage of A 17 • The equations of motion which result from the variation of the field quantities A 17 , j 17 , /3and '"Yin the more minimally
constrained principle are identical to the corresponding

Euler-Lagrange

equations

17
for Ic 4 given above, except that in the fJJ.
equation the 8 17a term of Equation

(3.27a) is deleted, i.e.,
(3.28)
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Making use of the other equations of motion, Equation (3.28) can be seen to restrict
the gauge of Au according to

vu Au+ mc 2 /q = 0.

(3.29)

Evidently, this is an unfamiliar guage condition, for an electromagnetic four-potential
which satisfies Equation

(3.29) does not generally satisfy either the Lorentz or

Coulomb gauge conditions.

Hence, the price that is paid for the use of this more

minimally constrained variational principle is an unfamiliar electromagnetic

gauge

condition on Au . Nevertheless, this restriction may be removed after the variations
have been performed by subsequently performing an arbitrary

gauge transforma-

tion on Au through adding aua to the left member of Equation (3.28) and thereby
recovering the more general Equation (3.27a). The end result is a set of equations,
Equations (3.8) and (3.27), (globally) equivalent to those obtained from Ic 4 •

3. Equivalence of Ic1
and Ic2 with Ics
We now demonstrate

the (local) equivalence of the potential equations with the

usual Eulerian Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations.

We reiterate that the po-

tential set of equations consists of the definition of F13u,Equation

(3.4), the ex-

ternal Maxwell equations, Equation (3.8), the expression of 1·u as the product of
Poe and vu, Equation

(3.22), four-velocity "normalization",

Vuvu

=

c2 and Equa-

tions (3.27). The Eulerian Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations consist of the
definition of Fpu, Equation (3.4), the external Maxwell equations, Equation (3.8),
the expression of 1·u as the product of Poe and vu, Equation
"normalization",

Vu Vu

(3.22), four-velocity

= c2 , the Eulerian Lorentz force relation, Equation (3.20) or

(3.21), and Pam/ Poe = m/q which follows from the fact that we are considering a
single-species fluid. The constant rest mass density to rest charge density ratio is
also a part of the potential set, but since Pam does not appear anywhere in that set
we choose not to complicate the potential set with this additional relation. In the
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Maxwell-Lorentz force set we use it only to reduce the Lorentz force relation to

mv" a,,Vc,

= qv"Fu,,'

(3.30)

which will be referred to as "the Lorentz force relation" throughout

the remainder

of the proof of equivalence.
Because of the duplication of a number of equations between the two equation sets
the proof of equivalence may be reduced to the demonstration

that (i) if the fields

and potentials satisfy the potential set of equations, then the fields must satisfy the
Lorentz force relation, Equation (3.30), and (ii) for every set of fields which satisfy
the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations there exist potentials a, /3 and , such
that Equations

(3.27) are satisfied.

through straightforward

computations

That part (i) holds is readily demonstrated
in the following manner.

Using j"

= Poev"

and v(J'v"= c2 , Equation (3.27a) may be put in the form

(3.31)

Next, use Equation (3.31) to compute

v" [8,,(Au + (m/q)vu) - Bu(A,, + (m/q)v,,)] = v"(8,,f38u, - Bu/38,,,) = 0, (3.32)
where the last equality follows from (3.27c) and (3.27d). By rearranging terms and
using the definition of FO',,,Equation (3.4), and v,,auv"

= ½Bu(v,,v")= 0,

Equation

(3.32) is seen to give rise to the Lorentz force relation, Equation (3.30). Hence, part
(i) holds.
Part (ii) is seen to be satisfied by first assuming the existence of fields j"

= PoeVO'

and AO'(consequently FO',,)which satisfy the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations.
It is clear that charge continuity, Equation (3.27b), follows immediately from the
skew-symmetry of F130'and the external Maxwell equations (3.8), so we need only
show the existence of an a,

/3and , such that (3.27a,c,d) are satisfied. Now, define
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a scalar-valued function

o:

such that
(3.33)
as long as v<Tand A<Tare sufficiently well-

whose local existence is guaranteed

behaved, i.e., sufficiently smooth (note that
may add any function

f with D f / Dr = 0 to

o:

has enough gauge freedom that one

o:

without disrupting its defining rela-

tion, Equation (3.33)). With such a definition for

it is clear that A(f + (m/q)vu +

o:

a a is orthogonal to v(f, that is
(7

(3.34)
We next compute the Lie derivative

Lv(A(f + (m/q)v(f + a(fa) = v"a,,(A(f + (m/q)v(f + a(fa)

+ (A,,+ (m/ q)v,,+ a,,a)a(fv"

= v" (a,,(A(f + (m/q)v(f) -

a(f(A,, + (m/q)v,,))

= v" F,,(1+ (m/ q)v"a,,v(f
(3.35)

=0.

The second equality follows from the orthogonality

of v<1and A<T+ (m/q)v<1+

a(J'a,and from the fact that a,,a(fa. = a(fa,,a.. The third equality follows from
the definition of F,,<1,Equation (3.4), and the fact that v"a<Tv,,= ½B(f(v"v,,)= 0,
while the last equality follows from the fact that the fields satisfy the Lorentz force
relation, Equation (3.30) .
Equalities (3.34) and (3.35) imply that in the comoving coordinate system (r, yi,i
1, 2, 3) where v(f

=

coi, both

Wo

=

0 and

BoWi

=

0, i

=

1, 2, 3, where w(f

=

=

A(]' + mv(f
+ a(fa. It is clear, then, that in this particular coordinate system w(f
q
has but three components
coordinates yi, i

=

Wi,

i

=

1, 2, 3, all of which depend only on the spatial

1, 2, 3. Invoking the corollary to Pfaff's theorem contained in

Section I.D, it is clear that (locally) there exist functions q>,/3and,

depending only
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on the Yi such that Wi = a4>I ayi -

/3a, I ayi' or

and
0

a4>/ay

where y 0

= r.

= af]/By = a,/ay
0

0

=0

(3.36)

Converting back to an arbitrary (cartesian) coordinate system, it is

clear that relations (3.36) may be written as

Absorbing

</>into

the gauge of a and multiplying the last two equations by Poe we

conclude finally that there exist functions a, /3and I such that Equations (3.27a,c,d)
are satisfied.

Hence, the potential set of equations is (locally) equivalent to the

Eulerian Maxwell-Lorentz force set.

4. Transformation

of IsTF

In order to fully transform lsTF according to the mathematical

transformation

(3.18) we must transform both IF, Equation (3.9), and the definition of Af, Equation (3.14). Actually, because the equations of motion (i.e., the external Maxwell
equations) which follow from the definition of Ai, Equation (3.14), require the specification of N different charge current densities j[ rather than just the one given by
Equation (3.18) it is clear that a direct transformation

of Af using (3.18) will not

suffice. Instead, it is preferable to find from a more direct approach an equation
which expresses Ao- as a function of the Eulerian quantity /

3

and which implies

both the Lorentz gauge condition, af3Af3= 0, and the external Maxwell equations,
Equation (3.8). Since 8/3Ff3o-= a/Ja/3Au - ao-(af3Af3),the Lorentz gauge condition
together with the external Maxwell equations imply that the four-potential

Ao-must

satisfy the inhomogeneous wave equation
a/3a f3Ao-= µoJ·o-.

(3.8a)
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Conversely, this inhomogeneous

wave equation together with the Lorentz gauge

condition imply the external Maxwell equations, Equation (3.8). Hence, we seek a
particular

solution of the inhomogeneous wave equation (3.8a) which satisfies the

Lorentz gauge condition, af3Af3 = 0.
A particular solution to Equation (3.8a) may be obtained from the familiar Green

function technique,

49

= G(x

in which one first seeks for a function G

11

,

x 111) satisfying

(3.37)
In the absence of (space-time) boundary surfaces G(x

11

x' 11)

,

= G(x

11

-

x'11), and two

solutions to the Green function defining relation, Equation (3.37), are given by
O(x0

-

x 10

Gr(X 11 - x'11)

= ----o(x
41rlr- r'I

Ga(x 11 - x'11)

= ----o(x
41rlr- r'I

O

Ir - r'I)

x' O -

-

and
O(x0

-

x 10 )

0
-

x'0

-

Ir- r'I)

where

O(y) = {

1,

if y > 0

o,

if y < 0

denotes the unit step function. Gr and Ga are known as the retarded and advanced
Green functions, respectively, because the observed time t

=

x 0 / c which causes

the argument of the Dirac delta function to vanish is greater than the source time

t'

= x'

0

/

c in the case of Gr and in the case of Ga it is less than the source time t' .

A particular

solution to the inhomogeneous wave equation may then be formed by

taking
(3.38a)
where p stands for either r or a and the integral is taken ov~r all space-time (a
general solution is obtained by adding a general solution of the homogeneous wave
equation A~ to A~, where a/Ja/3A~= 0). If charge continuity, 8/Jj/3 = 0, is assumed
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to hold, then A; satisfies the Lorentz gauge condition, 8/JA:

= 0,

as can be seen

from the calculation

8,aA:(xv)

=µ

0

J
J
J

[i.B(x'v)af3Gp(xv- x'v)] a'x'

= -µo

[if3(x'11)8Gp(x 11 - x'11)/8x 1f3]d4 x'

= -µo

{a [if3(x'11)Gp(x11 -x'")] /Bx'/3} d4x' = 0,

where for the last equality we have assumed that j/3(x'11)Gp(x11
at space-time
satisfactory

infinity.

We conclude that

candidate for the transformed

A;as

-

x'") vanishes

given by Equation

Eulerian replacement

of

(3.38a) is a

Af, Equation

(3.14). Note that integration over x 10 in Equation (3.38a) allows one to write

A;as
(3.38b)

where t~ is either the advanced, t~

= t+ I r-r' I /c, or retarded,

t~ = t-

I r-r' I /c,

time. Because of the symmetry which is usually required between past and future
it is often convenient to take A~(x")
to be of this symmetrized

= ½(A~(x") + A~(x")).

We will assume Au

form in what follows when an explicit determination

is

required.
Since IF, Equation (3.9), is precisely equal to the last two terms of Ic 1 , Equation
(3.19a), we conclude that under the transformation

(3.18) IF will assume the same

form as the last two transformed terms of Ic 1 • Comparing Ic 1 with its transformed
version we conclude that IF(and hence IsTF) transforms for a single species fluid
to

I~TF

=-

J

[Ao-ju+ (me/ q)(jujo-)1 !2 ] d3 xdt,

(3.39)

where we now take Au to be A~= ½(A~+A~), A~ and A~ given by Equations (3.38)
and the appropriate

definitions of the Green functions Gr and Ga. The quantities

to be varied in IsrF consist of the particle trajectories xf.
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5. Variational principle with
A 17 defined in terms of ;' 17
An Eulerian variational principle in which A 17 is defined in terms of J<T
is given
by the fundamental

integral

Ics

=-

I {~:J~
/ +

[u:(T J~(T)/lr- r'I] d3 x'

1 2
+ (mc/q)(J~J(T)
l + J(T(a(Ta
+ 13a(T,)
}d 3 xdt

where ;;(T= J<T(t~,r'),
and as before t~ = t-

I r-r' I /c and

t~ = t+ I r-r

(3.40a)

I /c. By

defining A~ as in Equations (3.38), and A~= (A~+ A~)/2 it follows that
(3.40b)

The last term in Ic 5 is the Lin constraint term used in Ic 4 Equation (3.26), while
the factor of 1/2 in the field-current interaction term is needed when J<T
·is to be
varied.
According to our previous rationale, the Lin constraint term must be imposed if
one chooses to vary ;' 17 directly rather than each fluid element trajectory.

The field

quantities to be varied in Jes, Equations (3.40), are J<T,
a,{3 and 1 . We remark that
charge continuity, Equation (3.27b), does not necessarily follow from the definition
of A~ and hence even in a "minimally constrained"

variational

principle the Lin

constraint term involving a must be retained in the variational principle in order
to obtain from Ics a complete set of equations of motion (recall the discussion
concerning a more "minimally constrained" variational principle than Ic 4 following
the paragraph in which Equations (3.27) are introduced in Subsection III.D.1). This
is apparently

due to the fact that definitions (3.38) for A~ automatically

the electromagnetic

restrict

gauge.

Although the conventional Euler-Lagrange equation method may be applied to
obtain those equations of motion corresponding to variations of the field quantities
ex.,fJ and 1 (giving Equations (3.27b,c,d) as with Ic 4 ), because of the integral over

r' the variation of

7
J<
must be considered directly. Hence, for J17U;<T)
we substitute
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;·(j+ cJ<J'U;(j+ cJ;<J')and

then require that to first order in

L cs (J•(j+ ~cJu ,Jp-,u + ~cJ'u)
p

-

€

L cs (J·u,Jp-,u) = L'cs - L cs

vanish for all sufficiently smooth JU(J;u) which vanish on the boundary of integration . By Les is meant the argument of the integral Jes (note the correspondence of
this method with that used to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations in Subsection
I.C .1). To first order in

L'cs - Les

€,

=

-e{ Ju I [U:U+ i!u)/lr - r'I] d x'
3

µo
l61r

I

+ ~~J"u [(J;u + J!u)/!r - r'I] d3x'
+ (mc/q)J"uJU/U,,i")1 l 2 + Ju(aua + f3Bu,)}
We now expand

J?in a Taylor

series about t~

=t

(3.41)

(assuming such an expansion

exists ) to get
oo

Jr=

1

L k!(±lr-r'i/c)k

ak
atkJU(t,r')

k=O

where the plus sign corresponds to J~u and the minus to 1-:U.These Taylor expansions will allow us to put the second integral term of L'cs - Les, Equation
(3.41), in a more suggestive form if we assume that the order of integration

Ics - lcs -

f (L'cs -

Lcs)d 3 xdt may be readily interchanged.

then the time integral may be taken prior to integration

in

If such is possible,

over r or r'. Assuming

that not only Ju, but also partials of Ju with respect to time of all orders vanish
at the (temporal) boundary of integration it is readily demonstrated

that

after multiple integrations by parts. This fact allows for the expression of
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as

I (Ir - r'I ~
=- I (
J'u(t, r)

1(

~ kl ±

Ir - r ,I/C)" at"
a" u ( '))
J t,r

Ju(t,r'
Ir -

~

I (

I

r'I f::o
k! ± r

-

r

3 , 3

d

X

d xdt

'I/C)at"Ju
a" . ( ))
t, r

3 , 3

d

X

d xdt

where the upper (+) sign refers to J~u and the lower ( - ) to J:u. Assuming that a
Taylor expansion also exists for iu it is apparent from this last equality that

(3.42)
after performing the change of variables r -. r', r' -. r and interchanging the order
of integration.

Similarly, replacement of Jt with J:u requires that i:u be replaced

with i~u in Equation (3.42).
We may use Equation

(3.42) and its J:u companion to obtain the equivalent

expression of L6s - Les, Equation (3.41),

L6s - Les= -€Ju { Aau + (mc/q)J'u/(j,,/j")

1 2

1 +Bua+ f38u,},

(3.43)

where we have utilized the definition of Aau• In order for L6s - Les to vanish to
first order in

€ for

all appropriate

JU it is clear from Equation (3.43) that

Asu + (mc/q)J'u/(j,,j") 112 + duCi+ f38u1 = 0.

(3.44)

Therefore, the equations of motion which result from the fundamental integral Jes,
Equations (3.40), include the definition of Asu, charge continuity, Equation (3.27b),
the potential equations (3.27c,d), and Equation (3.44) which corresponds with the
potential representation

of Au+ (me/ q)J'u/ (j,,j") 112 given in Equation (3.27a). Since

Asu satisfies the inhomogeneous wave equation (3.8a) and the Lorentz gauge condition, duAu

= 0,

(which follows from charge continuity) by defining the electro-

= dJJAsu-

magnetic field-strength tensor Ff3uaccording to Ff3u

duAs/3 the internal

and external Maxwell equations (3.5) and (3.8) are satisfied. It follows, then, that
the equations of motion which follow from Jes, Equations

(3.40), are essentially
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(not rigorously because of the inclusion of a definition for Au in terms of J·u and
the addition of the Lorentz gauge condition) globally equivalent to the equations of
motion which follow from Ic 4 , Equation (3.26), and hence are "essentially" locally
equivalent to the Maxwell-Lorentz

force set of equations.

6. General relativistic formulation
For completeness we here present an Eulerian variational
the general relativistic

version of the Maxwell-Lorentz

principle giving rise to

If we

force set of equations.

do not concern ourselves with the explicit variation of the metric gµv a satisfactory general relativistic

fundamental

integral may be obtained by multiplying the

argument of Ic 4 by y'=g; hence

Ic6

=-

J{

FµvFµv /4µ 0

+ AµJ·µ+ (mc/q) (J"µiµ)1 12
+ iµ (a,µ+ /3,,µ) }y'-gd

The field quantities

3

xdt

(3.45) .

to be varied in Ic 6 include Aµ,J·µ, a,{3, and,.

The Euler-Lagrange

equations of Ic6, Equation (3.45), are (using Fµv

=A

,µ -

11

Aµ,v)
(3.46a)

8;"µ:

Aµ+ (mc/q)J~/

Uvi

11
)

112

+a,µ+ /31 ,µ = 0,

(3.46b)

(3.46c)

(3.46d)
and
(3.46e)
As usual, we append

J·µ

= PoeVµ

will show that this "potential"

and

vµvµ

= c2 to

these equations of motion. We

set of equations is (locally) equivalent to the general
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relativistic Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations consisting of
FµII
;µ

-

·µ
J;µ

µoJ

=

0

•JI

(3.47a)

,

(3.47b)

'

and
mv II Vµ; 11 = qv II F µ11,

as well as the usual

= PoeVµ,

= c2 ,

= A 11,µ

Aµ, 11,

which are also

represent the affine connection coefficients corresponding

to the (sym-

jµ

VµVµ

and

(3.47c)

Fµ 11

-

contained in the potential set.
Let

r~

11

metric) metric tensor gµ 11i i.e.,
Then

r~

11

r~

11

is the Christoffel symbol of the second kind.

is symmetric in µ and v; whence
(3.48)

for any skew-symmetric tensor

Fµ 11•

µ _ 1 µ 11{
r J.L<T
2g Yµ11,u + Yu11,µ -

Now,

Yuµ,11

} _
-

1

2g

µ11
_
Yµ11,u -

where the last equality follows by direct calculation.
for

f¼uinto

(. ~)

v -g

= (FµIIFY)

,µ

which is satisfied by any skew-symmetric tensor

Fµ 11•

,µ

(set (3.46) and set (3.47)) include the definition

Fµ 11

I.y ~
-g

Substituting

Equation (3.48) we obtain the mathematical
F9F_µ11

,u

(3.49)

this expression

identity
(3.50)

Since both sets of equations

= A 11,µ-Aµ,

11 of

the electromag-

netic field strength tensor Fµ11 it is clear that Fµ 11 is required to be skew-symmetric
by either set, whence Fµ 11 satisfies equality (3.50) for either set, from which follows

the equivalence of Equations (3.46a) and (3.47a). Similarly, by using identity (3.49)
we obtain
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from which Equations (3.46c) and (3.47b), the general relativistic versions of charge
continuity, are seen to be equivalent. Hence, the proof that the potential set is equivalent to the Maxwell-Lorentz force set is reduced to the demonstration

that (i) field

quantities which satisfy the potential set of necessity satisfy the general relativistic Lorentz force relation, Equation (3.4 7c), and (ii) for each set of field quantities
which satisfy the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations there exist potentials a,

/3,

and , such that Equations (3.46b,d,e) are satisfied.
Before proceeding with the equivalence proof it is convenient to note the identity

(3.51)

for any four-vector Vµ, which follows from the symmetry of f~v inµ and v. From
this identity as well as

vv Vr,;µ

= ½(vv Vv) ;µ = 0 follows the

computation

(3.52)

That part (i) of t he claim of equivalence is satisfied requires only the direct computation of the left member of equation (3.52) using Equations (3.46b,d,e). By using
identity (3.51) it is seen that such a computation

may be carried out exactly as

in Equation (3.32) so that the left member of (3.52) vanishes. Hence, the general
relativistic Lorentz force relation, Equation (3.47c), follows from the potential set.
To show that part (ii) of the claim of equivalence is true we first define a scalar

a so that

Such an

a

exists locally as long as

vv

and Av are sufficiently well-behaved.

compute the Lie derivative with respect to

vv

of the velocity-orthogonal

Next,

quantity
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Aµ+ (m/q)vµ + a,µ:
Lv [Aµ+ (m/q)vµ +a,µ]= (Aµ+ (m/q)vµ + a,µ),v vv +(Av+ (m/q)vv + a,v) v~

= vv [(Aµ+
=V

VF,

(m/q)vµ),v - (Av+ (m/q)vv),µ]

m

vµ + qv Vµ;v•
V

The second equality is a result of the orthogonality of vv and Av+ !?!vv+av and the
q

'

symmetry of a,µv, while for the last equality account is taken of Equations (3.51) and
(3.52). Assuming that the fields satisfy the Lorentz force relation, Equation (3.47c),

Lv [Aµ+ (m/q)vµ

+ a,µ] vanishes,

which together with vv (Av+ ';vv

+ a,v) = 0

implies that locally there exist scalars </),/3 and I such that

Aµ+ (m/q) vµ +a,µ= <P,µ
- /3,,µ
where

vv <P
V = vv /3V
'

'

= vvI V = 0

(3.53)

'

by arguments analogous to those given in previous equivalence proofs. We may then
absorb <Pinto the electromagnetic gauge a, then multiply relations (3.53) by Poe and
thereby obtain Equations (3.46b,d,e). This completes the proof that the potential
set, Equations

(3.46), is equivalent to the Maxwell-Lorentz

force set, Equations

(3.47).
7. Alternate general relativistic formulation

Rather than impose the Lin constraint and thereby obtain equations which involve unphysical (Clebsch) potentials and which are only locally equivalent to the
general relativistic version of the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations, it is possible to start with a fundamental integral in entirely Eulerian form and then perform
the Lagrangian variation D., Equation (2.33), on it in a manner analogous to the
method applied in Subsection II.A.3. The fundamental integral referred to is
{3.54)
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and involves only the field quantities 9µ,v, Aµ, and jJJ., not the Lin potentials

a,

/3, and , (notice the close similarity between lc1 and the originally transformed
fundamental

integral lc

3,

Equation (3.25)). Recall that the Lagrangian variation

A is defined in terms of the Lagrangian displacement vector

e
0

which vanishes at

the initial and final times and thus varies a fluid element path while keeping its
endpoints fixed in accordance with fluid element path variation requirements.
In a minimally constrained

variational

principle we need not constrain strict

charge conservation, Equation (3.47b); rather, it is sufficient to require the vanishing
of the Lagrangian variation of the product of the charge current density jJJ.and the
square root of the opposite of the determinant

A

(~jµ,)

of the metric tensor, .J="g:

= 0.

(3.55)

As will be seen, strict charge conservation follows from the free Lagrangian variation
of the electromagnetic four-potential

Aµ,, so we need not constrain it . Additionally,

we vary only the fields Aµ, and jJJ.and not the metric tensor 9µv; that is, we require

8gµv

=

0 where 8 represents the Eulerian variation or variation "in place" of the

field quantities.

Using the relation between A and 8 given in Equation (2.33) we

conclude that Equation (2.36) must be satisfied; that is, Agµ,v =

Cµ,;v
+ Cv;µ,-

In order to compute Alc1 we need the following equalities

and

AFµ,v = (A Av),µ, - (AAµ,) ,v .
These equalities along with jJJ.= PoeVµ,and Vµ,Vµ,= c2 allow for the expressions
A [y'=g(Fµ 11Fµv)]

= yC"g {

=A

111
[y'=ggJJ.O"g
Fo-,Fµ,v]

2
[½Fµ,11Fµ,vg<
.B- 2F 011 Ff] Ag 0 ,a+ 4Fµv(AAv),µ,},

(3.56a)
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(3.56b)

and
(3.56c)
Equations

(3.56), after using the constraint

argument of the fundamental

(3.55) and letting Lc1 represent the

integral Ic1, Equation (3.54), imply

tlLc1 = ~y'=i (Ea/3 + m Vai 13) tlga/3 + (y'=iFP- 11tlA11/ µo)
2

q

,µ

11
11
- ( v-gFP. ) ,µ / µo]tlA11

+ [v-gi

where we define the (symmetric) electromagnetic stress-energy tensor Ea/3 by
(3.57)
Using tlga/3 = €a;f3+ €{3;aand the symmetry of Eaf3 + ";vaj/3 and ignoring the total
divergence, since tlAµ vanishes at the boundary of integration, we may write

Ic1

=-

J

d3xdt{ y'-g ( Ea/3 + : vaj/3) €a;/3

+ [y'=ijP. + (y'=iFP- 11)111
/ µo]tlAµ} •
Treating €a and tlAµ as arbitrary

except for the conditions that they vanish on

the boundary of integration and are sufficiently smooth, i.e., varying fluid element
paths and field potentials arbitrarily, we then conclude that
(3.58)
and
(3.46a)

integral Ic1,
Equation (3.54), include the definition of FP.11, Equation (3.4), the expressions j 11=
Hence, the equations of motion which accompany the fundamental

PoeV11and v 11v 11= c2 , and equations (3.46a) and (3.58).
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We now show the algebraic and hence global equivalence of the equations of
motion associated to Ic1 with the conventional general relativistic Maxwell-Lorentz
force set of equations. Firstly, from Equation (3.50), which is satisfied by any skewsymmetric tensor Fµv, we note that (3.46a) implies the general relativistic form
of the external Maxwell equations,

Equation

we conclude from the skew-symmetry

(3.47a), and vice versa.

of Fµv and Equation

Secondly,

(3.46a) that charge

continuity, Equation (3.46b), must be satisfied and hence we need not consider it
in the proof of equivalence since it is not an independent equation of motion. We
I

also note that the internal Maxwell equations, Equation (3.5), which are satisfied
identically by the definition Fµv

=

Av,µ - Aµ,v, imply by algebraic manipulation

the equality
Fa/J;-r+ Fp-y;a + F-ya;_B = 0

(3.59)

which may be considered to be the general relativistic form of the internal Maxwell
equations. Now , we calculate the covariant divergence of E 0 P using definition (3.57).
µ oEa{J
;/J

= ! F µv .,{JFµvga{J
2

- Fav F/J - Fav F{J
;/J v
v ;/J

-- 1 g a{JFµv (F µv;/J + .rpµ;v
z;,

2

+ .rvp;µ
z;,

)

- FaF/Jv
v ;/J -- -µoJ ·{JFa
p

(3.60)

where the last equality follows from the external and internal Maxwell equations
{3.47a) and (3.59). Using charge continuity, Equation (3.47b), as well as equality
(3.60), Equation (3.58) translates to

By lowering the index a and using ;·P = PoeV/Jit is easily seen that this is equivalent
to the general relativistic Lorentz force equation, Equation (3.47c) (as long as Poe
vanishes only at isolated points). We thereby conclude that the standard MaxwellLorentz force set of equations is satisfied by solutions to the Ic1 set, and since all the
steps used are algebraic and hence reversible the converse is also true. Therefore,
the two sets of equations of motion are (globally) equivalent.
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E. Conclusion
In this chapter, a number of variational principles which give rise to the equations of motion for a collection of charged particles or a charged fluid have been
presented.

The emphasis has been on those variational principles which give rise

to a complete set of equations of motion, that is, those principles which generate
both Maxwell's equations and the Lorentz force equation. We began by examining
variational principles in the particulate

(Lagrangian) form then proceeded to vari-

ational principles in the mixed particulate

(Lagrangian) /Eulerian

form. Wishing

to motivate the introduction of a completely Eulerian variational principle we then
performed a mathematical

transformation

of variables which introduced the four-

current density jv while eliminating the particulate
(3.25)) . After performing the transformation

notation

{see Ic 3 , Equation

of variables we constrained the vari-

ations of the field quantities according to the Lin constraint and thereby obtained
equations of motion which were subsequently shown to be locally equivalent to the
conventional Maxwell-Lorentz force set.
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IV. NEGLECT

OF THE LIN CONSTRAINT

In the previous two chapters we have concerned ourselves with variational prin-

ciples leading to the unrestricted
a cold electromagnetic

equations of motion for a warm perfect fluid and

fluid. As a means of obtaining such unrestricted

equations

of motion from an entirely Eulerian fundamental integral we introduced the "mysterious" Lin constraint.

The introduction of the Lin constraint was accomplished

initially with very little physical and/or mathematical

motivation.

In fact, as the

Lin constraint was introduced initially in Section II.B the comment was made that
the Lin constraint is somewhat mysterious from a mathematical

standpoint in that

it is not clear from the form of the Lin constraint that it constitutes a constraint at
all . That it does constitute

a constraint may be verified by comparing the results

of applying the "constraint" with those of neglecting the "constraint".
tions of motion obtained through application of the "constraint"
than those obtained through neglect of the "constraint"

If the equa-

are more general

then the set of variations

in the former case is of necessity smaller than the set in the latter case. Hence, if
such is found to be the case the "constraint" does indeed constitute a mathematical
constraint on the variations of the field quantities. On the other hand, if the set of
equations of motion obtained through application and neglect of the "constraint"
are equivalent the the "constraint"
mathematical

is vacuous, that is, it does not constitute

constraint on the variations of the field quantities.

In this chapter we establish that the Lin constraint
mathematical

a

does indeed constitute

constraint on the variations of the field quantities.

ified by neglecting the Lin constraint

a

This will be ver-

as it appears in the Eulerian fundamental

integrals of the previous two sections and showing that the equations of motion obtained thereby are restrictive of the expected equations of motion. In Section A we
consider the Eulerian fundamental integrals of fluid mechanics introduced iIJ.Chapter II, while in Section B we consider those of electromagnetism
Chapter III.

first introduced in
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A . Fluid mechanics
In this section we review the Eulerian fundamental

integrals of fluid mechanics

introduced in Section II.B., this time neglecting the Lin constraint.
of restriction

Various degrees

on the usual equations of motion for a warm perfect fluid will be

obtained by either constraining or neglecting entropy conservation and mass conservation. We begin by considering the non-relativistic

case then conclude with an

examination of the general relativistic case. Particular attention will be paid to the
types of restrictions
usually-imposed

imposed in the equations of motion through neglect of each

constraint,

for such information will be valuable as the physical

essence of the Lin constraint is examined in the following chapter.
1. Non-relativistic fluid mechanics

Near the outset of Section II.B Hamilton's
introduce the fundamental

integral

principle was utilized in order to

Ii, Equation (2.43). That is, the argument of

the integral 11 was taken to be the difference in the kinetic energy density and
potential energy density of a perfect fluid:

(2.43)
Recall that Pm represents the mass density, v the velocity field, S the entropy and
u(pm, S) the specific internal energy of the fluid. As 11 was initially introduced, the

field quantities v were varied independently giving
DV:

V

= 0.

(4.la)

This equation of motion is obtained through neglect of the Lin constraint and all
other constraints.

It obviously constitutes a severe restriction on the usual equations

of motion for perfect fluids, Equations (2.7), (2.40), (2.41) and (2.42). Variations
of the remainder of the field quantities in Ii give

(4.lb)
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and
(4.lc)
For the last equality of (4.lb) we have utilized the fundamental

equation of ther-

modynamics, Equation (2.7), while for the last equality of (4.lc) we have used both
(2.7) and (4.la).
the temperature

If we require

Pm

to be nonzero Equation

(4.lb) requires that

T vanish. This adds an additional restriction to the equations of

perfect fluid motion, while (4.lc) is perfectly general given the restrictions imposed
by Equations (4.la,b).

Hence, the restrictions imposed on the field quantities of 11

through the non-imposition of variational constraints are v
These restrictions

= 0 and

T

= 0.

on physical variables may be relaxed through imposition of

variational constraints which restrict the class of field quantities varied over and/or
the class of variations themselves. For example, it is clear that not all real-valued
functions of space-time suffice as representatives

of a perfect fluid's entropy S, for

only those functions S for which entropy conservation, Equation (2.42), is satisfied
will suffice. This suggests that we constrain the variations of the field quantities of

Ii , Equation (2.43), to satisfy entropy conservation. In a similar sense, not all combinations of Pm and v are satisfactory for the modeling of perfect fluid motion, only
those which satisfy the equation of continuity, Equation (2.41). hence, we are led to
constrain the variations of the field quantities in 11 in accordance with both entropy
conservation and continuity.

We do this through the Lagrange undetermined mul-

t£plier method described in Subsection I.C.3; that is, we multiply each expression

which is required to vanish by a Lagrange multiplier (the Lagrange multipliers are
in one-to-one correspondence with the independent equations of constraint) and include the product in the Lagrangian.

The Lagrange multipliers as well as the other

field quantities are then to be varied freely in order to obtain the generalized equations of motion. Although this method works for these two particular constraints it
should be mentioned that the two constraints are nonholonomic in nature as they
involve derivatives of the field quantities whereas the Lagrange undetermined

mul-
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tiplier method is only guaranteed

to work when used with holonomic constraints.

Hence, in this sense entropy conservation and continuity are members of a special
class of nonholonomic constraints.
We will first constrain the variations of the field quantities of / 1 with entropy
conservation, then with continuity, then with both. In each case the various degrees
of physical restrictiveness

will be examined. In order to constrain entropy conser-

vation we add to the argument of the integral
as well as Pm, v and S independently

Ii the term

PmµDS / Dt, then varyµ

(Pm is included in this constraint term only

for convenience). In this case the modified fundamental

integral assumes the form

where we have made use of the definition of the convective derivate D / Dt
V.

= a/ at+

v'.
The Euler-Lagrange

equations which follow from

6v :

V

If, Equation

(4.2), are

+ µ v' S = 0,

(4.3a)

(4.3b)
6pm:

1
-v
2

2

u - PmBu/Bpm

-

+ µDS/Dt = 0,

(4.3c)

and
6µ:

DS/Dt

= 0,

the last of which is obviously the equation of constraint.

(4.3d)
Equation

(4.3b) may be

rewritten in the form

(4.4a)
while Equation (4.3c) may be rewritten as
1
-v
2

2

- u - p / Pm

= 0,

(4.4b)
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after utilizing the equation of thermodynamics

(2.7) and the equation of constraint,

If we impose continuity, Equation (2.41),

Equation (4.3d) (entropy conservation).

subsequent to obtaining the Euler-Lagrange equations for I~, Equation (4.4a) allows
us to identifyµ

with the thermasy of van Dantzig.

33

Restricting the variations of the field quantities with the imposition of entropy
conservation
throughout

has allowed for the inclusion of an arbitrary

temperature

field T

the fluid, as is clear from Equation (4.4a) . In addition, it has slightly

generalized the expression for the velocity field over the unconstrained
principle which allowed for only the trivial solution v

=

variational

0. However, it is clear

from Equation (4.3a) that even in the entropy conservation-constrained

variational

principle that allowed velocity fields are severely restrictive, for only those velocity
fields which result directly from entropy gradients are included in the solution set.
Equation

(4.4b) does not appear to be extremely restrictive over and above the

restriction on v imposed by Equation {4.3a).
We next modify

Ii by constraining the variations of its field quantities in accor-

dance with continuity, Equation (2.41). Hence, we add the term

to the argument of the integral 11 , then vary .Xas well as the other field quantities
Pm, S,

and v . The modified fundamental

integral is

which gives the Euler-Lagrange equations

= "v.A,

(4.6a)

Bu/BS=O=T,

(4.6b)

{Jy:

8S:
8pm:

i
-V
2

2 -

V

U -

p / Pm -

DA I Dt

=0

(4.6c)
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and

(4.6d)
The Euler-Lagrange

equations (4.6) which follow from

Ji', Equation

(4.5), are

clearly restrictive of the usual equations of perfect fluid mechanics, for they require the fluid to have zero temperature
curl everywhere.

and the velocity field to have vanishing

They are, however, more general than those obtained from the

unconstrained fundamental integral 11 , Equations (4.1). It is also notable that equation (4.6c) appears to be slightly more general than the similar expression (4.4b)
obtained from

Ji (note

The fundamental

the presence of D').jDt).

integrals

Ji, Equation

(4.2), and

Ji' Equation

presented not for their physical validity, but for their instructive
unconstrained
restrictions

(4.5), have been
content.

The

variational principle associated with Ii, Equation (2.43), gives four

on physical variables, namely v

=

0 and T

=

0.

By constraining

the variations of the field quantities using only entropy conservation as in
restriction on the temperature

Ji the

T is reduced significantly while v remains severely

restricted, being expressed in terms of the gradient of the entropy, a physical scalar
(as opposed to an "unphysical" potential such as the Lagrange multiplier scalars µ
and >.). On the other hand, by constraining the variations of the field quantities
using only continuity as in
while the restriction

T

=

If' the

restriction on the velocity field is slightly relaxed

0 remains.

The expression of v as the gradient of an

arbitrary scalar gives v one degree of freedom. In essence, then, the constraining of
the variations of the field quantities using a single equation of constraint adds one
degree of freedom to the physical quantities v and T. As one would expect, most
of the freedom produced through the entropy conservation-constrained
principle is manifest in the temperature,
to the entropy.
constrained

the thermodynamic

variational

variable conjugate

Similarly, most of the freedom produced through the continuity-

variational principle is manifest in the velocity, as one would expect

since continuity constrains v and not S.
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According to the above argument,
quantities in

by constraining

the variations of the field

Ii, Equation (2.43), using both entropy conservation and continuity

one should provide but two degrees of freedom between the four quantities v and T.
Hence, the Euler-Lagrange equations so obtained should be physically restrictive by
two degrees of freedom. This is indeed the case and the essence of the Lin constraint
is to provide two additional constraints
allow for a completely unrestricted

on the field quantity variations so as to

description of the physical variables v and T.

Throughout the remainder of this section we will consider those Eulerian variational
principles in fluid mechanics for which only the Lin constraint is neglected. That is,
where appropriate,

both entropy conservation and continuity will be constrained,

while neglecting the other terms associated to the Lin constraint.

This will allow us

to "home in" on the effect of neglecting only the Lin constraint which information
will be valuable as the physical interpretation

of the Lin constraint is explored in

the following chapter.
In Section II.B the fundamental integral

lN1

= 12 = 11 +

I{

).(aPm/at
+µ(a

which constrains

+ v7. (pmv))

(pmS) /at+ v7 · (PmSv)) }d 3 xdt

the variations of the field quantities

(4.7)

in 11 using both entropy

conservation and continuity was introduced. At that time only those Euler-Lagrange
equations resulting from variations of v were presented in order to motivate the need
for the Lin constraint.

Here, we present the entire set of Euler-Lagrange

equations

associated with 12. They are

ov:

oS:
opm:

~v 2
2

V

= y7). + Sv1µ,

Dµ/Dt =-au/as=
-

(4.8a)

(4.8b)

-T,

u- P/Pm - D)./Dt - SDµ/Dt

= 0,

(4.8c)
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(4.8d)
and
(4.8e)
Although Equation
that Equations
continuity.

(4.8e) is not the usual form of entropy conservation it is clear

(4.8d,e) taken together are equivalent to entropy conservation and

Comparing Equations

(4.8) with the potential set of equations

(2.52),

which were shown in Section 11.B to be locally equivalent to the Eulerian equations
of motion for a perfect fluid, Equations

(2.40), (2.41), and (2.42), it is clear that

the only equation which might be physically restrictive

is the expression for the

velocity field, Equation (4.8a), fer all other equations in the (4.8) set are included
in the (2.52) set .
That Equation (4.8a) is indeed physically restrictive may be seen by computing
the fluid's vorticity w using expression (4.8a) for the velocity field
W

Equation

= v' X V = v' S X

(4.9)

v' µ.

(4.9) implies that isentropic fluids (fluids for which S does not vary spa-

tially) may not possess any vorticity.

It is known, however, that isentropic fluids

may possess non-vanishing

In such isentropic fluids the vorticity may

be introduced

vorticity.

initially (perhaps through entropy variations prior to t 0 ) and sub-

sequently convect with the fluid. In order to overcome this physical restriction
is necessary to supply two additional
these two additional

it

degrees of freedom for v . In Section 11.B

degrees of freedom were provided through imposition of the

Lin constraint.

2. Relativistic fluid mechanics
To neglect _the Lin constraint
must modify the fundamental
relativistic

in general relativistic perfect fluid mechanics we
integral

1:~Equation
1,

(2.68).

case just considered the neglect of the Lin constraint

As with the nonhere consists in
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/3and

dropping the scalars
the fundamental

of I~~l· After so doing one obtains

I from the integrand

integral

IN2

=

J{

R - 2Kp

+u
The Euler-Lagrange

equations

8gu11 :

-(-g)

11

[c+ U
2

O

O

(SOµ, 11 +

+

i.\

11

(gu11UuV

a,"Y)]}
(-g)

1 2
/

f

{

1)

d 3 xdt.

associated to JN 2 , Equation
1 2

-

(4.10)

(4.10), are

Gu11 + Kp 0 [.\uuu 11 + gu11 [c2 + U0

5
+ ½.\
(g,,su"u -

1)+ uu (Soµ,u + a,u)]]}
= 0,

(4.lla)

(4.llb)

(4.lld)
9uvUO"UII

= 1,

8µ:

(4.lle)

(4.111)

and

(4.llg)
These equations

may be readily reduced to the equivalent set

(4.12a)

AU11 + SOµ ,11 + Ct ,11 = 0,

(4.12b)
(4.12c)
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Uv µ,v

=

(T V
g(TvU U

Uv

-To,

(4.12d)

= 1,

(4.12e)

S0 ,v = 0,

(4.12/)

and
(PoUv).v

'

= 0,

(4.12g)

by using the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.11), the equations and definitions of thermodynamics (see Equation (2.7)) and the definition of the momentum-energy

Recalling that Equations

(2. 70) are locally equivalent to the standard

tensor

set of

equations governing general relativistic perfect fluid motion (which in essence consist
of Equations

(4.12a,e,f,g)), comparison of Equations (4.12) with Equations

suggests that only Equation (4.12b) may be physically restrictive.
representation

(2.70)

This potential

of the four-velocity, Equation (4.12b), is indeed physically restrictive.

This may be seen by computing the vorticity tensor
(4.13)
In the isentropic fluid case Equation (4.13) suggests that
a restriction

w(Tv

= 0.

This constitutes

on the physical variables .X and uv which may be removed through

imposition of the Lin constraint.

B. Electromagnetics
In this section we establish that the Lin constraint as imposed upon the variations of the field quantities of the Eulerian electromagnetic fundamental integrals in
Section III.D is a valid mathematical

constraint by illustrating that the equations of
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motion obtained through neglect of the constraint are restrictive of those obtained
when it is imposed. Moreover, it will be seen that there are similarities between the
restrictions imposed upon the equations of fluid mechanics and those imposed on
the equations of electromagnetics

through neglect of the constraint.

ities suggest a relation with the equations of superconductivity.

These similar-

We first consider

the two special relativistic fundamental

integrals of Section III.D, then conclude

with the general relativistic fundamental

integral of that section. In each case we

restrict the variations of the field quantities so as to satisfy charge continuity and
the homogeneous (or internal) Maxwell equations (see Eq. (3.4)).
1. Special relativistic formulation

Neglect of the Lin constraint

in Ic 4 Eq. (3.26), consists in dropping the term

involving the Clebsch potentials {3 and 1 . The term which includes a is optional
here just as it is when the Lin constraint is imposed, for inclusion of the term is
equivalent to constraining
au Ju

=

the variations of j<7 so as to satisfy charge continuity,

0, a vacuous constraint

since variations of Au give rise to the external

Maxwell equations (3.8) which in turn imply charge continuity due to the skewsymmetry of FufJ• In the minimally constrained case we may therefore also drop
the term involving the Clebsch potential a. In this minimally constrained case the
fundamental integral assumes the form
(4.14)
where Au and Ju are the field quantities to be varied.
The Euler-Lagrange equations associated to IN 3 , Eq. (4.14), are
(3.8)
and
(4.15)
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Use of the relations

l" =

PoeVa and v13vf3= c 2 allows for the equivalent representa-

tion of Eq. (4.15) as
Aa

+ (m/q)va = 0.

As is the case in lc4, Eq. (3.26) -

(4.16)

the Lin constraint-imposed

version of IN 3 ,

dropping the term involving the Clebsch potential a from the fundamental integral
results in an electromagnetic gauge restriction.
the Lin constraint-imposed
qva Aa

= -mc

2

The gauges in both the present and

cases coincide and may be characterized by the condition

(see e.g., Eq. (3.29)). This gauge restriction arises because without

the term involving the potential a the arguments of the fundamental
not gauge-invariant.

integrals are

Inclusion of the a term in each fundamental integral, although

it allows for the expression of Aa in an arbitrary gauge, does not alter the physical
content of the Euler-Lagrange
from the Euler-Lagrane

equations.

The gauge restriction may be removed

equations of IN3 Eqs. (3.8) and (4.16), by performing an

arbitrary gauge transformation

on Aa according to Aa

-+

Aa

+ Baa where

a is an

arbitrary scalar. By so doing it is found that (3.8) is unaltered (i.e., (3.8) is gauge
invariant)

while (4.16) assumes the more general form

Eq. (3.8) constitutes

(4.17)

(m/q) Va= 0.

Aa +Baa+

the external (inhomogeneous) set of Maxwell's Equations

and as such is not physically restrictive.

This is to be expected, for the varia-

tions of the electromagnetic field Aa are properly constrained in the IN3 variational
principle.

Variations of ja in IN3 , on the other hand, are not subjected to the

Lin constraint.
constraint

Hence, if the Lin constraint is a valid mathematical

and physical

in this case the equation of motion resulting from the variations of ja,

Eq.(4.17) (or, equivalently, Eq. (4.15) and (4.16)), should be mathematically

and

physically restrictive.
That Eq.

(4.17) is mathematically

restrictive may be seen immediately

comparing it with the analogous Lin constraint-imposed

Euler-Lagrange

upon

equation
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/3and, in (3.31) allow the sum Ao-+ (m/q)vo- two additional

(3.31). The potentials

degrees of freedom over the single degree of freedom allowed in (4.17). The physical
restriction imposed by (4.17) may be seen by using (4.17) to compute the fluid's
vorticity Wo-11:

Hence, the only vorticity allowed by (4.17) results directly in the production of
fields, or is a direct consequence of the presence of fields. In particular,

in the

uncharged fluid limit the vorticity must vanish. This is evidently restrictive of the
general Lorentz force relation which requires only that vo-woo-,which,
11= (q/m)vo- F 11
in the neutral fluid limit implies only that vo-Wo11= 0, i.e., vorticity is convected with
the fluid. We thereby conclude that Eq. (4.17) is mathematically

and physically

restrictive, and hence that the Lin constraint is a valid mathematical

and physical

constraint on the variations of jo- in Ic 4, Eq. (3.26).
The second special relativistic fundamental

integral of interest Ics, Eq. (3.40),

may be altered so as to exclude the Lin constraint by dropping the term involving
{3 and , , just as with the Ic 4 case considered above. The term involving a must be

retained in this case, however, for charge continuity is not otherwise guaranteed by
I c 5 • In Ic 4 it is guaranteed

Lin constraint-neglected

through the external Maxwell Equations.

Hence, the

version of Ics assumes the form
(4.18)

where

By performing variations of jo- according to the method prescribed in Section

III .D it is found that the resultant Euler-Lagrange equation is identical with Eq.( 4.17)1
after using the usual relations Jotant Euler-Lagrange

=

Poe Vo- and

Vf3vf3 = c2 •

Hence, this resul-

equation differs from its Lin constraint-imposed

counterpart
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Eq.(3.44) in that it does not contain the term involving (3 and 1 . By the same
arguments given above for the lc4/ lN3 case, the Lin constraint is therefore a valid
mathematical

and physical constraint in Ic 5 •

2. General relativistic formulation
The neglect of the Lin constraint in the general relativistic electromagnetic fundamental integral Ic 6 , Eq.(3.45), may be effected analogously to the special relativistic Ic 4 case considered above. That is, the term involving (3 and I should be
excluded from the fundamental

integral Ic 6 in the event that the Lin constraint is

to be neglected. Also, the term involving a is optional in that it constrains charge
continuity which is already guaranteed
are included in the Euler-Lagrange

by the external Maxwell equations which

equations derived from Ic 6 • Nevertheless, the

a term must be retained in order to guarantee gauge invariance of the fundamental

integral, which in turn allows for the expression of Au in terms of an arbitrary electromagnetic gauge. Neglect or retention of the a term, however, leads to physically
equivalent Euler-Lagrange

equations.

We choose here to negelect the a term so as

to obtain a minimally constrained variational principle and one which is most easily
compared to with JN 3 , Eq .(4.14). The Lin constraint-neglected

analog of Ic 6 then

assumes the form

(4.19)

The Euler-Lagrange

equations which follow from the variations of Aµ and jµ in

INs are
(3.46a)

8Av:

and
urJ·u ·.

A

mcJ. / (J·
(j+ q(j
/3J·f3) 1/2 = 0 '

(4.15)
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which are equivalent to

(3.47a)
and
m

Au+ -Vu=
q

0.

(4.16)

Eq.(3.47a) is the general relativistic version of the external Maxwell equations and
as such is non-restrictive,

whereas Eq.( 4.16) is identical to the restrictive Euler-

Lagrange equation obtained from 1N3 and as such carries the same mathematical
and physical restrictiveness.

That is, mathematically

speaking, Eq.(4.16) has two

less degrees of freedom than does its analogous Lin constraint-imposed

version,

Eq.(3.46b), because (3 and 1 do not appear in it. Physically, fluid vorticity and
the presence of fields are inextricably

intertwined according to Eq.( 4.16) as was

discussed earlier in the special relativistic case (recall from that discussion that

W17v= (q/m)F,,.v, where w,,.v is fluid vorticity, results from (4.16)). We conclude
that, in the case of Ic 6 , the Lin constraint constitutes

a valid constraint

on the

variations of i,,.,both physically and mathematically.
This concludes the demonstration

that for every variational principle considered

to this point in which the Lin constraint
physically and mathematically.
to Euler-Lagrange

is imposed the constraint

Furthermore,

is valid, both

neglect of the constraint

equations which exhibit some commonalities.

For example, in

every case fluid vorticity is restricted through neglect of the constraint.
monalities may be pursued further by restricting
zero temperature)

attention

gives rise

The com-

to zero entropy (i.e.,

fluids. For this case the restrictive equations of fluid mechanics

obtained through neglect of the Lin constraint require zero vorticity, w,,.v= 0, while
those of electromagnetics

require w,,.v= -(q/m)F,,.v. The electromagnetics

version

is obviously more general and it reduces to the neutral fluid mechanics version in
the absence of electromagnetic fields and/or charge.
Utilization of the definitions of the electric and magnetic fields in terms of the
scalar potentials (see Eqs.(3.2)), allows for w,,.v= -(q/m)F,,.v to be written in the
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non-relativistic

limit as

B

= -(m/q)V xv

(4.20a)

and

(4.20b)
These constitute

the celebrated London Equations of superconductivity

posed by F. and H. London

50

first pro-

as ad hoc restrictions on the Maxwell-Lorentz force

set of equations necessary to account for the Meissner effect. 51 The Meissner effect
is that hallmark of superconductivity
from a superconducting
tum mechanics.

50

in which magnetic lines of flux are expelled

medium. The London equations are derivable from quan-

The derivation suggests the interpretation

as a macroscopic manifestation

of the Meissner effect

of quantum mechanics with no classical analog.

Here, however, we have obtained the London equations (4.20) from a classical variational principle through neglect of the Lin constraint.

Our derivation suggests that

in every classical and/ or quatum mechanical system for which the Lin constraint
may be neglected one should expect to observe the Meissner effect. The question
then arises as to what quantum mechanical connection, if any, the neglect of the
Lin constraint might have. If there is no connection between the Lin constraint and
quantum mechanics, then the above analysis indicates that one need not resort to
quantum mechanics to explain the Meissner effect, one need only neglect the Lin
constraint.
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V. PHYSICAL

Throughout
obtaining,

INTERPRETATIONS

OF THE LIN CONSTRAINT

the preceding sections we have examined the Lagrangian

from a variational

method of

principle, the equations of motion for a neutral, per-

fect fluid and for a charged, zero-entropy

fluid. We have also examined the effect

of imposing and neglecting the Lin constraint
those sections it was demonstrated

in those variational

principles.

In

that the Lagrangian variational principles yield

Euler -Lagrange equations equivalent to the generally accepted equations of motion.
The Eulerian variational

principles, on the other hand , give rise to restrictive equa-

tions of motion unless a constraint

term such as the Lin constraint

the variations of the field quantities.

The Lin constraint

the same effect as the Lin constraint)
the distinction

grangian variational

variational

and Eulerian descriptions

having

pertaining

to

of a fluid since

principles whereas it is unnecessary

principles . A clear understanding

promote a greater understanding

(or any constraint

evidently carries information

between the Lagrangian

it is essential to Eulerian

is imposed upon

of the Lin constraint

of the differing physical implications

in Lashould

of the two

fluid descriptions.
Some authors have probed the physical subtleties involved in the Lin constraint,
most notably Schutz and Sorkin,

5

Edwards

12 •13

and Putterman.

15

To our knowledge,

however, few others have sought to physically motivate and understand
additional variational

constraints

alternate

which have the same effect as the Lin constraint.

The development and study of such constraints may add valuable insight concerning
the distinctions

between Lagrangian and Eulerian fluid descriptions and concerning

the Lin constraint

itself.

This chapter begins with a revisitation
Lin constraint,
alternate

cited upon the introduction

interpretation

Eulerian transformation
Lin constraint

of the constraint

of the traditional
of the constraint

interpretation

of the

in Section II.B. An

is then developed by an appeal to the

of variables of Section III.D. The necessity of including the

in certain situations

as dictated

by Subsection I.C.4's Theorem of
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Schutz and Sorkin as well as other implications of this theorem are then discussed.

A. Traditional

interpretation

Recall that the Lagrangian description of matter models a fluid as being composed of a continuum
particles".

of infinitesimal elements called "fluid elements" or "fluid

These fluid particles behave much like true classical particles in that

each is governed by its own evolutionary equation of motion.

The Eulerian de-

scription, on the other hand, is completely determined through the specification of
the values of all vector and scalar observables at every point of some space-time
coordinate system.

The Eulerian description makes no mention of fluid particles.

Since a fluid is in reality a collection of many particles, such as electrons, atoms
or molecules, it is generally conceeded that the Lagrangian description more accurately models physical reality than does the Eulerian.
that makes the Eulerian description unattractive
it essentially mandatory

However, the same feature

from a physical standpoint makes

from a practical standpoint,

for proper implementation

of the Lagrangian description requires information concerning every fluid element,
while implementation

of the Eulerian description only requires knowledge of macro-

scopically averaged observables.
The traditional

physical motivation behind the imposition of the Lin constraint

is that the Lagrangian description of a fluid is physically more fundamental
is the Eulerian description.

According to this motivation,

than

the imposition of the

Lin constraint introduces Lagrangian coordinates into an otherwise Eulerian variational integral. The mere presence of these Lagrangian coordinates is then said to
be responsible for the recovery of the fully general equations of fluid motion as the
Euler-Lagrange equations following from the variational principle. This motivation
is perhaps satisfactory for most applications; however, it is too vague to illuminate
any specific distinction between the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of matter. The motivation has evolved into a more specific one based mainly on the distinction between Lagrangian and Eulerian fluid descriptions. That is, since the Lin
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constraint introduces Lagrangian coordinates into an otherwise Eulerian variational
principle and since the Lagrangian description of matter differs from the Eulerian
mainly in that it describes completely the motional evolution of every fluid element,
the Lin constraint may thereby be considered as constraining the variations of the
Eulerian field quantities so as to guarantee that each fluid element may be followed
continuously.

This physical interpretation

has gained nearly universal acceptance,

yet it does not preclude the existence of alternate variational constraints motivated
through somewhat different physical considerations.

The development of such con-

straints may shed additional light upon the Lagrangian-Eulerian

relationship and

the Lin constraint itself.

1. Form of the constrai,:it

In order to motivate a form for the Lin constraint some authors

52

use the heuris-

tic argument that the Eulerian field quantities should depend on the Lagrangian
coordinates a. They then introduce the equation of constraint

Da/ Dt

= 0 where

D / Dt represents the convective (or "total") derivative; i.e., they require that a
convect with the fluid. The rationale behind such an equation of constraint is that
the Lagrangian coordinates may be taken as the initial conditions of the fluid and
that the initial conditions must convect with the fluid. The constraint is imposed
on the variations of the field quantities according to the usual Lagrange multiplier
technique (see Subsection I.C.3).
A closer examination of the equation of constraint reveals one of its apparently
paradoxical attributes.

The field quantities a are introduced in the constraint term

and are then varied; they do not appear elsewhere in any of the variational principles
upon which the constraint is imposed. Normally an equation of constraint includes
only field quantities that are already in existence within a fundamental integral and
demonstrates

the precise manner (in equational form) in which those field quantities

are restricted.

In fact, when one introduces new field quantities into a variational

principle then varies them freely one rarely alters the physical and mathematical
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content of the resultant
variational

Euler-Lagrange

field quantities.

equations as they pertain to the original

That is, inclusion of the new field quantities

in the

fundamental integral generally leads to what might be called a "vacuous" constraint:
one which does not alter the resultant Euler-Lagrange equations as they pertain to
the previously existent variables. Nevertheless, as was seen in the previous chapter,
the Lin constraint is not vacuous and indeed has the desired result of allowing for
completely general equations of motion.
Some of this apparent paradox may be removed by noting that the term

Da/Dt

does not involve a exclusively, but also involves the fluid velocity field v (recall the

DIDt = aIat + vxaIax + vyaI ay + VzaIaz). In fact,

operator definition

in order

to convert it into the form of a density for inclusion in the fundamental integral the
equation of constraint must be multiplied by the mass or charge density. The result
is an overall dependence of the constraint term on the the mass or charge current
density (which is the product of density and velocity). Since the term does involve
the current density it is less paradoxical that it has the effect of constraining

the

variations of the current density.
Additionally, if the quantities a truly represent initial/ boundary conditions for
the fluid, their variations must vanish on the boundary of integration.

This may be

insured by varying them freely: hence the paradox of varying the newly introduced
variables freely is somewhat relieved.

B. Implications
transformation

of a
of variables

The adequacy of the Lin constraint for most applications has perhaps formed a
barrier to investigations of alternate Eulerian variational constraints which are as
or more appropriate

than the Lin constraint itself. This lack of investigation

into

alternate constraints

is apparently responsible for the almost universal acceptance

of the motivation for the Lin constraint exclusive of any other physical motivation
which might lead to other variational constraints of equal or greater validity than
the Lin constraint.

Fortunately,

there has been some relatively recent activity in
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the literature

12 •13 •14

which has revived the Eulerian variational

The basis of the activity

is an Eulerian transformation

of variables

issue.

in a mixed

Lagrangian/Eulerian

variational

variational constraint

which is motivated by that activity as well as a discussion of

conserved quantities

integral.

constraint

We next present an alternate

Eulerian

associated with the variational principle.

1. A Lagrangian to Eulerian
variable transformation
We begin our discussion by revisiting the complete electromagnetic
principle in mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian

notation introduced

variational

in Section III.C. This

familiar variational principle models the interaction of a system of charged particles
with masses mi and charges
the four-position

Qi

where i is the particle index. The u th component of

of particle i is designated as x'[ and the position is parameterized

by Ti. For convenience Ti is taken as the proper time of particle i so that the u th,
component

of the particle's

the electromagnetic

v'[ is given by v'[

four-velocity

field-strength

in terms of the electromagnetic

=

dx'[ / dTi. As usual,

tensor Fpu is given a component..:wise definition

four-potential

Au:

(3.4)
Recall that the fundamental

Ic2

=-

J

integral has the following form,
N

(FpuF/Ju /4µo

+ Auiu)

3

d xdt -

~

J

mic (viuvf)
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dTi,

(3.19b)

i=l

where

(3.18)
The Euler-Lagrange

equations which result from Ic2 through variations

field quantities Au and x'[ are the external (or inhomogeneous)

uCAu :

af3F/Ju = µoJ·u,

of the

Maxwell's equations,

(3.8)
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and the Lorentz force relation for each of the N particles,

8xf:
where

Fia-{3 is

i, that is,

Fiu{J

(3.11)

the electromagnetic

field tensor evaluated at the position of particle

= Fu{) (xf).

As in the presentation

of Subsection III.D.1, we perform a transformation

variables in Ic2 so as to obtain a completely Eulerian variational principle.
transformation

The

of variables is based on the definition of the charge current density

ju . We first make two simplifying assumptions and two fundamental
We assume that (i) the mass-to-charge
(that is,

of

mdqi = m/ q for

definitions.

ratio is the same for all system particles

all i), and (ii) qi > 0 for all i. We next define a fluid

four-velocity field vu(xv) such that vuvu

= c2

and vu(xv)l:z:"=:z:':'
= v'!.
Finally, we
•
t

define the fluid rest charge density Poe in accordance with
N

Poe(x")

= cL

Qi

J

(3.23)

8 (x" - xn dri.

i=l

Then the charge current density j of Eq.(3.18) may be written as

and the equality

(3.24)

is satisfied . Hence, the transformation

of variables based on the definition of the

charge current density j leads us to the fundamental integral
(3.25)

As Henyey 14 points out in response to a paper by Edwards,
of Ic

2

12

the transformation

according to conventional techniques is completed by adding a constraint term
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to Ic 3 • Henyey cites Courant and Hilbert

53

in indicating that the necessary equa-

tion of constraint is none other than the mathematical

equation of transformation:

the definition of the charge current density, Eq.(3.18).

The variational constraint

is necessary to establish equivalence of the variational

principles.

of the constraint

the two fundamental

In the absence

integrals are only guaranteed

along solutions to their respective Euler-Lagrange

to be equal

equations, the Euler-Lagrange

equations themselves may not be equivalent. Without imposing the constraint,

one

loses direct control over the variations of the individual particle trajectories,

for

they then no longer appear in the fundamental

integral.

The variational constraint may be imposed through the Lagrange undetermined
multiplier technique.

If Au = Au(xv) represents the Lagrange undetermined

plier, the conventionally transformed fundamental

h = lea+

J.>.,(j"-

cq;

multi-

integral is

t.J

3

6 (x" - xr) v[ dr;) d xdt.

(5.1)

Ir and Ic 2 are expected to be equivalent in the sense that their Euler-Lagrange
equations should be equivalent.

2. Euler-Lagrange equations of Ir

The Euler-Lagrange equations obtained through the variation of A in Ir, Eq.(5.1),
are the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations, Eq.(3.8).

The equation of transforma-

tion, that is, the defining relation for the current density 1·, Eq.(3.18), follows from
the variation of the Lagrange undetermined
yield the Euler-Lagrange

multiplier A. Variations of;" and

Xi

equations

(5.2a)
and

ox<[:

dAu(x1f)/dri-vf aA13(x1f)/ax<[
= 0,

i

= 1, ... ,N.

(5.2b)
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Eq.(5 .2a) follows from a straightforward

application of the standard

form of the

Euler-Lagrange equations. Eqs.(5.2b) may be obtained by first integrating the only

xi-dependent

-I

term of Ir over space-time in the following manner:

I

N

,\,.(x

11
)

[c~qi
t=l

I

N

4

vf8 (x

3

11
-

xndTi]d xdt

= -c~qi
t=l

vf>.u(xndTi.

Application of the standard Euler-Lagrange equations to the revised term assuming
for each term in the summation a single "independent variable" ri, and keeping in
mind that xf

= xr( Ti) and vf = dxf( Ti)/dTi, then

results in the Euler-Lagrange

equations (5.2b).
Recall that j may be expressed in the form ju(x

11

)

= Poe(x )vu(x
11

11
),

from whence

Eq.(5.2a) may be rewritten as
(5.3a)
Application of the differential chain rule and the definition of vf allows for the reexpression of Eqs.(5 .2b) in the equivalent form

vf (a>.u(x':)/a:i!;- a>.13(xn/axf)
The Euler-Lagrange

= 0.

(5.3b)

equations associated with Ir are therefore Eqs.(3.8), (3.18),

and (5.2a ,b), or equivalently , Eqs.(3.8), (3.18) and (5.3a,b).
3. Equ£valence of Ic2 and Ir

the equivalence of Ic2 and Ir directly; that is, by showing

We here demonstrate
that their Euler-Lagrange
consists of two parts.

equations are (globally) equivalent.

The demonstration

The first part shows that if the Ic 2 set of Euler-Lagrange

equations (Eqs.(3.8) and (3.11)) together with the equation of transformation
(Eq.(3.18)) are satisfied by a specific set of field quantities {A, Xi,j

of j

= PoeV}, then

a

vec tor-valued function of space-time ,\ may be defined such that the Ir set of EulerLagrange equations (Eqs .(3.8), (3.18) and (5.3a,b)) is satisfied by that A, Xi,j and
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,\. The second part shows the converse: if field quantities A,xi,j
satisfy the IT set of Euler-Lagrange equations, then A,
of Euler-Lagrange

Xi,

=

2

and,\

and j satisfy the Ic

equations. Taken together, the two parts demonstrate

one correspondence between the solutions of the Ic

PoeV

2

set

a one-to-

and IT sets of Euler-Lagrange

equations and are therefore sufficient to demonstrate

the equivalence of the Euler-

Lagrange equations and hence of the fundamental integrals themselves.
To establish the first part we let A,

Xi,

satisfying the Ic 2 set of Euler-Lagrange
transformation

(Eq.(3.18)).

and j

= PoeV

be a set of field quantities

equations together with the equation of

We now define a new variable ,\ in accordance with

(5.3a). Next, we take the generalized curl of both sides of (5.3a), then project the
curl onto v so as to find

Next, we note that v is defined such that vf3vf3= c 2 so that

Accordingly, we rearrange (5.4) to obtain
(5.5)
through use of the electromagnetic field-strength tensor defining relation, Eq.(3.4).
Finally, we evaluate Eq.(5.5) at particle position

Xi after

noting

vfaviu/Bd/=

dvi<J./d;i and find 54

Eq.(5.3b) then follows immediately after recalling m/q

= mi/qi

and after applying

the Lorentz force relation for particle i, Eq.(3.11), which is one of the Euler-Lagrange
equations of Ic 2 • Hence,,\ defined by Eq.(5.3a) necessarily satisfies Eq.(5.3b) whenever A, Xi, and j

= PoeV

are solutions to the Ic2 Euler-Lagrange equations. Futher-

more, the remainding IT Euler-Lagrange equations are contained in the Ic2 set and
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hence are satisfied whenever the Ic2 set is. Therefore, if A,
Ic 2 set of Euler-Lagrange

Xi,

and j satisfy the

equations we may define A according to Eq.(5.3a) and

thereby obtain a solution set of the IT Euler-Lagrange equations.
the first part of the demonstration

of equivalence.

For the second part, assume that A, Xi, j
the h Euler-Lagrange

This establishes

= PoeV

and A comprise a solution set of

equations. Recall that the derivation of Eq.(5.6) relies only

on the universal definitions of the four-velocity v and the electromagnetic

field-

strength tensor F, and on Eq.(5.3a); hence, since Eq.(5.3a) is a member of the set
of IT Euler-Lagrange

equations Eq.(5.6) must be satisfied under our hypothesis.

Next, we apply Eq.(5.3b) to Eq.(5.6) and conclude that the Lorentz force relation
is satisfied for each particle i. Since all other Ic 2 Euler-Lagrange

equations are

contained in the IT set we conclude that A, Xi and j satisfy the Ic 2 set of EulerLagrange equations . This concludes the demonstration of the equivalence of the Ic 2
and Ir Euler-Lagrange

equations, and hence the equivalence of the fundamental

integrals Ic2 and IT-

4- Ca " onical momentum
as a constant of motion

Hav ing obtained the Euler-Lagrange
having demonstrated

equations associated to Ic2 and IT and

their equivalence we are now in a position to discuss some

constants of the motion.

For the Lagrangian coordinates used in Ic2 and IT the

canonical momentum

conjugate to the position (i.e., trajectory)

Pi<T

x'[ of particle i

is defined by
(5.7)
where L is the Lagrangian and vf is the velocity of particle i, vf
canonical momentum

Pi{;2 ) obtained

= dx'[/ dri.

from Ic 2 using definition (5.7) and vf

Vi<T

The

= c2

1S

(C
Pi<T

2

) --

-

q·A
(xv)
· •
t
i - m t·v t<T
(T

(5.8a)
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The canonical momentum P/;') obtained from IT is

(5.8b)
Using (5.3a) and the property v0 '1:,"=z':'
= vf of the velocity field it is clear that

P/;

2

)

= Pg·),

•

which is expected since Ic 2 and IT are equivalent.

The Euler-Lagrange equation resulting from the variation of the trajectory xf of
particle i may be cast into the general form

where Piu is defined by (5. 7) and L
for any such Lagrangian,

dPt /dri

=

Piu

0 if and only if

= L( xf,

vf) is an arbitrary Lagrangian. Hence,

is a constant of the motion of particle i, that is,

8L/xf

vanishes (this is a special case of Noether's

Theorem - see Section I.C.2). In the particular cases of Ic 2 and IT, this necessary
and sufficient condition implies that

Pi; is a constant
2

)

of the motion of particle i

if and only if
qivf

while

P};)is a constant

8A13(x':)/8xf = 0,

(5.9a)

of the motion of particle i if and only if

(5.9b)
By using the "definition" of A, Eq.(5.3a), and vf Viu
Eqs .(5.9) are equivalent.

= c2

it is readily verified that

This again is expected since Ic 2 is equivalent to IT, so

that any condition regarding the field quantities of one should apply to the field
quantities of the other.
From Eq.(5.8a) or from Eq.(5.9a) it is evident that the notion of a conserved
canonical momentum, i.e., a canonical momentum that is a constant of the motion,
is electromagnetic

gauge dependent.

That is, the addition of the four-gradient

some scalar-valued function a to the electromagnetic four-potential

of

A may destroy
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the equivalence indicated in Eq.(5.9a).

We say that the canonical momentum Piu

is conserved to physical significance if an electromagnetic

gauge can be found for A

such that Piu is a constant of the motion.

5. Henyey's equations of motion

In his response to Edwards
transformation

12

Henyey 14 correctly notes that Edwards' variable

in the fundamental integral Ic 2 is not performed according to tradi-

tionally accepted techniques. He then transforms variables in Ic 2 according to the
technique prescribed in Courant and Hilbert

53

and thereby obtains our IT, Eq.(5.1).

However, Henyey's derivation of the Euler-Lagrange
Ir is faulty.

equations which follow from

He correctly obtains Maxwell's equations, Eq.(3.8), and the expres-

sion relating .\ to A and v, Eq.(5.2a).

As Allen, Clifton and Edwards

17

point out,

though, his final Euler-Lagrange equation

(5.10)
is a misrepresentation

of Eq .(5.2b). This incorrect Euler-Lagrange equation promp-

ted Henyey to claim the "constancy of.\ along particle trajectories."

As can be seen

from Eq .(5.9b), this claim is equivalent to the claim that the canonical momentum
of particle i is "constant along particle trajectories,"
Pi u

are directly proportional

charge on particle i,

Qi.

i.e., is conserved, for Aiu and

to one another, the proportionality

Following Allen, Clifton and Edwards

17

constant being the
we demonstrate in

the following subsection that there exist (locally) physically realizable solutions to
the Maxwell/Lorentz

force set of equations for which the canonical momentum is

not a constant of the motion to physical significance.

6. Non-conserved canonical momentum
To expedite the following discussion we shall consider the equations of motion for
a single particle and shall drop the subscript i throughout.

The relevant equations of

motion are the Ir set of Euler-Lagrange equations. The condition for conservation
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of the canonical momentum P(Tconjugate to the trajectory of the particle is given
by Eq.(5.9b), which in our current notation is
(5.9c)
This is also directly evident from the expression P(T = -q>.(1' (Eq.(5.8b)),

from

the Euler-Lagrange equation vl3(a13- a(T>.13)
= 0 (Eq.(5.3b)) and from the identity
dPr;/dr

= -qd>.r;/dr = -qvf3ap>.r;.

We will show, by specific example, that there exists a v and a >. which satisfy
Eq.(5.3b) but not Eq.(5 .9c).

From these field quantities we will then construct

a solution set {A, v} to the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations for which the
canonical momentum is not conserved to physical significance by using Eq.(5.3a),
Ar;=

-';v(j+ >.r;.

A general gauge transformation

on A is obtained by adding the gradient of a

scalar-valued function of space-time, a, to A : Ar;

= Ar;+

8r;a. From Eq.(5.3a) it

is evident that A and >. have the same gauge freedom. Recall that the canonical
momentum is a constant of the motion to physical significance if a gauge transformation may be performed on A (equivalently>.) thereby allowing for the satisfaction
of dP/dr

= 0.

As a prelude to our counterexample, we multiply Eq.(5.9c) by an arbitrary scalarvalued function of space-time
to obtain

f, then take the (generalized) curl of the result so as
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(5.lla)
In view of Eq.(5 .lla)

we may then conclude that if P is conserved to physical

significance, a scalar-valued function a must exist such that

(5.llb)
where the operator D is as defined in Eq.(5.lla).
solution set {A, v, >.} to the Ir Euler-Lagrange

Equivalently, if there exists a

equations for which no a may be
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found resulting in the satisfaction of Eq.(5.llb),

then the corresponding canonical

momentum P is not conserved to physical significance.
Our counterexample
Let f v 0

follows:

= C 1, fv 1 = x + C2, fv 2 = y,

= z where C 1 and C2 are positive
x 1 = x, x 2 = y, x 3 = z is used). The

and/ v 3

constants and JxJ < C2 (the usual convention

only restriction that must be imposed on fv is that it be time-like since v is timelike and / is an arbitrary

scalar-valued function of space-time.

is satisfied in a neighborhood of the origin where (x

This requirement

+ C2 ) 2 + y 2 + z 2 < Cf (take

C2 < Ci).56
Define >.by .Xo= .X2= O, .X1= -"t[C1yz/(x

C2) 2 ]. A straightforward

computation

+ C2) 3] and .X3= ~c[C1y/(x +

verifies that Jvf3(a13>.u
- Bu>.13)
= 0, and

hence that this choice for v and>. satisfies (locally) the IT Euler-Lagrange equation,
Eq.(5.3b).
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By defining Au= -(m/q)vu+Au,

{v, A} then becomes a solution set to

the Maxwell-Lorentz force equations (the Ic 2 Euler-Lagrange equations).
calculation of the v

= 2, u = 3 component

of Eq.(5.llb)

However,

for this fv and>. yields
(5.12)

The order of differentiation is commutative for any twice continuously differentiable
function. Hence, the first two terms of Eq.(5.12) should combine to give zero. This,
however, contradicts the fact that the last term is nowhere zero on the domain of
definition.
We conclude that there does not exist an a which satisfies (5.12) and hence
(5 .11 b) cannot be satisfied for this choice of

f v and >.. Therefore, P

= q >.is not

a constant of the motion to physical significance for this particular solution of the
Maxwell-Lorentz force equations.
In Appendix A we show that the Eulerian generalization

of the canonical mo-

mentum P may not be a constant of a charged fluid's motion even when the volume
integral of the familiar canonical momentum density is. Additionally, the volume
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integral of the canonical momentum density lends itself more naturally to the imposition of physical boundary conditions. As such, the volume integral of the canonical
momentum density is a more natural place to look for a constant of a fluid's motion
than is the canonical momentum P.

7. Ir constraint term

Ir is obviously not an entirely Eulerian variational principle. The Lagrangian to
Eulerian variable transformation
the the Lagrangian

of the field quantities of Ic 2 effectively transforms

terms of Ic 2 to Eulerian form.

However, according to the

conventional rules of functional variable transformations
the equation of transformation
equation of transformation,

it is required to constrain

in order to obtain an equivalent functional. Since the
Eq.(3.18), contains Lagrangian notation the equation

of constraint required in this case introduces Lagrangian notation into Ir.
the Lagrangian to Eulerian variable transformation

Hence,

does not completely accomplish

the goal of casting I c2 in Eulerian form.
Edwards

12

performs the Lagrangian to Eulerian variable transformation

then neglects the mixed Lagrangian/Eulerian

on Ic 2

constraint term in an effort to obtain

an entirely Eulerian analog of Ic 2 • Edwards' method results in our Ic 3 , Eq.(3.25).
Neglect of the equation of constraint

is a reasonable first attempt

at finding an

entirely Eulerian analog of Ic 2 , for it is possible that an equation of constraint may
be vacuous. As Edwards demonstrates
Euler-Lagrange

and as is shown in the previous chapter, the

equations obtained from Ic 3 are restrictive of the Maxwell-Lorentz

force set of equations which result from variation of the field quantities of Ic2. This
is true even though Ic 2, Eq.(3.25), is equal to Ir on solutions since the constraint
term vanishes on solutions (recall that the Euler-Lagrange equations of Ic2 and Ir
are equivalent).

This establishes that the Ir constraint

is not vacuous and that

one must constrain the variations of the field quantities of Ic3 in order to obtain
unrestrictive

dynamical equations.

1s involved in the equation

Since it is the charge current density j which

of constraint,

Eq.(3.18), we conclude that the class of
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variations of j is larger in the absence of the constraint than when it is imposed. It
is by varying over the larger class of variations that the restrictiveness is introduced
into the Euler-Lagrange equations.
The differences in Lagrangian and Eulerian variational principles may be elucidated by examining the differences in the classes of charge current densities varied
over in the Ic 3 and IT variational principles.

The class of charge current densi-

ties varied over in the case of IT is given explicitly by the equation of constraint,
Eq.(3.18), and hence consists of those current densities produced by the (classical)
motion of a fixed number of charged point particles.

In the case of Ic 3 the class

apparently consists of all (time-like, Eulerian) four-vectors j, since no constraint is
imposed on the variations of j in that case. The question, "Do there exist classes of
Eulerian charge current densities j which may not be cast in the familiar Lagrangian
form given by Eq .(3.18)," may be answered in the affirmative.

One class may be

immediately recognized as those Eulerian current densities which do not satisfy the
equation of charge conservation, Berjcr

= 0, for such current densities may not be

considered as created from the motion of a fixed number of particles.
Imposing the constraint

of charge conservation on the variations of the char~e

current density in Ic 3 does not result in physically less restrictive Euler-Lagrange
equations.

The reason is that the equation of charge conservation

rived from Maxwell's equations, the Euler-Lagrange
variation of the electromagnetic

may be de-

equation which follows from

four-vector A. This may be shown by taking the

divergence of Eq.(3.8) so as to obtain Bu813Ff3cr
= µ 0 8crjcr. Since the order of differentiation is unimportant

and since Ff3cris skew-symmetric, the left hand member of

the expression vanishes thereby requiring the satisfaction of the equation of charge
conservation.

Since the Euler-Lagrange

equations require the satisfaction

of the

equation of charge conservation, the equation may be considered as constraineci.
It is therefore evident that charge conservation (equivalently, cqnservation of particle number) is not the key physical distinction between Lagrangian and Eulerian
variational principles.
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Further examination of the equation of constraint, Eq.(3.18), with consideration
for the definition of the charge density, Eq.(3.23), and the velocity field vu which
allow for the expression of the charge current density as ju

= Poe Vu, suggests

no

additional class of charge current density j involved in the variations of lea but not

Ir. For, by appropriately varying particle trajectories one is able to vary over virtually all velocity fields and charge densities (after utilizing conventional smoothing
techniques).

However, examination

of the variational

processes themselves leads

to the discovery of a larger class of variations in the entirely Eulerian variational
principle leaBy appropriately

varying particle trajectories one is able to vary over virtually

all velocity fields and charge densities. Hence, examination of the equation of constraint, Eq.(3.18), suggests that the classes of charge current densities j involved in
the variations of lea and Ir are essentially the same. However, examination of the
variational processes themselves leads to the discovery of a larger class of variations
in the entirely Eulerian variational principle lea.
A general variation of any field quantity consists in varying the field quantity
arbitrarily

(but smoothly) within the volume of integration while keeping the field

quantities fixed on the boundary of the volume. Note that A and j are held fixed
on the boundary of integration in both the lea and Ir variational principles since
both field quantities are varied freely. On comparing the variational integrals lea
and IT via the equation of constraint, Eq.(3.18), it is evident that additional field
quantities,

the particle trajectories,

are introduced into

Jr through the constraint

term. Hence for IT the particle trajectories must also remain fixed on the boundary
of the integration volume.
Fixing a collection of particle trajectories or position labels on a specified boundary is a stronger condition than holding the charge current density fixed on that
boundary. The same current density results from an arbitrary permutation of particle position labels when the velocity at each position is held fixed. Hence, holding
the charge current density fixed on the boundary of a volume does not necessitate
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a particular labeling of fluid elements on that boundary, as fixing particle position
labels does.
The IT equation of constraint, Eq.(3.18), as well as requiring charge conservation,
requires what we shall refer to as "fluid element identity".

The charge conservation

constraint reduces the size of the set of charge current densities varied over. On
the other hand, the fluid element identity constraint

restricts the class of varia-

tions themselves . The two constraints taken together (and packaged in the single
Eq .(3.18)) lead to completely general Euler-Lagrange equations. The charge conservation constraint alone does not physically generalize the Euler-Lagrange equations
that result from Ic 3 • It is therefore apparent that the fluid element identity constraint is the key element in the physical distinction between the two variational
principles.

It should also contain a key element in the distinction

Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of matter.

between the

"Fluid element identity" is a fun-

damental concept in the conventionally held view of the distiction between the two
descriptions of matter. Here, however, it is motivated through the investigation of a
variational equation of constraint that generalizes the Euler-Lagrange equations obtained from an entirely Eulerian variational principle to the conventional equations
of charged fluid motion .

8. The Lagrange multiplier A
Conventionally,

a Lagrange multiplier is viewed as a force or potential which

imposes the equation of constraint on particle (or system) motion. According to this
view, the Lagrange multiplier A appearing in the variational integral Ir is a potential
which requires the charge current density ;" to be expressible as the result of the
motion of a collection of particles. The quantity A may therefore be considered as
a potential giving rise to the Poincare stresses 58 which hold fluid particles together,
i.e., a potential

requiring

"fluid element integrity".

This interpretation

strongly correlated to the "fluid element identity" interpretation
constraint, as one would expect.

for >. is

of the equation of
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An alternative

interpretation

for ,\ is that of "the canonical momentum of the

fluid" . By "canonical momentum of the fluid" is meant the quantity P u(x

11
)

which

restricts to the canonical momentum of particle i along its trajectory; that is,

P u(x

11
)

= qAu + mvu.

The identity
,\u

= -qPu

is evident from Eq.(5.3a). Hence ,\, to within a constant (-q), is the charged fluid's
"canonical momentum".
A third physical interpretation
a field

F in

for the Lagrange multiplier,\

is as follows. Define

terms of the potential ,\ by
(5.13)

This definition for

F is exactly

netic field tensor Fin

analogous to the definition of the usual electromag-

terms of the potential A (see Eq.(3.5)).

Assuming that the

Eulerian form of the Lorentz force relation,
(5.14)
is satisfied, Eq.(5.5) requires that
(5.15)
Interpreting

mvf3a13vu

as the force exerted on a fluid element of mass m, and noting

its absence from Eq.(5.15) suggests that

F does

F is

a forceless field; i.e., the presence of

not result in a net acceleration of fluid. Hence, we interpret ,\ as a "ghost

potential"; i.e., a potential giving rise to a forceless field.
An important

"ghost potential"

existent in nature is that which gives rise to

a surface force. Surface forces are characterized

by their ability to maintain fluid
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element integrity and by their lack of influence on bulk fluid motion.

A surface

force may be viewed as the force exerted by a single fluid element on neighboring
fluid elements which prevents fluid element collapse, thereby insuring fluid element
integrity. Because the forces exerted by neighboring elements are equal and opposite
they do not contribute

to bulk fluid motion.

Interpreting

,\ as a surface force

potential is entirely consistent with the first physical interpretation

given above for

A, that ,\ is a potential which guarantees fluid element identity.
Integration

of the three physical essences for ,\ listed above suggests that the

"canonical momentum"

of this charged fluid is a potential which gives rise to the

surface forces that maintain fluid element integrity. Note that in this summary we
have loosely disregarded some constants and dimensionality.

9. Entirely Eulerian variational principles

It is frequently desirable to have an entirely Eulerian variational principle which
leads to general equations of fluid motion. In variational fluid mechanics there exist
three basic means of obtaining

"entirely Eulerian"

variational

three methods one must first obtain the appropriate
Hamilton's

Lagrangian

principles.

In all

density through

principle, that the Lagrangian density is the kinetic minus potential

energy densities.
In one method, the "Lagrangian variation" method, Lagrangian variations are
performed on the entirely Eulerian fundamental
of the Hamilton's
such variational

principle Lagrangian density).

integral (the space-time integral
59

Since the Lagrangian aspect of

principles is not evident in the form of the fundamental

integral

these principles are "entirely Eulerian".
In a second method, the "Lin constraint"
ton's principle Lagrangian
constraint.
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method, the variations of the Hamil-

density are constrained

That is, three functions of space-time

through imposition of the Lin

Ii, i = 1, 2, 3 are

introduced as

"fluid particle labels". To prevent variation of fluid element world lines on the integration volume boundary,the

variation of the labels on the boundary must vanish,
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8 his

= 0

(S denotes the surface of the volume of integration).

plished by including the

This is accom-

Ji in the Lagrangian density and varying them freely. The

condition that the particle labels be convected with the fluid,
(5.16)
is used as the equation of constraint.

Eq.(5.16) is incorporated into the Lagrangian

density through the usual Lagrange multiplier technique.

As Schutz and Sorkin 5

point out in their appendix, the six new variables introduced through the imposition
of this constraint

(three particle labels and three Lagrange multipliers)

may be

reduced to three through application of Pfaff's Theorem (see Chapter I.D). The
new variables together with the other field quantities of the Lagrangian density are
then varied freely. Euler-Lagrange equations then result which are locally equivalent
to the appropriate

general equations of fluid dynamics. In this method the particle

labels are actually functions of space-time, hence the resultant variational principle
is entirely Eulerian.
In a third method, the "velocity potential"

method,

a general expression for

the fluid velocity field in terms of "Clebsch variables" (or "Schutz potentials"
relativistic fluid dynamics) is first obtained.
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in

The velocity potential representation

of the fluid velocity is substituted for all occurrences of the velocity in the Hamilton's
principle density. The potentials rather than the velocity are then varied and EulerLagrange equations are obtained which are locally equivalent to the appropriate
fluid dynamical equations.

In this method, the appearance of an entirely Eulerian

variational principle is achieved through introduction of unphysical potentials.
Any one of the three methods is sufficient to properly generalize the EulerLagrange equations resulting from Ic 3 , Eq.(3.25), just as the Ir equation of constraint is. The three methods yield entirely Eulerian variational principles whereas

Ir

contains Lagrangian

coordinates

explicitly in the constraint

term.

However,

our analysis of the Ir Lagrange multiplier in the previous subsections enables us
to introduce a fourth method of modifying Ic3 (and extendable for use in other
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variational principles) so as to obtain a variational principle leading to the general
Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations.
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The method as we introduce it is most

akin to the Lin constraint method as it involves the imposition of an equation of
constraint, but it could also lead to a modification of the velocity potential method.
10. Surface force potential
constraint method

Take lc3, Eq.(3.25), as the starting point for an entirely Eulerian variational
principle for a perfect, zero-temperature

electromagnetic fluid. Rather than use one

of the conventional means (as outlined in the previous subsection and illustrated
throughout the previous chapters) to obtain a variational principle leading to EulerLagrange equations equivalent to the general equations of motion for this fluid, let
us assume the existence of a surface force potential A.. The surface force derivable
from A. must not generate any bulk fluid acceleration.

Hence the zero-acceleration

expression
f3p-surf _ O
u/3 -

qv

must be satisfied, where

frsurf

is defined in terms of the potential A. as

(compare Eqs.(5.13) and (5.15)). To ensure the existence of such a potential A. we
must constrain the variations of the other field quantities, in particular the charge
current density

J, so as to provide for its existence.

The variational constraint can be cast in terms of an equation of constraint by
substituting

the definition of

sion. Post multiplication

psur

I in terms of A. into the zero-acceleration expres-

by Poe yields the following equation of constraint.
(5.17)

Besides satisfying Eq.(5.17) the surface force potential A.must be allowed to interact
directly with the charge current density

J just as the electromagnetic potential

A
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does. Hence the revised fundamental

integral should contain a field-current inter-

action term A13J13.
Let , be the Lagrange multiplier which constrains the variations of the Ic 3 field
quantities to satisfy Eq.(5.17). The revised fundamental

integral then becomes

(5.18)
where all the field quantities A,J, A and I are to be varied independently.
The Euler-Lagrange

equations which follow from lsF, Eq.(5.18), are
(3.8)

(5.19a)
(5.19b)
and
(5.19c)
The equations of motion for a perfect, zero temperature

charged fluid consist of

Maxwell's equations, Eqs.(3.5) and (3.8), and the Lorentz force relation, Eq.(3.11).
The Euler-Lagrange
Hence, to demonstrate

equations associated with lsF include Maxwell's equations.
that the IsF Euler-Lagrange equations are equivalent to the

equations of motion for a perfect charged fluid one need only consider two questions:
(i) Does the Lorentz force relation follow from the lsF Euler-Lagrange
and (ii) Given a solution set {A,J
equations does there exist a A and a,

=

PoeV} to the Maxwell-Lorentz

equations,
force set of

such that Eqs.(5.19) are satisfied?

Jn Appendix B we establish that the lsF Euler-Lagrange equations are equivalent
to the perfect charged fluid equations of motion by demonstrating
above questions may be answered in the affirmative.

that both the

Moreover, the equivalence is
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stronger than that claimed for the traditional Lin constraint method. Not only may
the equivalence be established on a local basis, as is possible for the traditional

Lin

constraint method, but it may also be established globally. Hence, the surface force
potential constraint method is a viable, and perhaps preferable, alternative

to the

conventional means of obtaining Eulerian entirely variational principles leading to
the general equations of fluid motion.

11. Conclusion
A Lagrangian to Eulerian variable transformation
tromagnetic

in a standard

classical elec-

particle action which transforms occurrences of particle position and

velocity into charge current density motivates the following conclusions.
1) A simple term-by-term variable transformation

of the Lagrangian is not always

sufficient to obtain an equivalent variational principle, that is, a fundamental
gral the variation of whose variables leads to equivalent Euler-Lagrange
With some variable transformations,

inte-

equations.

in particular the Lagrangian to Eulerian trans-

formation presented in this section, it is necessary to constrain the variations of the
transformed field quantities in order to obtain an equivalent variational principle. A
s standard method of fundamental integral variable transformation
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suggests that

the variation of the field quantities be constrained to satisfy the equation of variable
transformation.

By so doing the transformed electromagnetic

variational principle

presented in this section yields Euler-Lagrange equations globally equivalent to the
initial variational principle's Euler-Lagrange equations (the Maxwell-Lorentz force
set of equations).
2) The Lagrange multiplier introduced to constrain the equation of variable transformation becomes (within a constant factor) the canonical momentum of particle
i along the trajectory

of particle i. Examination of the equation of motion of the

Lagrange multiplier (one of the transformed variational principle's Euler-Lagrange
equations) reveals that there exist (at least locally) physically realizable solutions
to the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations which do not allow for conservation of
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the canonical momentum, regardless of the gauge representation
netic four-potential

of the electromag-

A. It is also true that for any solution of the Maxwell-Lorentz

force set there exists a gauge representation for A in which the canonical momentum
is not a constant of the motion because the canonical momentum is not a gauge
invariant quantity. Moreover, the volume integral of the canonical momentum density may be a constant of the fluid's motion when the Lagrange multiplier canonical
momentum is not.
3) Examination

of the transformed

variational principle equation of constraint

(the equation of variable transformation)

and the associated Lagrange multiplier

(the canonical momentum

of the fluid mentioned in item 2 above) leads to the

following physical insights.

Firstly, the constraint equation requires fluid element

identity . That is to say, a fluid element trajectory must be identicle to a particle
trajectory in order for the charge current density to maintain its required form. The
constraint is therefore very similar in nature to the familiar Lin constraint of fluid
mechan ics which is designed to accomplish much the same thing, but which has a
very different form. Secondly, view the Lagrange multiplier in its conventional image
as the potential which gives rise to forces of constraint . The Lagrange multiplier
satisfies an equation of motion identicle to the Lorentz force relation except for the
absence of a fluid acceleration term. Hence, the Lagrange multiplier may be viewed
as a potential which generates forces that although they do not accelerate the fluid
do maintain fluid particle identity. These forces may be thought of as the Poincare
stresses that hold particles together, or as surface forces .

4) The physical insights outlined in item 3 above may be exploited in the development of an entirely Eulerian constraint term for the transformed but unconstrained
variational principle. The interpretation

of the Lagrange multiplier as a potential

giving rise to surface forces is the most appropriate
deavor.

point of departure for this en-

Constrain the variations of the field quantities such that a surface force

potential exists which is allowed to interact with the charge current density, but
which does not alter bulk fluid motion. By so doing an entirely Eulerian variational
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principle is obtained which yields Euler-Lagrange

equations equivalent (either lo-

cally or globally) to the Eulerian Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations.
approach has similarities to the familiar Lin constraint

This

method of fluid mechan-

ics in that both approaches are said to require fluid element identity or integrity.
However, the new approach has the advantage of being physically more specific in
that it refers directly to a physical force whereas the Lin constraint method relies
entirely on the somewhat nebulous concept of a fluid element label. In addition,
the new approach allows for a stronger equivalence of its Euler-Lagrange equations
to the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations.

C . Necessity

of the Lin constraint

In Chapter IV it was demonstrated
specific variational
constraint

is essential to the

principles considered therein in the sense that neglect of the

leads to Euler-Lagrange

fluid motion.

that the Lin constraint

equations restrictive of the usual equations of

Although we showed the necessity of the Lin constraint

in those

particular cases, we did not show the general necessity of the Lin constraint.
is, we have not yet demonstrated

That

that there does not exist a variational principle

express ed entirely in terms of the Eulerian variables {p, p, v} or {pu/3, J'u} which
gives rise to the appropriate

equations of fluid motion. We do so now by invoking

the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin which we stated and proved in Subsection I.C.4.
The Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin demonstrates the necessity of the Lin constraint
and other constraints such as continuity.
We first derive the 0-0 components of the Energy-Momentum

(or Stress-Energy)

Tensors from several of the variational principles considered earlier: non-relativistic
neutral fluid mechanics principles and special relativistic electromagnetic principles.
We do this for both the Lin constraint-imposed
the unconstrained

versions of Chapters II and III and

versions of Chapter IV. As required, the energy component of

these tensors corresponds to the expected expression of total energy for each type
of fluid.
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We then apply the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin to deduce the necessity of imposing constraints.
Euler-Lagrange

At the same time, we conclude that solutions to the restrictive

equations that result from an unconstrained

variational

principle

extremize the total energy while solutions to the more general Euler-Lagrange
tions which result from constrained

equa-

variational principles do not always extremize

the energy.
1. Energy-momentum

tensors

In this subsection, we compute the energy density of several of the variational
principles considered earlier. We do this by evaluating the O - 0 component of the
energy-momentum

tensor derivable from the variational

principle.

The canonical

stress-energy tensor is defined to be

· ~ aL
·
T;k = L- aQ .. Qj,k - Lbic.
j=l

(1.34)

J,t

Our derivations of the energy densities are based on this definition.
Consider the variational

principle 13 , Eq.(2.50).

By inspection, this variational

principle has the Lagrangian density

L3

v

2

µ (a(pmS)
at

= Pm [ 2 - u(pm, S) + Pm

Recall that the Euler-Lagrange

+ v'

· (pmSv)

)

D"{]
+ Da
Dt + /3 Dt

.

(5.20)

equations which follow from the ]3 variational prin-

cip le are

v

= Sv'µ
Da
Dt

= g(Pm, S)

Dµ
Dt

- Va - {3v',,

=

v2

-

(2.52b)

2'

(2.52c)

-T(Pm, S),

D, _ D/3 _ DS _
------0
Dt
Dt
Dt

(2.52a)

'

(2.52d)
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and
Dpm
-= -pm'\/
Dt

(2.52e)

·V.

From the expression for L3, Eq.(5.20), we compute

where j

= 1, 2, 3 and i = 0, 1, 2, 3,
aL3
aPm,i

if i

{ µSc,
µSvi,

=

otherwise,

aL3
aµ ,,•

-=0

aL 3

,

= { µpmc,

as,i

if i

µpmVi,

aa,i

= 0,

otherwise,

= { PmC,

aL 3

= 0,

if i

= 0,

PmVi, otherwise,
BL3 = 0
a(3,,.
,
if i

= 0,

otherwise.
We now define
m

Ek=

L

aL
aQ• Qi,k

j=l

for k

= 0, 1, 2, 3.

(5.21)

J,0

Then

apm
Eo =µSat+
_ a(µpmS)
at

as
µpm at

+ Pm

aa

a,

+ Pmat + Pmf3at

(aa
at

+

(3a, _ Saµ)
at
at

.
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Utilizing the appropriate
Eo

=

o(µpmS)
--at

=

o(µpmS)
at

a(µpmS)
at

Euler-Lagrange
2

+ Pm

(

v
g- - 2

+

(

+ST+

Pm g

= (v · "'vµ -T)
= -pmST

equations we find

v · v' a - /3v · v' "I+ ST

+ Sv

· v' µ

)

2

v
2

)

'

PmS - µS ("'v · (pmv)) - µpmv · VS,

- "'v· (pmSµv),

and

L3

v2

v2)

= Pm (2 - u + g - 2
= Pm (g - u).

The gauge freedom in Eo allows us to drop total divergences; hence, we may write

Therefore,

Tg(3 ) =

Eo- L3 = Pm ( v:+ u),

(5.22)

which is the expected energy density of a perfect fluid.
analog of h; that is, INi, Eq.(4.7). By inspec-

Next, consider the unconstrained

tion, we write the Lagrangian density of IN1 as
2

LN1

=

Pm ( v

2

-

u(pm,

S))

+ A [aPmI at + "'v. (PmV)l
+ µ [o (pmS)
The Euler-Lagraµge

/at+ "'v· (pmSv)].

equations that follow from the
V

= v'A + Sv'µ,

Dµ/Dt

=

-T,

JN 1

(5.23)

variational principle are

.(4.8a)

(4.8b)
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1

2v

2

/

-u-p/pm-D>-.

(4.8c)

Dt-SDµ/Dt=0,

(4.8d)
and

(4.8e)
From the expression for LNi, Eq.(5.23), we compute

where

J = 1, 2, 3

and i

= 0, 1, 2, 3,
if i

{ (>-.+ µS) c,

aLN1
BPm,i =

= 0,

(>-.+ µS) Vi, otherwise,
BLN1

--=0

8µ ,i .

BLNi

= { µpmc,

as,i
Using definition

'
if i

= 0,

µpmVi, otherwise.

(5.21) for Ek and the appropriate

Euler-Lagrange

equations we

then compute

Eo = (>-.+ µS) Bpm/Bt

= (>-.+ µS)

= -V

(-V

+ µpmBS/Bt

· (pmv))

· [(>-.
+ µS)pmv]

+ µpm (-v

+ PmV · V

· VS)

(>-.+ µS) - Pmµv · VS

= PmV · V).. + PmSV · Vµ
= PmV,2
where, as before, we absorb total divergences into the gauge of Eo. Also,
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since continuity and entropy conservation are satisfied. Therefore,

T 0o (Nl) = Eo - LN1 = Pm

(1
2 +
v2

u) ,

(5.24)

as before. It is interesting to note that whereas the total energy ascribed to J3 and
I Nl is the same, the Lagrangian densities L3 and L Nl are not equal.
· Now consider the electromagnetic
yields Euler-Lagrange
set of equations.

fundamental

integral lsF, Eq. (5.18), which

equations globally equivalent to the Maxwell-Lorentz force

lsF has the Lagrangian density

The Euler-Lagrange equations that follow from the lsF variational principle are

(3.8)

(5.19a)

(5.19b)

and
(5.19c)
From Eq . (5.25), the expression of the Lagrangian density LsF, we compute
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BLN1
=0,
a (Bui13)
aLN1
= 0,
a(au,13)
and

BLN1 __
a(auA.13)-

( u ·/3 _

,J

From the definition of the canonical stress-energy

Tu/3(SF) -The Euler-Lagrange

/3

,J

·u).

tensor, Eq. {1.34), we evaluate

1

-

' - Lc/3
µo Ff3vauA 11- ( I /3J·v - I vJ·/3) a u11.v
uu.

equations imply the following identities.

fr om whence

and

(--l]11-

j/3, 11
) av Au = all [(,f3jl/ - j/3,v)Au] - Aual/ (,f3jl/ - jf3--t)

= A.qj/3,
from whence

LsF

= -Fa.vFa.11/4µ0 -

me (ja.ia.)112- (Aa. + Aa.)ia. -j 11
,a. (Ba.Av - B11Aa.)

= -Fcr.11Fa.v/4µo-

me (jcr.jcr.)1/2
+ mjvvv

q

q

q
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Recall that Tfu has the gauge freedom

a,,,
w~"'with w~"'= - 'V~/Jso that

may be dropped from the collection of equations

given above.

such terms

Using the above

equations we conclude that

{J(SF) -- F{J"'FV<T/ µo
T<T

m
+ -V<TJ
q

·/J + - 1 Fcr"'F.
t:/J
crvu<T,
4µo

so that

Tg(SF)

B2

E2

mc 2
--,Pe

= coE2 + -2µ - co-+
2

q

0

E2

=co-+
2

B

2

-

2µ 0

mc

2

+ --,Pe,
q

(5.26)

where use has been made of the definition of F<T/Jin terms of the electric and
magnetic fields E and B, Eq . (3.6) .
Finally, consider the electromagnetic

variational

principle lNa, Eq.(4 .14). The

Lagrangian density associated with /Na is
(5.27)
The Euler -Lagrange equations that follow from the /Na variational principle are

afJF {J<T
= µoJ

,

(3.8)

= 0.

(4.16)

•(1

and
m

A(T + -v(T
q

From Eq . (5.27) , the expression of the Lagrangian density LN 3 , we compute

and
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From the Euler-Lagrange

equations we deduce the following identities.

and

Hence,
TO'/J(N3) -- FfJvF,110' / µo

m
+ -Vo-J
q

·{J

1 FavF, avuo~P
+ -,
4µo

so that

B2

Tg(N3) = -2µ + £00

E2
2

mc 2

+ --,Pe•
q

(5.28)

Note that the stress-energy tensors and the evaluated Lagrangian densities are identical for JN3 and IsF •
2. Application of the theorem
of Schutz and Sor.kin

One of the possibly many applications of the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin is
to determine the necessity of variational constraints.

As the theorem was stated

and proved in Subsection I.C.4 we indicated that the theorem implies, among other
things, that if the field quantities of a variational principle are time-independent
and if they satisfy the Euler-Lagrange

equations then the total system energy (the

volume integral of the 0 - 0 component of the stress-energy tensor associated to the
variational principle) is an extremum against all variations of the field quantities of
compact support . If, on the other hand, the total energy is not an extremum against
all variations of the field quantities then there does not exist a variational principle
in those field quantities which will result in unrestrictive

Euler-Lagrange

equations;

i.e., variations of the field quantities must be restricted by either constraining
variations themselves or by introducing new field quantities
imposition of equations of constraint

the

(perhaps through the

by the Lagrange multiplier method) whose

free variation does extremize the total energy.
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Consider now the specific case of a perfect fluid. The total energy for a perfect
fluid is given by Eqs. (5.22) and (5.24). Examination
indicates that

of the total energy expression

there are several ways to change the total energy to first order.

Firstly, the potential energy may be changed to first order if either (i) heat is added
to the system (this causes a first order change in entropy),

or (ii) a particle is

added to the system (this causes a first order change in the mass density).

Also,

the kinetic energy may be changed to first order for a uniformly moving fluid by
(iii) a change in velocity along the direction of motion.
Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin, no unconstrained
field quantities
Condition

Hence, according to the

variational principle exists in the

{Pm,S, v} which gives rise to a general set of equations of motion.
(i) implies that one variational

entropy conservation.

constraint

that should be imposed is

Condition (ii) implies that mass conservation,

or continuity,

should be imposed as a variational constraint.

What condition (iii) implies is some-

what less obvious from a physical standpoint,

but imposition of the Lin constraint

or some other constraint

having the same effect as the Lin constraint

satisfies the

demands of the condition.
It is interesting to note in light of the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin that if none
of the constraints

are imposed the Euler-Lagrange

v = 0,

T

= 0,

p

equations reduce to

= 0,

a solution to which clearly extremizes the total energy of the fluid. Similarly, if any
of the constraits is neglected, the total energy is extremized subJ·ect to the remaining
constraints .
For the specific case of an electromagnetic
Eqs.

fluid the total energy is given by

(5.26) and (5.28) (of course, this expression for the total energy excludes

thermodynamic

and internal magnetization

contributions).

There are four apparent

means whereby the expression for the total energy may be changed to first order.
The energy can be changed to first order if (i) the charge density is changed to
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first order (a particle can be added to the fluid).

The electric field energy m a

uniform electric field may be changed to first order by (ii) varying the electric field
along the direction of the field. The magnetic field energy in a uniform magnetic
field may be changed to first order by (iii) varying the magnetic field along the
direction of the field. Finally, the kinetic energy may be changed to first order
for a uniformly moving fluid by (iv) a change in velocity along the direction of
motion. Hence, according to the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin, no unconstrained
variational principle exists in the field quantities {Pm, E, B, v} which gives rise to a
general set of equations of motion.
Condition (i) indicates the need for the imposition of charge continuity as a variational constraint.

Conditions (ii) and (iii) may be satisfied through the introduction

of the electromagnetic vector and scalar potentials; that is, by defining E and B in
terms of Au, Condition (iv) again requires the imposition of the Lin constraint, or
some other constraint having the same effect.

If no variational constraints are imposed, the Euler-Lagrange equations become

E

= O,

B

= O,

ju

= O,

solutions to which clearly extremize the energy (note that ju

= 0 implies

Poe = 0) .

Similarly, if any of the constraits is neglected, the total energy is extremized subject

to the remaining constraints .

D. Conclusion
Application of the Theorem of Schutz and Sorkin clearly demonstrates

the ne-

cess ity of imposing a constraint on the variations of the velocity field in variational
principles of both fluid mechanics and electromagnetism
the principles Euler-Lagrange

in order to obtain from

equations which are completely general. There are

three means whereby this constraint may be imposed. In the first, the "Lagrangian
Variation" method, a special variational

technique is set up whereby one avoids
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the free variation of the velocity (or current density).

In the second, the "Veloc-

ity Potential" method, the velocity is expressed in terms of "Clebsch Variables" or
"Schutz Potentials" by appealing to Pfaff's Theorem, then the potentials are varied
freely rather than the velocity. In the third, the "Lin Constraint"
constraint

method, the Lin

is imposed upon the variation of the velocity field (or current density)

through the Lagrange multiplier technique. The main emphasis of this chapter has
been the Lin Constraint method.
The Lin constraint

is usually imposed after the heuristic argument that the La-

grangian description of matter is preferable to the Eulerian description,

at least

insofar as classical mechanics is concerned, for the Lagrangian description requires
that an observer may follow the trajectory of each fluid element whereas the Eulerian description has no such requirement built into it. One therefore introduces fluid
element labels into the variational principle and requires that they "convect with
the fluid". This is accomplished through the usual Lagrange multiplier technique.
In this chapter we have demonstrated

that the Lin constraint

is not unique.

Constraining the existence of a "Surface Force Potential" within an electromagnetic
variational principle results in Euler -Lagrange equations globally equivalent to the
Maxwell -Lorentz force set . This provides an even stronger equivalence than allowed
by the conventional Lin constraint . It is quite possible that there exist still more
Eulerian constraints which may be imposed upon the variations of the velocity field
or current density which allow for generalization of the Euler-Lagrange

equations .

If additional constraints are found, they may help to shed additional light upon the
variational constraint which has previously been considered "mysterious".
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Appendix
canonical

A. Canonical momentum
momentum
density

versus

We choose to refer to the quantity
(Al)
which restricts

to the canonical momentum

of particle i along the trajectory

particle i, as the canonical momentum of a perfect, zero-temperature

of

electromag-

netic fluid. By methods analogous to those used in Subsection V.B.6, it may be
shown that there exist local solutions to the Eulerian Maxwell-Lorentz force set of
equations for which the canonical momentum P, Eq.(Al),
electromagnetic

is not conserved for any

of A.

gauge representation

The canonical momentum density P is defined in terms of the symmetric canonical stress-energy tensor T by

p

JJ

= .!_To
JJ
C

where
N

Tt

= ~ [aL/a

(!:~)
l

Br,;/axv -

0

L8t + aw~JJJax

(A2)

•

J=l

Here, L is the Lagrangian
field quantities,

density with field quantities

and w~JJ= -wt

0

Tlj, the sum runs over all

represents the gauge freedom in the canonical

stress-energy tensor T. We choose W in such a way that TJJvis symmetric.
The highest order partial derivative appearing

in the Lagrangian

interest is first order. Hence,

When combined with the Euler-Lagrange equations

a

L
Br,;

[aLI a(a.,,;
)]
ax/3

= _:!:_
dx/3

densities of
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and definition (A2), Eq.(A3) becomes

(A4)
Expression (A4) suggests that the divergence of the four-vector

Ta (T£ for

fixed a)

vanishes if and only if the Lagrangian density L does not depend explicitly on xa.

In the event that

/xl:,= 0, one

therefore finds that

d:/1
T£ = 0, which

in turn implies

(AS)
where dSi is a surface area element. Taking the boundary at infinity and assuming
that

T1asymptotically

approaches zero faster than :\assures that the integral over
r
the surface vanishes . Hence, if the Lagrangian density L does not depend explicitly

on x 0 the volume integral of the a-component

of the canonical momentum density

Pa is a constant of the fluid's motion under a mild generality condition on the
asymptotic behavior of T.
For both of the entirely Eulerian variational principles of Section V.B, that is, for

Ic 3 and IsF, Eqs.(3.25) and (5.18), the canonical stress-energy tensor T is found
from definition (A2) and the appropriate

Neither one of the variational

Euler-Lagrange

equations to be

principles contains explicit space-time dependence,

hence the volume integral of the canonical momentum density

P = ¼Tiis a
11

con-

stant of the motion in the case that the generality condition is satisfied. The generality condition is satisfied for non-radiative fluids of compact spacial support.
that

P = ½Tiis the
0

Note

usual energy density, the sum of the mechanical momentum

density and the Poynting flux.
Consider now the specific solution given in Subsection V.B.5 that demonstrates
that the canonical momentum P is not necessarily a constant of the motion.
that particular

solution P has no explicit time dependence.

For

As such, the solution
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is non-radiative.

Assuming the fluid is of compact spacial support (which does not

violate the local nature of the existence of the solution) we may conclude that the
volume integral of the canonical momentum density P is a constant of the fluid's
motion for that particular solution even though the canonical momentum P is not.
This discussion demonstrates

that the volume integral of the canonical momen-

t um density P is a constant of a fluid's motion in a case for which the canonical
momentum P is not. In general, P is preferable to P for two reasons. First, P is
independent of the electromagnetic

gauge whereas P is not. Second, global bound-

ary conditions may be considered in the process of determining conservation of the
energy or momentum in the event that the canonical momentum density is chosen as
the point of departure.
to physical interpretation
P.

These global boundary conditions are often more amenable
than are the local conditions required for conservation of
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Appendix
B. Generality
force potential
equations

We wish to demonstrate

of the surface

that the Surface Force Potential equations of motion

are equivalent to the Maxwell-Lorentz
form three sets of equations:

force set of equations.

To do so we first

(1) the set of equations unique to the Surface Force

Potential equations; (2) the set of equations unique to the Maxwell-Lorentz force
equations; and (3) the set of equations common to both sets. We cast the equations
in to their general relativistic forms in order to insure complete generality.
Set (1) consists of the following equations.

(Bla)

(Blb)
and

(Blc)
Set (2) c,)nsists of

(B2a)
Set (3) consists of

= PoeV

'(J'

J

(J'

(B3a)

,

m

Pom

= -Poe,
q

(B3b)
(B3c)

/3<J'
F;(3
= µoJ

'(J'

'

(B3d)

and
,{3

1;(3

= 0.

(B3e)
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The proof of equivalence consists of two parts: (1) the proof that the MaxwellLorentz force set of equations follows from the Surface Force Potential set, and (2)
the proof that when the Maxwell- Lorentz force set of equations is satisfied, functions
A and , may be found such that the Surface Force Potential set of equations are
satisfied . We now proceed with the demonstration

of equivalence.

Theorem 1: The set of functions which satisfy the Surface Force Potential equat£ons of motion necessarily satisfy the Maxwell- Lorentz force set of equations.
Proof: We first prove the following Lemma.

Lemma:

This is shown by direct computation

of the left hand member with the aid of the

(1) and (3) sets of equations as follows.
/

3

[Ao-+,"(Ao-;v - Av;0')];/3= / 3Au;/3+ J13,1(,a(Au;v- Av;u)

+ ;·f3,v(AO';v/3-

Av;0"/3)

= j/3Au;/3+ (j 13,v);13(Ao-;v-

Av;u)

+ i 13,v Au;v/3- j/3,v Av;0"/3

= j/3A.13;0+ [(jv , 13);/3-

jv] (Au;v - Av;u)

+ j/3 ,v Au;v/3- ;·/3,v Av;0'/3

= j/3A.13;0+ [Uv,f3);/3 - ;·v] (Au;v + ;·/3,v AO';v/3- j/3,v Av;0'/3
= i 13Af3;0'+ [iv , 13(Ao-;v-

Av;O')

Av;O')];/3- iv ,f3 AO';v/3

+ jv ,f3 Av;0"/3+ ;·/3,v Au;v/3- ;·/3,v Av;o-/3

= j/3 [A13;u+ ,v(Ao-;v/3 - Au;JJv)+ ,v(Ap;uv - Av;u,B)]
= iJJ [Ap;u + ,v (AaR~vJJ - [Ap;vu - (Ap;vu - A13;0'v)
- Av;j3u- (Av;j3u- Av;u/3)])]
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= / 3 [ Ap;u+ ,,,t(AaR:v,B+ [Ap;vu-

Av;,Bu]

- A.0 Rpvu+ AaRi,ou)]

= jP [A,o;u+ '•,V([Ap;vu-

Av;,Bu]

+ A.a[R;vp + Rpuv+ Ripu])]
= J·P [Ap + ,.,V(Ap;v = jP

Av;.B)];u - ,'(ujP (Ap;v - Av;,B)

[Ap + ,v(Ap;v - Av;,o)]·u
'

The first equality results from the properties of the covariant derivative. The second
follows from Eqs.(Blc)
Eq.(Blb).

and (B3e). The third equality results from application of

The fourth, from Eq.(Blc) and the properties of the covariant derivative.

The fifth equality is a consequence of Eq.(Blc)

and a renaming of dummy sum

indices. The sixth follows from the definition of the curvature tensor R<;vpand from
the · introduction

of a new term.

The seventh equality results from the definition

of the curvature tensor, the eighth from a regrouping of terms. The ninth follows
from the First Bianci identity and from the properties of the covariant derivative.
The final equality is a result of Eq.(Blc).
The remainder of the proof of the theorem is straightforward.
Eq.(Bla)

First, we use

and the Lemma to deduce

We then rearrange terms and use Eq.(B3c) to obtain
m
) - .pm
J·P(FJJau+ -Vu-a
q ,;, - J -Va•u·
q JJ'
The term on the right of this last equation vanishes since v.Bvp = c2 which implies
(v.Bvp);u = 2v.Bvp;u
=0.
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With the aid of Eqs.(B3a) and (B3b) one then obtains

which, assuming non-vanishing fluid density, leads directly to Eq.(B2a).

This com-

pletes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2: If a set of functions satisfy the Maxwell- Lorentz force set of equations, then functions

A and 1 may be found which, together with the solution set

of the Maxwell- Lorentz force equations, form a solution set to the Surf ace Force
Potential set of equations. Moreover, A and 1 may be defined globally.
Proof : We assume a positively charged fluid such that Poe > 0, and demonstrate
result in a comoving coordinate

=

v0

c and vi

=

0 for i

=

the

system denoted by (y 0 , y1, y 2 , y 3 ). In this system

1, 2, 3. We wish to find functions A and , such that

the equations in Set (1) are satisfied given that Sets (2) and (3) are satisfied. We
choose a I such that 1 (]"= 0 for a = 0, 2, 3. That is, we choose a I in our comoving
coordinate system with only one (possibly) non-zero element, ,

1.

We note that in our comoving coordinate system and with our choice for , the
equations from the three sets (1), (2) and (3) take the following forms. Set (1):

Ao

me

+ - q + Ao + , 1 (Ao' 1 -

A1o) = 0,
'

(Ela')

(Ela")

yt-gjo _ (~

1 1jo) ,l

= o,

(Elb')

(Elb")
and

Ao(]"-A(J"o = 0.
'

'

(Elc

1
)
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Set (2):
F(Fo= A(F,O - Ao ,(F= 0.

(B2a')

Set {3):
·O

= PoeC,

(B3a')

F(F/3= A13,(F
- ACF,{3,

(B3c')

J

and
·/3 = y'=g
1 (y'-g
J.13
-gJ
'
-g

·O)

,0

= 0.

(B3e')

Eqs .(B3b), and {B3d) remain as previously displayed.
We define u by u

= y'=gj 0 •

Then u

= u(y 1 , y2, y 3 )

(from Eq.(B3e'))

and u > 0

everywhere (since Poe > 0). We next define U by

We set 1 1

= ~.

This choice for I satisfies both 1 ~

and (B3e'), and u - (, 1u), 1

= 0,

= 0,

as required by Eqs.(Blb")

as required by Eq.{Blb').

Next, we set

me

Ao= -Ao - -,

q

and

where k

= 2, 3.

Ak may be solved for explicitly by utilizing the expression of 1 1 in

terms of u and U. We rewrite the Ak equation as
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This last equation admits the solution

which we take as the final form for A;;.
With our choice for A and I it is clear that Eqs.(Bla', Bla") and (Blb', Blb") are
satisfied. Hence, it only remains for us to show that when Ao- satisfies Eq.(B2a') A
satisfies Eq. (B le'). That Ao,1- A1,o= 0 is satisfied is immediate from the definition
of Ao and A1 after using Eq.(B2a').

We now note the following.

= -Ao ,k·
The first equality follows from the fact that u and U do not depend on y 0 • The
second follows from Eq.(B2a') and the fact that partial differentiation is commutative . The third equality results from the definitions of u and U and the properties
of differentiation.

The fourth is a result of the Fundamental

and the last is immediate.

Theorem of Calculus

From this equation and the definition of Ao we deduce

the following identity.

Ao,k

-

A;;'o = -Ao 'k

This concludes the demonstration

-

(-Ao;;)
,

= 0.

that our definition of A satisfies Eq. (Blc'), which

therefore concludes the proof of Theorem 2. Noting that all definitions are defined
globally, we conclude the global equivalence of the Surface Force Potential equations
and the Maxwell-Lorentz force set of equations.
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